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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

The MutS and MutL Protein Families and Their Role in the Initiation of DNA 

Mismatch Repair 

 

by 

 

Marc Laurence Mendillo 

 

Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Sciences 

University of California, San Diego, 2007 

 

Professor Richard D. Kolodner, Chair 

 

 In Escherichia coli, MutS initiates mismatch repair (MMR) by binding 

mispaired DNA.  MutL, an intermediary protein, recognizes mispair-activated MutS 

and activates downstream MMR proteins.  In eukaryotes MMR is similarly initiated 

by a MutS Homologue (MSH) complex called Msh2-Msh6 that binds to a MutL 

Homologue (MLH) complex, called Mlh1-Pms1, which activates downstream 

proteins.  While the in vitro reconstitution of a MMR reaction using purified 

Escherichia coli proteins was described nearly twenty years ago (and recently using 

human proteins), the molecular mechanism of this process is not well understood.  
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Accordingly, several models describe the coordination of MMR events.  The studies 

described in this dissertation use various methods to explore the molecular mechanism 

of the initiation of MMR.   

 A system was developed for studying MMR protein movement along DNA.  

This system was characterized using MSH and MLH complexes from Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae.  In addition, an assay was developed to monitor ATP binding in the MSH 

proteins.  These studies revealed that Msh2-Msh6 hydrolyzes ATP to bind mispaired 

DNA in an ADP-bound form.  Mispair binding enables the Msh2-Msh6 to bind ATP 

in its high-affinity ATP binding site, but inhibits ATP hydrolysis allowing Msh2 to 

bind an additional ATP, yielding a dual ATP bound form, which is competent for 

sliding along DNA.  Mutant MSH complexes defective for binding ATP in Msh2 

failed to slide.  The MSH-MLH ternary complex also appeared to slide, but its affinity 

for DNA ends confounded dissociation analysis.  Interestingly, a dominant mutant 

Msh2-Msh6 complex interacted with Mlh1-Pms1, but failed to slide, suggesting that 

sliding is important for MMR in vivo.  Lastly, small angle x-ray scattering of E. coli 

MutS and the crystal structure of its C-terminal 34 amino acids containing the 

tetramer-forming domain provide a model for full length MutS; further analysis 

revealed that stable dimers, but not tetramers are essential for MMR in vivo.   

 Taken together, these results support a model of MMR initiation where a 

dimeric MSH complex recognizes the mispair, binds but does not hydrolyze ATP 

producing a conformational change that enables binding of the MLH complex and 

sliding along the DNA helix where downstream signaling can be initiated. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 Overview of DNA mismatch repair 

 



 2 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

  

 Cells have evolved an intricate network of DNA repair pathways in order to 

respond to various types of genotypic stress and maintain the stability of its genome.  

These stresses include errors that arise during DNA replication, endogenous damage, 

such as that which can result from free radicals generated during metabolism, as well 

as damage from exogenous insults, such as radiation or DNA alkylating agents.  For 

most cells with a functional DNA repair network, the cellular mutation rate is reduced 

to extremely low levels (~1 x 10-9 to 1 x 10-10 per cell division) (Drake, 1991).  The 

DNA mismatch repair system (MMR) is one such pathway in this network and its 

importance is reflected by its conservation from bacteria to humans (Iyer et al., 2006; 

Jiricny, 2006).  The primary function of the MMR system is the removal of base-base 

mismatches and small insertion/deletion mismatches that arise during errors in DNA 

replication (Kolodner, 1996; Kolodner and Marsischky, 1999; Modrich, 1991; 

Modrich and Lahue, 1996) .  MMR effectively reduces the error rate of DNA 

replication by 2-3 orders of magnitude (Marsischky et al., 1996; Reenan and 

Kolodner, 1992).  MMR proteins and their homologues are also important for a 

number of other cellular processes, including meiotic recombination and the 

checkpoint response that leads to the induction of apoptosis in response to some DNA 

damaging agents (Harfe and Jinks-Robertson, 2000; Jiricny, 2006).   

 In humans, defects in MMR proteins cause Lynch Syndrome, which results in 

a predisposition to hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) as well as a 
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variety of other cancers, including endometrial, genitourinary, extracolonic GI 

cancers, ovarian, brain and sebaceous skin tumors (de la Chapelle, 2004; Lynch and de 

la Chapelle, 2003; Peltomaki, 2003).  DNA from tumors marked with MMR defects 

display microsatellite instability (MSI), which is characterized by frameshifts in short 

DNA sequence repeats and is thus an excellent marker of MMR deficiency (de la 

Chapelle, 2004).  In addition, since MMR defects in mammalian cells result in defects 

in response to certain DNA damaging agents, MMR defective tumors might not be 

responsive to certain chemotherapeutics (Jo and Carethers, 2006; Stojic et al., 2004). 



 4 

1.2 MISMATCH REPAIR OVERVIEW 

 

MutHLS System 

 The mechanism of MMR is best understood in Escherichia coli.  The MutS 

protein initiates MMR by recognizing the mispaired base in DNA (Su et al., 1988).  

The MutL protein interacts with the MutS complex in the presence of a mispair and 

ATP, and stimulates the endonucleolytic activity of the MutH protein (Au et al., 1992; 

Grilley et al., 1989; Hall and Matson, 1999).  MutH makes single strand breaks in the 

unmethylated DNA strand of transiently hemimethylated GATC sites and thus 

functions in distinguishing the unmethlyated daughter DNA strand from the 

methlyated parental DNA strand during and after DNA replication (Welsh et al., 

1987).  The GATC sites can be located 5’ or 3’ to the mispair, indicating that MMR is 

bidirectional (Cooper et al., 1993).  The UvrD DNA helicase then unwinds the DNA 

while one of at least four redundant single-strand specific exonucleases (RecJ, ExoI, 

ExoVII or ExoX) degrades the error-containing strand (Burdett et al., 2001; Runyon et 

al., 1990).  Lastly, the DNA Polymerase III holoenzyme resynthesizes the DNA, 

leaving a nick that is sealed by DNA ligase (Lahue et al., 1989).  This reaction has 

been reconstituted in vitro with purified components (Lahue et al., 1989). 

 

Eukaryotic MMR 

 In Eukaryotic cells, three different MutS homologues (MSH) form two 

different heterodimeric complexes, called Msh2-Msh6 (MutSα) and Msh2-Msh3 
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(MutSβ) that together recognize base-base mispairs and insertion-deletion loops 

(Kolodner, 1996; Kolodner and Marsischky, 1999; Marsischky et al., 1996).  

Similarly, three different MutL homologues (MLH) form two different heterdimeric 

complexes that function in MMR, called Mlh1-Pms1 (Pms1 in Saccaromyces 

cerevisiae is Pms2 in humans) and Mlh1-Mlh3 (Flores-Rozas and Kolodner, 1998; 

Prolla et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1999).  Like their bacterial homologues, the MLH 

complexes bind to MSH complexes on DNA in an ATP-dependent manner, where 

they initiate downstream repair processes, such as excision by the 5’-3’ exonuclease, 

Exo1 (Blackwell et al., 2001; Bowers et al., 2000; Genschel et al., 2002; Raschle et al., 

2002; Tishkoff et al., 1997).  Biochemical and genetic studies have also implicated 

additional factors in Eukaryotic MMR, such as the processivity clamp PCNA, its 

clamp loader RFC, and the single stranded DNA binding protein RPA (Constantin et 

al., 2005; Flores-Rozas et al., 2000; Lin et al., 1998; Umar et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 

2005).  The Eukaryotic mismatch repair reaction of a nick-containing mispaired 

plasmid has recently been reconstituted with purified proteins; however, the 

mechanism for strand discrimination is still not understood and eukaryotic MMR of 

nicked plasmids may represent partial MMR reactions (Constantin et al., 2005; Zhang 

et al., 2005). 
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1.3 MUTS HOMOLOGUES 

 

Early Studies 

 Early studies documented mutator strains in a variety of organisms; most 

implicated defects in replication, recombination and repair genes (Drake et al., 1969; 

Green, 1970; Von Borstel et al., 1971).  Soon after, genetic studies in E. coli 

demonstrated that mutations in MutS result in an increased frequency of transition 

mutations and later it was revealed that this occured because it is a factor in mismatch 

repair (Cox et al., 1972; Rydberg, 1978).  An assay for repair of heteroduplex 

plasmids utilizing cell-free extracts of E. coli allowed the initial purification of MutS, 

and later on other proteins required for MMR were purified in this manner as well (Lu 

et al., 1983; Su and Modrich, 1986). 

 Seminal studies linked defects in human Msh2 with HNPCC (Fishel et al., 

1993; Leach et al., 1993).  Genetic and biochemical studies in Saccaromyces 

cerevisiae demonstrated that Msh2 forms two different heterodimeric MSH complexes 

function in MMR, Msh2-Msh6 and Msh2-Msh3 with partially redundant activities 

(Marsischky et al., 1996).  Base-base mispairs are primarly repaired by Msh2-Msh6, 

while larger insertion/deletion mispairs are primarly repaired by Msh2-Msh3; 

however, both complexes are capable of repairing short insertion/deletion mispairs.  

Consistent with this, mutations in Msh6 are rare in HNPCC and mutations in Msh3 

have not been reported (Lynch and de la Chapelle, 2003; Peltomaki, 2003).  Several 

studies have further catalogued the affinity of MutS and the MSH complexes for a 
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variety of mispaired bases, providing additional insight on their function in vivo 

(Acharya et al., 1996; Alani, 1996; Marsischky and Kolodner, 1999; Su et al., 1988).  

 Sequence analysis of salmonella typhimurium MutS revealed a consensus 

nucleotide binding site (Haber et al., 1988) and it is now recognized that MutS and the 

MSH proteins belong to the Adenosine nucleotide Binding Cassette (ABC) 

superfamily.  This family, which is possibly the largest family of proteins, contains 

more than 1000 members involved in a wide variety of processes, ranging from DNA 

repair to molecular transport (Gorbalenya and Koonin, 1990; Holland and Blight, 

1999; Hopfner and Tainer, 2003).  Subsequent experiments confirmed that MutS did 

indeed posses a weak ATPase activity, which was found to be essential for MMR 

(Haber and Walker, 1991).  Additional studies demonstrated that this was the case for 

E. coli MutS as well as the S. cerevisiae and human MSH proteins as well (Alani, 

1996; Gradia et al., 1997; Iaccarino et al., 1998; Worth et al., 1998).  Furthermore, 

screens for dominant mutators using both E. coli MutS and S. cerevisiae Msh6 

resulted in dominant mutator mutations yielding proteins with nucleotide binding 

defects, offering additional evidence of the importance of this activity (Das Gupta and 

Kolodner, 2000; Hess et al., 2002; Wu and Marinus, 1994). 

 Biochemical studies demonstrated that MutS and the MSH complexes have a 

reduced affinity for mispaired DNA in the presence of ATP (Blackwell et al., 1998; 

Gradia et al., 1997; Hess et al., 2002).  Later studies indicated that the ATP-bound 

complexes could be trapped on a DNA substrate if the ends were blocked; thus the 

MSH proteins dissociate off of the mispair along the DNA helix (Acharya et al., 2003; 
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Blackwell et al., 1998; Gradia et al., 1999; Schofield et al., 2001).   Additionally, it 

was noted that ATP was required for interaction with MutL and the MLH complexes.  

These observations, along with others, inspired a variety of mechanistic models of 

MMR, which will be discussed in more detail below.    

 

MutS structure & ATP induced conformational changes  

 Mismatch recognition is central to the process of mismatch repair.  C-terminal 

truncations were used to obtain structures of MutS and MutS complexed to a 

mispaired DNA substrate for both the E. coli and Thermus aquaticus (Taq) proteins 

(Lamers et al., 2000; Obmolova et al., 2000).  The structures revealed a homodimeric 

complex bound to its mispaired DNA substrate in an asymmetric manner; thus the 

MutS homodimer acts as a functional heterodimer, similar to its Eukaryotic 

homologues.   

 MutS is a modular protein that can be divided into five domains, each one of 

which resembles another known structure (Figure 1-1A).  The amino-terminal domain 

I contains residues critical for mismatch recognition.  Domain II connects domain I 

with the ATPase domain (domain V).  Domain III is a central scaffold, making 

contacts with all domains except for domain I.  Domain IV is a long clamp, which at 

one end connects with domain III and the other end forms nonspecific DNA contacts 

and dimeric contacts.   

 The monomers assemble by making dimeric contacts at the top (domain V) 

and bottom (domain IV) of the structure.  The top dimeric interface is the larger (2,922
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Figure 1-1.  MutS bound to a GT mispair.  A.  The mismatch binding monomer is colored by 
domain, while the other monomer is colored in blue.  The GT mispair DNA substrate is colored in grey.  
Domain I (2-115) is the mismatch recognition domain and is colored in red.  Domain II (116-266) is the 
connector domain and is colored in yellow.  Domain III (267-412 and 537-567) is the core domain and 
is colored in orange.  Domain IV (413-536) is the clamp domain and is colored in green.  Domain V 
(568-800) is the ATPase domain and is colored in magenta.    B.  F36 (shown in sticks) stacks with the 
mispaired thymidine base and is critical for mispair binding.
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Å2) and possesses both of the conserved ATPase domains.  Both nucleotide binding 

sites are actually composite sites, each possessing critical residues from the reciprocal 

monomer.  The bottom dimeric interface, which is formed by the clamp domains in 

the presence of a mispaired DNA substrate, is much smaller and adds ~600 Å2.  Basic 

residues in these domains coordinate nonspecific contacts with the negatively charged 

phosphates of the DNA backbone; however, in the absence of DNA, the domains are 

mobile and cannot be resolved.  This mobility, most likely driven by an electrostatic 

repulsion generated by the same basic residues that contact the DNA, might allow the 

clamps to remain open and accessible for binding DNA.   

 A highly conserved phenylalanine stacks with the mispaired thymidine base 

(Figure 1-1B); previous studies in E. coli and Taq MutS and S. cerevisiae Msh6 

demonstrated that this residue is critical for mispair specificity in vitro and MMR 

function in vivo (Bowers et al., 1999; Das Gupta and Kolodner, 2000; Malkov et al., 

1997; Yamamoto et al., 2000).  The long connector arms bridge the ATPase domains 

with the DNA binding domains and thus communicate the conformational change that 

results in altered DNA binding kinetics upon nucleotide binding.  While numerous 

biochemical and biophysical studies of MutS and its orthologues imply that there are 

extensive ATP induced conformational changes in this region, structural studies have 

thus far provided only limited insight on what these changes are and how they are 

coordinated (Alani et al., 2003; Lamers et al., 2004).  Comparison of MutS to other 

ABC ATPase family members, such as Rad50, have provided some clues, but there is 

still much left to learn (Hopfner et al., 2000).   
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 The fact that there can be up to nine different states of nucleotide occupancy 

for the two ATP-binding sites (if each site can be empty, have an ADP, or an ATP) 

adds an additional level of complexity to the elucidation of the function of these sites.  

Several studies demonstrated that the two nucleotide binding sites in both MutS and 

the MSH complexes have different affinities and are somehow coupled to one another 

(Antony and Hingorani, 2004; Drotschmann et al., 2002; Lamers et al., 2003).  

Various effects of DNA on ATPase activity have been documented.  Duplex DNA, 

and to an even greater extent, mispaired DNA, have been shown to stimulate steady-

state levels of ATP hydrolysis (Gradia et al., 1997; Hess et al., 2002).   In addition, a 

burst phase of ATP hydrolysis, which is inhibited by mispair binding, followed by a 

slower steady-state level has also been noted (Antony and Hingorani, 2003; Bjornson 

et al., 2000).  How these nucleotide occupancy states are linked to conformational 

states and MMR mechanisms is not well understood. 

  

MutS Oligomerization 

 While C-terminal truncations of the Taq and E. coli proteins were used to 

obtain dimeric crystal structures, the full-length proteins exist in an equilibrium 

mixture of dimers and tetramers (Biswas et al., 1999; Bjornson et al., 2003).  The C-

terminal region mediates tetramerization and includes the last 53 amino acids in E. 

coli MutS.  This region is conserved in MutS proteins from the majority of bacteria; 

indeed, tetramerization has been observed in MutS from other prokaryotes as well 

(Takamatsu et al., 1996).  Despite its crystallographic utility, the E. coli deletion 
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protein MutS∆800 has severe biochemical defects, including defects in mispair 

recognition and MutH activation (Bjornson et al., 2003).  Consistent with this, 

integration of MutS∆800 onto the E. coli chromosome results in a substantial MMR 

defect (Calmann et al., 2005a), although the high level expression of MutS∆800 from 

a plasmid can complement for a mutS deletion strain in mutation avoidance (Calmann 

et al., 2005b).  These data have led to the suggestion that tetramerization is essential 

for MMR in E. coli, however, in addition to tetramerization defects, the MutS∆800 

protein has also been shown to have dimerization defects as well; this offers an 

alternative explanation for its in vitro and in vivo defects (Lamers et al., 2004).  

Moreover, no evidence exists for tetramerization of the Eukaryotic MSHs.
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1.4 MUTL HOMOLOGUES 

 

 The MLH proteins function as intermediaries in MMR.  E. coli MutL 

recognizes the mispair-activated MutS protein and binds to and stimulates the activity 

of downstream proteins, such as MutH and UvrD, which can then act at distances of  ~ 

1000 bp from the mispair (Au et al., 1992; Grilley et al., 1989; Hall and Matson, 1999; 

Yamaguchi et al., 1998).  Similarly, the Eukaryotic MLH complexes bind to mispair-

activated MSH complexes and stimulate the activity of Exo1.  The mechanistic 

features of this coordination continue to be actively debated.  

 Analysis of a crystal structure of the monomeric 40 kilodalton N-terminal 

fragment of MutL (LN-40) corroborated earlier in-silico studies that suggested the 

MutL family is part of a larger group of ATPases, now known as the GHKL 

superfamily (Ban and Yang, 1998; Mushegian et al., 1997).  This functionally diverse 

array of proteins gets its name from its collective members, which include the gyrase 

class of DNA topoismerases, the Hsp90 family of heat-shock protein chaperones, the 

DNA histidine kinases, as well as MutL and its homologues (Dutta and Inouye, 2000).  

The structural similarities of MutL with these ATPases prompted further 

experimentation and confirmed that MutL possesses a weak ATPase activity, which is 

required for MMR (Ban and Yang, 1998; Spampinato and Modrich, 2000).  

 Initial evidence from size-exclusion chromatography experiments and protein 

cross-linking assays of LN-40 bound to a non-hydrolyzable ATP analogue, showed 

that ATP binding, but not hydrolysis, induces dimerization of the LN-40 fragment, 
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while the full-length protein always remains intact as a dimer, independent of  

nucleotide occupancy (Ban and Yang, 1998).  Truncation analysis of MLH proteins 

indicated that the dimerization of the full-length protein is mediated through the C-

terminus; this was later confirmed by structural analysis (Guarne et al., 2004; Kondo 

et al., 2001; Kosinski et al., 2005; Pang et al., 1997).  Taken together, this suggests 

that the N-terminal portion of the protein acts as clamp that can open and close 

depending on the nucleotide occupancy, while the protein remains dimeric at all times 

due to interactions of the c-terminal region.  Additional evidence for this came with 

the solution of another structure of LN-40, this time, as a dimer bound with ADPnP 

(Ban et al., 1999).  Biochemical and genetic studies indicate that the Eukaryotic MLH 

complexes undergo similar ATP-driven conformational changes, that are required for 

MMR in vivo (Tran and Liskay, 2000).  While the N-terminal structural rearrangement 

that ATP binding confers is well documented, its function, at least in E. coli, is only 

beginning to be understood.  
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1.5 TERNARY COMPLEX & MMR INITIATION MODELS 

 

 Numerous biochemical studies have shown that MutL forms a ternary complex 

with MutS on DNA, in a reaction that is dependent on ATP (Acharya et al., 2003; 

Baitinger et al., 2003; Galio et al., 1999; Grilley et al., 1989; Selmane et al., 2003).  

The MLH complexes interact with the MSH complexes in a similar fashion 

(Blackwell et al., 2001; Bowers et al., 2000; Raschle et al., 2002).  Studies using both 

the prokaryotic and eukaryotic complexes have demonstrated that the ternary complex 

requires larger DNA substrates than the MSH complexes to form efficiently 

(Blackwell et al., 2001; Schofield et al., 2001).  The ternary complex can be formed 

either by adding both complexes together in the presence of ATP to the DNA substrate 

(Baitinger et al., 2003), or by prebinding MutS with ADP or without nucleotide, 

washing away unbound protein and then adding in MutL with ATP (Acharya et al., 

2003; Selmane et al., 2003).  The latter condition demonstrates that MutL can bind 

directly to MutS that is bound to DNA.  Studies with non-hydrolyzable ATP 

analogues and MutS mutants with ATP hydrolysis defects suggest that ATP 

hydrolysis is not required for this interaction (Acharya et al., 2003; Selmane et al., 

2003), however, there are conflicting reports that suggest otherwise (Baitinger et al., 

2003; Galio et al., 1999).  In addition, studies with MutL mutants that are defective in 

ATP binding suggest that the requirement for ATP in ternary complex formation 

resides within MutS (Acharya et al., 2003; Raschle et al., 2002). 
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 Three major models have been proposed to explain the coordination of mispair 

recognition with downstream MMR events, such as excision (Figure 1-2).  The first 

model originated from observations made in electron microscopy studies using E. coli 

proteins.  DNA loops were formed in the presence of MutS, and further stimulated by 

MutL, in a manner dependent on ATP hydrolysis (Allen et al., 1997).  This result was 

interpreted as an active translocation mechanism, in analogy to type I and type III 

restriction enzymes (Bourniquel and Bickle, 2002); here, a MutS-MutL complex 

forms at the mispair and spools DNA through until it reaches its downstream 

recognition sequence; in E. coli, this is the hemimethylated GATC site.   

 A second model was based on the observation that MSH complexes can be 

trapped on DNA in an ATP binding dependent, but ATP hydrolyisis indendent, 

manner (Gradia et al., 1999).  Here, the MLH complex can bind to the ATP-bound 

“sliding clamp” conformation of the MSH complex after mispair promoted ADP-ATP 

exchange.  This complex is free to diffuse along DNA to signal downstream effector 

molecules.  This process is assisted by the flux of new MSH complexes that load onto 

the recently vacated mispair, yielding a gradient of complexes that ensure the 

complexes ahead move away in a unidirectional manner (Acharya et al., 2003).  

  Both models described above require a continuous DNA helix from the 

mispair to the downstream effector site on DNA.  In contrast, a trans models was 

proposed where the two distant DNA sites come together in solution; here there is no 

movement by the MSH-MLH complex away from the mispair (Schofield et al., 2001).  

This model was based upon experiments showing that the MutS-MutL complex has a  
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slower rate of dissociation, compared to MutS, off of DNA (Schofield et al., 2001).  

Therefore, the MutS-MutL repair complex stays at or near the mispair and reaches for 

the distant GATC site.  Perhaps more direct evidence for this model came from studies 

demonstrating that MutH activity on short DNA substrates containing a mispair and a 

hemimethylated GATC sequence were the same as when the mispair and the GATC 

sequence were located on different substrates (Schofield et al., 2001).  Similarly, 

studies in human cell-free extracts found that substrates containing an Avidin protein 

or an internal DNA hairpin loop as a blockade between the mispair and the nick, had 

similar levels of excision as compared to substrates lacking the blocks (Wang and 

Hays, 2003; Wang and Hays, 2004).  This model does not offer an expanation for the 

mispair-driven directionality of excision.  Regardless, further study will be required to 

truly understand the mechanistic features of MMR. 
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1.6 SUMMARY AND AIMS 

 

 The studies described in this dissertation address the molecular mechanism of 

the initiation of DNA mismatch repair.  In chapter 2, we describe a system that was 

developed in order to study the mobility of MMR proteins along DNA.  In particular, 

we address whether mobility is due to active transport driven by ATP hydrolysis, or 

rather from sliding by diffusion, induced by a conformational change driven by ATP 

binding, but not hydrolysis.  In addition, interaction with the MLH complex and its 

mobility are examined in the same manner.  In chapter 3, dominant mutant Msh2-

Msh6 complexes are tested for the ability to slide along DNA and interact with Mlh1-

Pms1 using the system described in chapter 2.  Their ATP binding and hydrolysis 

properties are characterized as well.  In chapter 4, a crosslinking assay is described for 

the simultaneous detection of the nucleotide occupancy for both subunits of the MSH 

complex.  In addition, its nucleotide occupancy state for the sliding clamp 

conformation is determined.  Lastly, in chapter 5, we determine a model for the full-

length MutS protein using small angle X-ray scattering and a crystal structure of the 

C-terminal tetramerization domain fused to Maltose Binding Protein, and use this 

information along with mutagenesis and genetic analysis to determine the 

oligomerization requirements for MMR function in vivo. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Analysis of the interaction between the Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 complexes with DNA 

using a reversible DNA end blocking system 
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2.1 ABSTRACT 

 

 The Lac Repressor-Operator interaction was used as a reversible DNA end 

blocking system in conjunction with an IAsys biosensor instrument, which detects 

total internal reflectance and allows monitoring of binding and dissociation in real-

time, to develop a system for studying the ability of MMR repair proteins to move 

along DNA.  The Msh2-Msh6 complex bound to a mispaired base was found to be 

converted by ATP binding to a form that showed rapid sliding along the DNA and 

dissociation via the DNA ends and also showed slow, direct dissociation from the 

DNA.  In contrast, the Msh2-Msh6 complex bound to a basepair containing DNA only 

showed direct dissociation from the DNA.  The Mlh1-Pms1 complex formed both 

mispair-dependent and mispair-independent ternary complexes with the Msh2-Msh6 

complex on DNA.  The mispair-independent ternary complexes were formed most 

efficiently on DNA molecules with free ends under conditions where ATP hydrolysis 

did not occur, and only exhibited direct dissociation from the DNA.  The mispair-

dependent ternary complexes were formed in the highest yield on DNA molecules 

with blocked ends, required ATP and Magnesium for formation and showed both 

dissociation via the DNA ends and direct dissociation from the DNA. 
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2.2 INTRODUCTION 

 

Errors that occur during DNA replication result in base-base mismatches and 

small insertion/deletion mismatches that if left uncorrected are fixed in the DNA as 

mutations by subsequent rounds of DNA replication.  The DNA mismatch repair 

(MMR) system normally corrects such errors in the cell and is highly conserved from 

bacteria to humans (Harfe and Jinks-Robertson, 2000; Kolodner, 1996; Kolodner and 

Marsischky, 1999; Modrich, 1991; Modrich and Lahue, 1996).  Defects in the system 

lead to increased rates of accumulation of mutations and in humans, inherited and 

somatic defects in MMR result in increased development of cancer (Lynch and de la 

Chapelle, 1999; Lynch and de la Chapelle, 2003; Peltomaki, 2003; Wheeler et al., 

2000).  The mechanism of MMR is best understood in the bacteria Escherichia coli 

(Harfe and Jinks-Robertson, 2000; Modrich, 1991; Modrich and Lahue, 1996).  In E. 

coli the MutS protein, which appears to function as a homodimer, serves as the 

mispair recognition factor (Joshi et al., 2000; Mazurek et al., 2002; Schofield et al., 

2001; Su et al., 1988).  MutL, another homodimer, interacts with the MutS complex in 

the presence of a mispair and ATP and activates the endonucleolytic activity of MutH 

(Acharya et al., 2003; Au et al., 1992; Baitinger et al., 2003; Galio et al., 1999; Grilley 

et al., 1989; Hall and Matson, 1999; Schofield et al., 2001; Selmane et al., 2003).  

MutH makes single strand breaks in the newly synthesized daughter strand at 

transiently unmethylated GATC sequences allowing the unwinding of the DNA by 

UvrD coupled with the degradation of the error-containing strand by one of at least 
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four redundant exonucleases (Burdett et al., 2001; Welsh et al., 1987).  Then DNA 

polymerase III holoenzyme can resynthesize the DNA strand leaving a nick that is 

subsequently sealed by DNA ligase (Lahue et al., 1989).  In eukaryotic cells, three 

different MutS-homologues form two different heterodimeric complexes, called 

Msh2-Msh6 (MutSα) and Msh2-Msh3 (MutSβ) that together recognize base-base 

mispairs and insertion/deletion loops (Acharya et al., 1996; Alani, 1996; Drummond et 

al., 1995; Genschel et al., 1998; Gradia et al., 1997; Hess et al., 2002; Kolodner, 1996; 

Kolodner and Marsischky, 1999; Marsischky et al., 1996; Marsischky and Kolodner, 

1999; Palombo et al., 1995; Palombo et al., 1996; Reenan and Kolodner, 1992a; 

Reenan and Kolodner, 1992b).  Similarly, three different MutL-homologues form two 

different heterodimeric complexes, called Mlh1-Pms1 (MutLa; Pms1 Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae is Pms2 in humans) and Mlh1-Mlh3, that function in MMR (Flores-Rozas 

and Kolodner, 1998; Prolla et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1999).  Like their bacterial 

homologues, the MSH and MLH complexes have been shown to interact on DNA in a 

reaction dependent on ATP, where they presumably can activate downstream effecter 

proteins (Blackwell et al., 2001b; Bowers et al., 2001; Bowers et al., 2000; Habraken 

et al., 1998; Kijas et al., 2003; Plotz et al., 2002; Raschle et al., 2002).  However, at 

present little is known about how the MLH complexes interact with the MSH 

complexes, and how this activates the other proteins that function in MMR. 

Three major models have been proposed to describe the initial steps of MMR 

in eukaryotes.  Some groups postulate that, upon addition of ATP, the MSH complex 

can form a “sliding clamp” which can diffuse along DNA where downstream 
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signaling can take place (Gradia et al., 1999).  The MLH complex presumably 

interacts with this sliding clamp and participates in the signaling process.  This 

diffusion is assisted by the constant flux of new MSH complexes that load onto the 

recently vacated mispair, yielding a gradient of complexes that ensures the complexes 

ahead move away in a unidirectional manner, as has been suggested for bacterial MutS 

(Acharya et al., 2003) .  Others argue for a second model, deemed the active 

translocation model.  In this scenario, the Msh2-Msh6 complex binds a mispair and 

translocates off of the mispair in a manner dependent on ATP hydrolysis (Blackwell et 

al., 1998).  By analogy to observations made in the E. coli system, this could result in 

the looping of DNA as the DNA is spooled through the Msh2-Msh6 complex and 

coordination of the other proteins that function in MMR with the mispair and the sites 

where excision initiates (Allen et al., 1997).  Lastly, a static transactivation model has 

been described, predominantly based on studies of bacterial proteins.  Here, the MLH 

complex stabilizes the MSH complex at the mispair and this static complex can then 

interact in trans with other MMR proteins located at different sites to initiate mispair 

dependent excision reactions (Selmane et al., 2003). 

Many of the studies that provide the basis for the above models of the initial 

steps of MMR are based on data from biochemical studies with the Msh2-Msh6 (or 

MutS) complex and DNA in isolation.  While there does seem to be movement of 

Msh2-Msh6 off the mispair along the DNA in the presence of ATP, it is not clear if 

this occurs in the presence of the Mlh1-Pms1 complex.  Furthermore, while there is 

general agreement that the Msh2-Msh6 complex has a 20-30 fold higher specificity for 
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DNA containing a mispair compared with homoduplex DNA, it is not well established 

if, beyond its role as a downstream signaling complex, the Mlh1-Pms1 complex 

provides any additional mispair recognition specificity (Blackwell et al., 2001b; 

Kolodner and Marsischky, 1999; Marsischky and Kolodner, 1999). 

The lac repressor-lac operator system has been used previously in studies of 

replication proteins tracking along DNA (Fu et al., 1996).  Here this system was used 

in conjunction with an IAsys biosensor instrument, which detects total internal 

reflectance and allows monitoring of binding and dissociation in real-time, to develop 

a system for studying the ability of MMR proteins to move along DNA.  In contrast to 

all previous MMR studies, use of the lac repressor-lac operator interaction as a 

method for blocking DNA ends allows for rapid dissociation of the blocking protein; 

addition of the allolactose analogue isopropylthiogalactoside (IPTG) induces 

dissociation of lac repressor (LacI) essentially instantaneously.  We find that the 

Msh2-Msh6 complex has multiple modes of association onto a mispair and 

dissociation off of a mispair.  Mlh1-Pms1 binds to Msh2-Msh6 that has been bound to 

a mispair in a specific, high affinity manner that is dependent on ATP and Magnesium 

(Mg2+).  It appears that the Msh2-Msh6-Mlh1-Pms1 ternary complex retains the 

ability to diffuse along DNA, although the affinity of the complex for DNA ends 

confounds the analysis of the rate of its movement along DNA.  We have also defined 

reaction conditions under which the Msh2-Msh6 complex and the Mlh1-Pms1 

complex undergo mispair-independent ternary complex formation, which raises 

implications concerning studies that have been reported previously. 
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2.3 RESULTS 

 

The Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 complexes form a mispair-independent ternary 

complex with DNA in buffer containing ATP -Mg2+   

 Most studies demonstrating interactions between the Msh2-Msh6 mispair 

recognition complex and the Mlh1-Pms1 (Pms2 in humans) complex have utilized gel 

mobility shift assays.  In addition, as discussed below, most observed interactions 

between Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 (Pms2 in humans) on DNA have been 

documented in reactions containing ATP -Mg2+ or non-hydrolyzable ATP analogs, 

which may not represent physiological conditions.  Because gel mobility shift assays 

do not allow straightforward determination of the amounts of individual proteins 

present in complexes an immunoprecipitation assay was used to analyze MMR 

protein-DNA interactions.  A functionally tagged Mlh1-Pms1 complex was incubated 

with different combinations of Msh2-Msh6 and a DNA substrate containing a central 

GT mispair or GC basepair and either ADP or ATP with or without Mg2+.  The 

reaction products were then captured on antibody linked beads and analyzed by SDS-

PAGE (Figure 2-1A).  Under all reaction conditions, the Mlh1-Pms1 complex was 

quantitatively recovered.  In the absence of DNA, no Msh2-Msh6 was co-precipitated 

regardless of whether the reactions contained ATP or ADP +/- Mg2+ (Figure 2-1A and 

data not shown).  Little if any Msh2-Msh6 co-precipitated with Mlh1-Pms1 in 

reactions containing GT mispair DNA and either ADP +/- Mg++ or ATP +Mg2+.  

However, in reactions containing the GT mispair DNA and ATP -Mg2+, Msh2-Msh6 
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Figure 2-1.  The Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 complexes form a ternary complex with DNA 
independent of a mispair in buffer containing ATP but without Mg2+.  A. Reactions containing 
Msh2-Msh6, Mlh1-Pms1, DNA (duplex, GC or mispaired, GT), nucleotide (ADP or ATP) and Mg2+ (as 
indicated) were incubated and Mlh1-Pms1 containing complexes were recovered as described under 
"Experimental Procedures", separated by SDS-PAGE and the resulting gels silver stained.  The 
positions of proteins (Mlh1, Msh2, Pms1, Msh6) and DNA are indicated on the left.   Lane 1 (Ctrl) 
contains denatured Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 proteins and was included as a size standard.  B.  
Biosensor analysis of the association and dissociation of the Msh2-Msh6- Mlh1-Pms1 ternary complex 
formed on a DNA substrate containing a GT mispair or a GC basepair under standard conditions as 
described under “Materials and Methods,” except that the 10 mM Mg2+ in the running buffer was 
replaced with 2 mM EDTA.  In addition, 50 nM Msh2-Msh6 alone or 50 nM Msh2-Msh6 and 50 nM 
Mlh1-Pms1 were included as indicated along with 250 µM ATP in the running buffer.  Association was 
monitored for 3.5 minutes, after which the protein-containing buffer was replaced with an equivalent 
buffer lacking protein, allowing dissociation of complex from the DNA.  
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co-precipitated in a 1:1 ratio with Mlh1-Pms1, and the DNA was also co- precipitated.  

Exactly the same results were obtained in parallel control experiments containing GC 

basepair DNA indicating that formation of this ternary complex did not require a 

mispaired base for assembly.  To confirm this result, a similar experiment was 

performed using an IAsys biosensor instrument with immobilized DNA containing 

either a central GT mispair or GC basepair; these substrates are described in greater 

detail in subsequent sections (Figure 2-1B).  In the presence of ATP -Mg2+ there was a 

2 to 3-fold greater level of association of Msh2-Msh6 with GT mispair DNA 

compared to GC basepair DNA, although only a low level of association was seen, 

consistent with previous studies of the interaction of Msh2-Msh6 and DNA in the 

presence of ATP (data not shown) (Blackwell et al., 2001a; Gradia et al., 1997; Hess 

et al., 2002).  Mlh1-Pms1 did not associate with either DNA in the absence of Msh2-

Msh6 (data not shown).  In contrast, under the same conditions there was a high level 

of protein association observed when the reactions contained an equimolar mixture of 

Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 and there was little if any difference in the level of 

association with the GT DNA compared to the GC DNA.  When the protein-

containing buffer was removed from the reaction chamber and the same buffer but 

without protein was added, approximately 30% of the bound protein rapidly 

dissociated and the remaining protein did not dissociate from the DNA over a 4 min 

period.  Consistent with the immunoprecipitation results, there was no difference 

between the level of stable association of protein with either the GT mispair or the GC 

basepair DNA. 
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 On review of the literature we observed that many studies that have used gel 

shift assays to demonstrate ternary complex formation between Msh2-Msh6, Mlh1-

Pms1 (or human Pms2) and mispair DNA only observed efficient ternary complex 

formation in reactions containing ATP -Mg2+ or in binding reactions stopped by the 

addition of a solution containing EDTA, which effectively adds an incubation step in 

buffer containing ATP -Mg2+ (Blackwell et al., 2001b; Bowers et al., 2001; Bowers et 

al., 2000; Kijas et al., 2003; Raschle et al., 2002).  Surprisingly, several studies did not 

directly test whether ternary complex formation requires a mispair (Bowers et al., 

2001; Bowers et al., 2000; Raschle et al., 2002).  In four studies we could identify that 

directly tested mispair dependence, one concluded that ternary complex formation did 

not require a mispair (Plotz et al., 2002).  The second concluded that even though 

ternary complexes were formed in the absence of a mispair, they were relevant to 

mismatch repair because they were not formed when a mismatch repair defective 

mutant protein was tested (Kijas et al., 2003).  The third observed essentially equal 

levels of binding to both mispair and basepair containing substrates and suggested that 

the binding to the basepair substrate might be due to end binding (Blackwell et al., 

2001b).  A separate experiment in this study using a Biacore instrument to detect real-

time binding, under conditions containing ATP and Mg2+, apparently detected only 

mispair specific ternary complex formation and did not detect end affects (Blackwell 

et al., 2001b).  The last was the only study using a gel-shift that observed efficient 

mispair specific ternary complex formation, but unlike other studies, this study did not 

detect ternary complex formation on DNA substrates that did not contain a mispair 
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despite the addition of EDTA at the end of the reaction (Habraken et al., 1998).  These 

results in combination with the results presented in Figure 2-1 have led us to 

systematically reexamine the interaction between the Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 

complexes. 

 

The lac repressor-lac operator interaction provides a reversible DNA end 

blocking system for use in studying interactions between MMR proteins and 

DNA  

Previous studies utilizing both bacterial and eukaryotic MMR proteins, 

including both gel mobility shift and real-time binding and dissociation analysis 

(Biacore or IAsys) assays, have shown that blocking DNA ends limits the dissociation 

of MutS or the Msh2-Msh6 complex from DNA substrates containing a mispaired 

base upon addition of ATP (Acharya et al., 2003; Blackwell et al., 1998; Gradia et al., 

1999; Schofield et al., 2001).   All of these studies blocked the DNA substrate in an 

irreversible manner, by binding either avidin or an antibody to the DNA ends or by 

incorporating some type of DNA secondary structure at the DNA ends.  The lac 

repressor-lac operator interaction has been extensively characterized and has been 

used previously to block various replication proteins from tracking along DNA (Fu et 

al., 1996; Matthews and Nichols, 1998).  We took advantage of this system as a means 

to reversibly block DNA ends during analysis of the interaction of the Msh2-Msh6 and 

Mlh1-Pms1 complexes with DNA immobilized on an IAsys affinity biosensor.  

Briefly, the lac O1 operator sequence was incorporated at one end of a 236-nucleotide 
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dsDNA fragment, containing either a central GT mispair or GC basepair, while the 

other end was biotinlyated and permanently blocked via its interaction with the avidin-

coated cuvette surface.  Control experiments demonstrated that LacI binding resulted 

in an increase of response of up to 60 arc seconds, which was dependent on the 

presence of the lac O1 operator sequence.  Upon addition of IPTG, LacI dissociated 

rapidly and completely, with the response dropping by a similar 60 arc seconds, with a 

half time of dissociation ~1.6 sec (Supplemental Figure 2-1).  As will be discussed 

below, binding of LacI to the operator sequence at the DNA end provided a block that 

was completely reversible upon addition of IPTG. 

 

Characterization of the Real-Time Reversible End-blocking System with the 

Msh2-Msh6 complex 

The system was initially characterized by analyzing the steady-state levels of 

binding and dissociation of the Msh2-Msh6 complex with DNA under various 

conditions in the absence of LacI.  In many cases, the dissociation data were fit to 

single- and multi-phase dissociation models and the results from the best fit are also 

reported (Table 2-1).   

 When association with the GT substrate was analyzed in the presence of 

different nucleotides, the highest level of Msh2-Msh6 binding was observed in ADP 

followed by progressively lower levels of binding in ATP and ATP-γS (Figure 2-2A).  

When Msh2-Msh6 was bound to the GT substrate in the presence of ADP and the 

protein-containing buffer was replaced with buffer containing different nucleotides,  
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Figure 2-2. Msh2-Msh6 binds specifically to a mispair in the presence of ADP and rapidly 
dissociates in the presence of ATP or ATP-γS. Biosensor analysis of the association and dissociation 
of the Msh2-Msh6 complex with a DNA substrate containing a GT mispair (A, B, C, D) or a GC 
basepair (E, F, G, H) under standard conditions as described under “Experimental Procedures.”  A.  
Binding of 50 nM Msh2-Msh6 to a DNA substrate containing a GT mispair with either 250 µM ATP 
(red line), 250 µM ATP-γS (blue line) or no nucleotide (black line) in addition to the 25 µM ADP 
present in the standard running buffer. B. 50 nM Msh2-Msh6 was bound in running buffer on a DNA 
substrate containing a GT mispair.  Dissociation was observed by replacing the protein-containing 
buffer with running buffer containing the nucleotide as indicated according to the color scheme 
described in “A”.  C.  50 nM Msh2-Msh6 was bound in running buffer containing 250 µM ATP on a 
DNA substrate containing a GT mispair.  Dissociation was observed by replacing the protein-containing 
buffer with running buffer containing 250 µM ATP.  D.  Same as “C”, except ATP-γS was used in place 
of ATP.  E, F, G and H were same as A, B, C and D respectively, except a DNA substrate containing a 
GC basepair was used in place of the substrate containing a GT mispair.
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Table 2-1.  Half-times of dissociation for the Msh2/6 and Msh2/6+Mlh1/Pms1 complexes.  
Association and dissociation conditions are described under "Materials and Methods" and in the legends 
to individual figures.  Note that when the dissociation conditions indicate IPTG alone, IPTG was added 
thus freeing the end of the DNA substrate while leaving the concentration of proteins in solution 
essentially unchanged.  The results reported are the average of the half-times of dissociation from three 
or more independent experiments ± the standard deviation (SD).  As indicated under "Materials and 
Methods", the half-times were calculated by fitting the dissociation data to either a single exponential or 
double exponential decay model; the R2 values for the fit were always greater than 95%.  In the case 
where a double exponential decay model was used, a second half-time of dissociation is reported (t1/2 (B)) 
and the average percent of the total amplitude that each phase constitutes is reported in brackets. 
       
              
Protein Substrate ON OFF T1/2 (A) ± SD T1/2 (B) ± SD  R2 
 
 

   s  
              

Msh2/6       
       
 GT Unblocked ADP ADP 27.0 ± 9.5 - 0.98 
  ADP ATP 8.0 ± 2.7 - 0.99 
  ADP ATPγS 10.8 ± 3.2 - 0.98 
  ATP ATP 9.3 ± 3.6 - 0.97 
  ATPγS ATPγS 29.3 ± 0.6 - 0.98 
       
 GT Blocked ADP ATP 23.7 ± 7.3 - 0.99 
  ADP ATPγS 27.8 ± 0.2 - 0.98 
  ADP ATP+IPTG 10.2 ± 2.3 - 0.99 
  ADP ATPγS+IPTG 13.1 ± 1.3 - 0.99 
  ATP ATP 20.9 ± 4.5 - 0.99 
  ATP IPTG 5.6 ± 2.8 - 0.99 
  ATP ATP+IPTG 8.4 ± 3.8 - 0.99 
  ATPγS ATPγS 28.3 ± 11.1 - 0.99 
              
       
Msh2/6+Mlh1/Pms1      
       

 GT Unblocked ATP ATP 26.2 ± 0.3 [75] 0.6 ± 0.2 [25] 0.99 
       
 GT Blocked ATP ATP 31.9 ± 6.1 - 0.99 
  ATP IPTG 21.3 ± 0.4 - 0.98 
  ATP ATP+IPTG 21.6 ± 0.5 - 0.99 

              
       
Msh2/6*       
       
 GC Unblocked ADP ADP 17.0 ± 9.9 - 0.98 
  ADP ATP 5.0 ± 1.9 - 0.99 
  ATP ATP 8.4 ± 3.2 - 0.96 
       
 GC Blocked ADP ATP 6.6 ± 4.0 - 0.96 
  ATP ATP 10.0 ± 2.6 - 0.96 
              
       
Msh2/6+Mlh1/Pms1      
       

 GC Unblocked ATP ATP 16.3 ± 1.0 [86] 0.5 ± 0.1 [14] 0.99 
       
 GC Blocked ATP ATP 13.8 ± 5.7 - 0.99 
  ATP ATP+IPTG 16.0 ± 8.3 - 0.99 

              
*, The dissociation conditions of ATP+IPTG were not analyzed in the case of Msh2-Msh6 bound to end-
blocked GC substrate because the additional dissociation seen relative to ATP alone was entirely 
attributable to dissociation of the LacI protein and the fraction of dissociation attributable to LacI is large 
enough to confound the dissociation analysis. 
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ATP and ATP-γS caused identical, virtually complete rapid mono-phasic dissociation 

with half-times of dissociation of ~8 to 11 sec, whereas ADP caused much less 

dissociation at a slower apparent rate (t1/2 ~27 sec; Figure 2-2B and Table 2-1).  The 

remaining protein appeared to be stably bound as further ADP washes resulted in little 

additional dissociation; similar results have been seen in other studies with S. 

cerevisiae and human Msh2-Msh6, as well as with E. coli MutS (Acharya et al., 2003; 

Antony and Hingorani, 2003; Hess et al., 2002; Selmane et al., 2003).  When Msh2-

Msh6 was bound to the GT substrate in the presence of ATP, less binding was 

observed than in the presence of ADP; ATP-induced dissociation under this condition 

was as rapid as ATP-induced dissociation observed when binding occurred in the 

presence of ADP, and the amount of binding that was resistant to ATP-induced 

dissociation was the same in both cases (Figure 2-2C and Table 2-1).  When Msh2-

Msh6 was bound to the GT substrate in the presence of ATP-γS, only a low level of 

binding was observed and most of the bound protein was resistant to dissociation in 

buffer containing ATP-γS (Figure 2-2D).  A parallel series of experiments was 

performed using a GC containing control DNA substrate (Figures 2-2E to H).  

Virtually the same results were obtained with the GT and GC containing substrates 

with two exceptions: regardless of the nucleotide present, the level of binding to the 

GC substrate was ~40% that observed with the GT substrate, which presumably 

reflects the mispair binding specificity of Msh2-Msh6; and ADP induced a greater 

overall extent of dissociation from the GC substrate compared to the GT substrate 

(additional features of the dissociation from GC basepair substrates are discussed 
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below).  Consistent with this, it has previously been suggested that ADP contributes to 

mispair specificity of human Msh2-Msh6 by reducing non-specific DNA binding 

(Blackwell et al., 1998). 

 A parallel series of experiments was then performed in the presence of LacI 

protein to block the ends of the substrates. The presence of LacI or IPTG was not 

found to have any effect on Msh2-Msh6 binding to or dissociation off of DNA 

substrates lacking the lac O1 operator sequence (data not shown).  When association 

with the GT substrate was analyzed in the presence of LacI, the level of Msh2-Msh6 

binding observed in ADP was slightly lower than observed on the unblocked substrate 

(compare Figure 2-3A to Figure 2-2A) consistent with the idea that LacI may prevent 

a small amount of binding of Msh2-Msh6 to DNA ends.  When ATP was present, the 

level of association was greater than two-fold higher than observed with the unblocked 

GT substrate (see inset and compare Figure 2-3A to Figure 2-2A) consistent with the 

idea that blocking the DNA ends reduces dissociation under these reaction conditions 

(Blackwell et al., 1998; Gradia et al., 1999).  In contrast, the level of binding observed 

in ATP-γS was essentially the same on the blocked and unblocked substrates (Figures 

2-2A, D and 2-3A, D).  When Msh2-Msh6 was bound to the end-blocked GT substrate 

in the presence of ADP and IPTG was added, a small amount of dissociation was 

observed that was equivalent to the amount of LacI bound (Figure 2-3B).  When 

Msh2-Msh6 was bound to the GT substrate in the presence of ADP and LacI and the 

protein-containing buffer was replaced with buffer containing LacI and different 

nucleotides, ATP and ATP-γS caused identical, slow single phase (t1/2 ranging from 24  
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Figure 2-3.  Steady-state binding of the Msh2-Msh6 complex is dramatically 
increased on an end-blocked DNA substrate containing a GT mispair in buffer 
containing ATP and Mg2+.   
Biosensor analysis of the association and dissociation of the Msh2-Msh6 complex 
with a DNA substrate containing a GT mispair (A, B, C, D) or a GC basepair (E, F, G, 
H), end-blocked with 100 nM LacI (unless otherwise indicated) under standard 
conditions as described under “Experimental Procedures.”  A.  Binding of 50 nM 
Msh2-Msh6, with either 250 µM ATP (red line), 250 µM ATP-γS (blue line) or no 
nucleotide (black line) in addition to the 25 µM ADP present in the standard running 
buffer, to a DNA substrate containing a GT mispair, end blocked with LacI.  Binding 
of 50 nM Msh2-Msh6 with 250 µM ATP on an unblocked GT mispair (dotted red 
line) is included for comparison.  B.  50 nM Msh2-Msh6 was bound in running buffer 
(ADP) to a DNA substrate containing a GT mispair and end blocked with LacI.  After 
association for 3.5 minutes, dissociation was observed under one of five following 
conditions.  Either 5 µL of running buffer containing 10 mM IPTG (1 mM final 
concentration) was added to the microcuvette to release LacI from DNA (green line), 
or the protein containing buffer was replaced with running buffer containing 250 µM 
ATP and LacI (red line), 250 µM ATP and 1 mM IPTG (dashed red line), 250 µM 
ATP-γS and LacI (blue line), or 250 µM ATP-γS and 1 mM IPTG (dashed blue line).  
C.  50 nM Msh2-Msh6 was bound in running buffer containing 250 µM ATP to a 
DNA substrate containing a GT mispair, end blocked with LacI.  Binding of 50 nM 
Msh2-Msh6 with 250 µM ATP on an unblocked GT mispair (dotted red line) is 
included for comparison. Various methods of dissociation are shown, as indicated 
according to the scheme in “B”.  D.  Same as “C”, except ATP-γS was used in place of 
ATP.  E, F, G and H were same as A, B, C and D respectively, except a DNA 
substrate containing a GC basepair was used in place of the substrate containing a GT 
mispair.  Note the small IPTG induced decrease (B, D, F, G and H) is due to LacI 
dissociation, while the larger decrease (C) is mainly due to rapid Msh2-Msh6 
dissociation from newly freed ends.
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to 28 sec) partial dissociation (Figure 2-3B and Table 2-1); after the dissociation under 

these conditions reached a plateau, addition of IPTG induced a rapid single phase 

dissociation (t1/2 ranging from 5 to 7 sec) of the remaining bound protein (data not 

shown).  Dissociation induced by replacing the protein-containing buffer with buffer 

containing IPTG and either ATP or ATP-γS was the same (single phase; t1/2 ranging 

from 10 to 13 sec) and was more rapid than dissociation induced by ATP or ATP-γS 

inthe presence of LacI (Figure 2-3B and Table 2-1). The dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 

bound to the GT substrate in the presence of LacI and ATP was also analyzed (Figure 

2-3C).  After binding under these conditions, addition of IPTG resulted in rapid mono-

phasic dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 (t1/2 of ~6 sec; Table 2-1) and reestablishment of 

equilibrium binding levels that were the same as observed during the association of 

Msh2-Msh6 with unblocked GT substrate in the presence of ATP (see inset and 

compare Figures 2-2A, 2-2C and 2-3C).  When the bound protein was challenged with 

buffer containing ATP and LacI, extensive mono-phasic dissociation was observed but 

the apparent rate was reduced (t1/2 of ~21 sec; Table 2-1).  In contrast, when the bound 

protein was challenged with buffer containing ATP and IPTG, there was yet more 

extensive mono-phasic dissociation at a more rapid rate (t1/2 of ~8 sec; Table 2-1).  

Binding and dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 from the end-blocked GT substrate in the 

presence of ATP-γS was the same as observed with the unblocked GT substrate 

(compare Figures 2-2D and 2-3D).  As will be discussed in greater detail below, these 

results are consistent with the view that when Msh2-Msh6 binds to a GT mispair in 

the presence of ADP and is challenged with ATP or ATP-γS or binds in the presence 
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of ATP (under hydrolysis conditions) but not when binding occurs in the presence of 

ATP-γS, it is converted to a form that exhibits rapid, end-dependent dissociation. 

A similar series of experiments was performed using a end-blocked GC control 

DNA substrate (Figures 2-3E to 2-H).  Blocking the end of the GC substrate had much 

less affect on Msh2-Msh6 binding than blocking the end of the GT substrate and there 

were only small differences in binding to blocked vs. unblocked GC substrate DNA.  

Binding to the blocked GC substrate in the presence of ATP resulted in a small 

increase in binding compared to the unblocked substrate, but not to the extent seen 

with the GT substrates (compare Figure 2-3E to 2-3A).  Addition of IPTG after 

binding to the blocked GC substrate in the presence of ATP and LacI resulted in a 

small but significant amount of dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 beyond the amount of 

dissociation attributable to LacI, but not to the extent seen with the GT substrates 

(compare Figure 2-3G to 2-3C).  Finally, challenging the protein bound to the blocked 

GC substrate in the presence of ATP and LacI with buffer containing ATP and IPTG 

resulted in somewhat more dissociation than seen with buffer containing ATP and 

LacI; however, the difference between these two dissociation conditions was not as 

large as seen for the blocked GT substrate and was primarily attributable to 

dissociation of LacI (compare Figures 2-3G with 2-3C).  Kinetic analysis of ATP 

induced dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 that had been loaded onto either unblocked or end 

blocked GC basepair substrates in the presence of ADP or ATP (Table 2-1; also see 

Figures 2-2F and G and 2-3F and G) showed that there was no significant difference 

between the half-times of dissociation under these different conditions; this is in 
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marked contrast to the results seen with the GT mispair substrate.  These results 

indicate that binding of Msh2-Msh6 to GC basepair substrate does not result in the 

conversion of Msh2-Msh6 to a form that shows end-dependent dissociation. 

 

The Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 complexes form a mispair-dependent, dynamic 

ternary complex on end-blocked DNA 

 Immunoprecipitation assays and fractionation of potential protein complexes 

by gel-filtration failed to show any evidence of interaction between Msh2-Msh6 and 

Mlh1-Pms1 complexes in buffer containing Mg2+ with or without ATP (data not 

shown).  These assays can probably only reliably detect relatively stable interactions.  

However, we were able to demonstrate such interactions using the IAsys affinity 

biosensor system, which allows monitoring binding and dissociation in real-time.  

 Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 were incubated at equimolar concentrations with 

various nucleotides and the immobilized GT mispair or GC basepair substrates 

described above.  When incubated with ADP, there was virtually no increased 

complex formation, as the observed association levels were equivalent to that seen 

with Msh2-Msh6 alone, regardless of the presence of a mispair (Figures 2-4A, B, E 

and F).  There was little if any binding of Mlh1-Pms1 to DNA under any of the assay 

conditions used (Figures 2-4 and 2-5).  Upon inclusion of ATP in the buffer with 

Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1, there was significantly increased binding to both the GT 

mispair and GC basepair substrates (Figures 2-4A, C, E and G); a ~five-fold increase 

in binding was observed compared with Msh2-Msh6 + ATP and DNA alone (also 
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Figure 2-4.  The Mlh1-Pms1 complex can form a ternary complex with the Msh2-Msh6 complex 
and DNA in buffer containing ATP.  Biosensor analysis of the association and dissociation of the 
Mlh1-Pms1-Msh2-Msh6 ternary complex with a DNA substrate containing a GT mispair (A, B, C, D) 
or a GC basepair (E, F, G, H) under standard conditions as described under “Experimental Procedures.”  
A.  Binding of 50 nM Msh2-Msh6 and 50 nM Mlh1-Pms1 with either 250 µM ATP (red line), 250 µM 
ATP-γS (blue line) or no nucleotide (black line) in addition to the 25 µM ADP present in the standard 
running buffer on a DNA substrate containing a GT mispair.  B.  50 nM Mlh1-Pms1 and 50 nM Msh2-
Msh6 were bound in running buffer on a DNA substrate containing a GT mispair.  Dissociation was 
observed by replacing the protein-containing buffer with running buffer containing 250 µM ATP.  
Association reactions consisting of 50 nM Msh2-Msh6 alone or 50 nM Mlh1-Pms1 alone were included 
as controls.  C & D.  Reactions were performed as in “B”, except 250 µM ATP (C) or 250 µM ATP-γS 
(D) was included in all buffers.  E, F, G and H were same as A, B, C and D respectively, except a DNA 
substrate containing a GC basepair was used in place of the substrate containing a GT mispair. Binding 
of 50 nM Msh2-Msh6 and 50 nM Mlh1-Pms1 with 250 µM ATP-γS on a GT mispair (dotted blue line) 
is included for comparison in “E”. 
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compare with Figure 2-2).  In binding reactions containing Msh2-Msh6, Mlh1-Pms1 

and ATP, there was ~30% more binding to the GT mispair substrate compared to the 

GC basepair substrate (compare Figures 2-4A and 2-4C to 2-4E and 2-4G).  Increased 

binding of Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 in the presence of ATP-γS was observed 

compared to Msh2-Msh6 alone, although there was only a small if any increase in 

binding to the GT mispair substrate compared to the GC basepair substrate (Figure 2-

4D and H).   

 Regardless of whether ATP or ATP-γS was present in the binding reaction, the 

complex that assembled on either the GT mispair or GC basepair substrates was 

dynamic and dissociated when the binding buffer was exchanged with buffer without 

Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1, but containing the nucleotide present in the original 

binding reaction.  There was an initial phase of rapid dissociation in both cases 

followed by a slower phase (Table 2-1).  The rapid dissociation phase was only seen 

when binding occurred on substrates that had free ends; however, we have little 

insight into the nature of the proteins that make up this rapid dissociation phase.  It 

should be noted that the rapid (t1/2 of ~1 sec) and slow (t1/2 of ~26 sec) phases of 

dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 off of the GT mispair in the presence of 

ATP were more rapid and more slow, respectively, than observed for Msh2-Msh6 

alone (t1/2 of ~9 sec) (Table 2-1) making it unlikely that either phase of dissociation 

was due to dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 alone. 

A series of experiments was performed to determine if blocking the ends of the 

DNA substrates would prevent end-dependent dissociation of the ternary complex 
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between Msh2-Msh6, Mlh1-Pms1 and DNA, as it had with Msh2-Msh6 bound to GT 

mispair substrate DNA.  Similar to their behavior on DNA with unblocked ends, 

incubating Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 with the DNA in the presence of LacI to 

block the ends in binding buffer containing ADP failed to produce any significant 

association beyond that observed with Msh2-Msh6 alone (Figure 2-5A, B, E and F).  

However, compared to the results seen with the unblocked DNA substrates, incubating 

the proteins in the presence of LacI and ATP resulted in a small increase in complex 

formation on the GT mispair substrate compared to a 25% decrease in complex 

formation on the GC basepair substrate (Figure 2-5A, C, E and G).  This resulted in a 

two-fold preference for complex formation on the GT mispair substrate vs. the GC 

basepair substrate and further suggests that Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 can assemble 

onto the ends of DNA.  Blocking the ends of the GT mispair and GC basepair 

substrates with LacI when the binding reactions were performed in the presence of 

ATP-γS (Figure 2-5D and H) resulted in a modest preference for the GT mispair 

substrate and an ~50% reduction in binding compared to the unblocked substrates (see 

inset and compare Figures 2-5D and H with Figures 2-4D and H); furthermore, in the 

case of both end-blocked substrates there was considerably less binding in the 

presence of ATP-γS compared to ATP. 

 Dissociation of the complex formed by Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 with 

DNA under conditions where the ends were blocked with LacI was studied using the 

same three conditions as described above for dissociation of the Msh2-Msh6-DNA 

complex.  When Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 were bound to the end-blocked GT  
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Figure 2-5.  Mispair specificity of Mlh1-Pms1-Msh2-Msh6 ternary complex is 
improved upon blocking the end of the DNA substrate. 
Biosensor analysis of the association and dissociation of the Mlh1-Pms1-Msh2-Msh6 
complex with a DNA substrate containing a GT mispair (A, B, C, D) or a GC basepair 
(E, F, G, H), end-blocked with 100 nM LacI (unless otherwise indicated) under 
standard conditions as described under “Experimental Procedures.”  A. Binding of 50 
nM Msh2-Msh6 and 50 nM Mlh1-Pms1 with either 250 µM ATP (red line), 250 µM 
ATP-γS (blue line) or no nucleotide (black line) in addition to the 25 µM ADP present 
in the standard running buffer on a DNA substrate containing a GT mispair, end 
blocked with LacI.  Binding of 50 nM Msh2-Msh6 and 50 nM Mlh1-Pms1 with 250 
µM ATP on an unblocked GT mispair substrate (dotted red line) is included for 
comparison.  B. 50 nM Msh2-Msh6 and 50 nM Mlh1-Pms1 was bound in running 
buffer (ADP) on a DNA substrate containing a GT mispair and end blocked with LacI.  
After association was allowed to proceed, dissociation was observed under one of two 
following conditions.  Either 5 µL of running buffer containing 10 mM IPTG (1 mM 
final concentration) was added to the microcuvette to release LacI from DNA (green 
line), or the protein-containing buffer was replaced with buffer containing 250 µM 
ATP and 100 nM LacI (red line).  Association reactions consisting of 50 nM Msh2-
Msh6 alone or 50 nM Mlh1-Pms1 alone were included as controls.  C & D.  Reactions 
were performed as in “B”, except 250 µM ATP (C) or 250 µM ATP-γS (D) was 
included in all buffers.  Binding of 50 nM Msh2-Msh6 and 50 nM Mlh1-Pms1 with 
250 µM ATP-γS on an unblocked GT mispair substrate (dotted blue line) is included 
for comparison.  Also, an additional dissociation reaction was observed by replacing 
the protein containing buffer with running buffer containing ATP (C) or ATP-γS (D) 
and 1 mM IPTG (dashed lines).  E, F, G and H were same as A, B, C and D 
respectively, except a DNA substrate containing a GC basepair was used in place of 
the substrate containing a GT mispair.
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mispair substrate in the presence of ADP (note that Mlh1-Pms1 does not interact with 

Msh2-Msh6 under these conditions), addition of IPTG to dissociate LacI did not result 

in decreased binding beyond that predicted to be due to dissociation of LacI (Figure 2-

5B).  Challenging the bound protein with buffer containing ATP and LacI resulted in a 

modest amount of dissociation of bound protein, but not to the extent seen when just 

Msh2-Msh6 had been bound (Figure 2-3B); this limited dissociation may be due to 

residual protein left in the cuvette after washing away the majority of the free protein 

(~5 to 10% of the protein remains in the cuvette), that now, upon addition of ATP is 

able to form ternary complex, yielding conditions similar to those seen when the 

proteins are incubated together in the presence of ATP and then washed away (Figure 

2-5B and 2-5C).   

 When Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 were bound to the end-blocked GT mispair 

substrate in the presence of ATP, addition of IPTG to dissociate LacI resulted in a 

small but significant decrease in the amount of protein bound, which was greater than 

the amount of bound LacI (Figure 2-5C), but not to the extent seen when Msh2-Msh6 

alone was analyzed under these conditions (Figure 2-3C).  This dissociation occurred 

at a much slower apparent rate (t1/2 of ~21 sec) compared with the dissociation of 

Msh2-Msh6 alone under the same conditions (t1/2 of ~6 sec) (Table 2-1).  When the 

bound protein was challenged with buffer containing ATP and LacI, extensive 

dissociation was observed; however, when the bound protein was challenged with 

buffer containing ATP and IPTG, more extensive dissociation was observed and the 

apparent rate of dissociation was greater (t1/2 of ~22 sec vs. ~32 sec) (Figure 2-5C and 
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Table 2-1).  These results are consistent with the view that when Msh2-Msh6 and 

Mlh1-Pms1 assemble onto an end-blocked GT mispair substrate, the resulting ternary 

complex can undergo both direct and end-dependent dissociation; however, the rate of 

end-dependent dissociation of the ternary complex appears to be slower than the rate 

of end-dependent dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 alone. 

When Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 were bound to the end-blocked GT mispair 

substrate in the presence of ATP-γS, addition of IPTG to dissociate LacI caused 

increased binding in contrast to the dissociation seen when binding occurred in the 

presence of ATP consistent with the idea that under these conditions Msh2-Msh6 and 

Mlh1-Pms1 bind to DNA ends (compare Figure 2-5C and 2-5D).  In contrast, 

challenging the bound protein with buffer containing ATP-γS and LacI or ATP-γS and 

IPTG (these buffers do not contain Msh2-Msh6 or Mlh1-Pms1) resulted in extensive 

dissociation, with modestly more dissociation seen under conditions where the bound 

LacI was released.  Virtually the same dissociation properties were observed when 

Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 were bound to the end-blocked GC basepair substrate in 

the presence of ATP-γS (Figure 2-5H) with the exception that there was less initial 

binding to the GC substrate.  This dissociation behavior combined with the 

observations that Msh2-Msh6 does not appear to bind to a mispaired base in the 

presence of ATP-γS and the low level of ternary complex formation seen on end 

blocked substrates compared to that seen in the presence of ATP suggests that the 

ternary complex that forms in the presence of ATP-γS is a nonspecific or non-

productive complex. 
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Finally, when Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 were bound to the end-blocked GC 

basepair substrate in the presence of ATP, addition of IPTG to dissociate LacI resulted 

in a small increase in binding (Figure 2-5G).  In contrast, challenging the bound 

protein with buffer containing ATP and LacI or ATP and IPTG resulted in extensive 

dissociation, with modestly more dissociation seen when the bound LacI was released 

(this is primarily attributable to the release of the bound LacI); the t1/2 of dissociation 

was similar under these later conditions (~14 sec vs. ~16 sec; Table 2-1) but 

dissociation was more rapid than seen with the GT substrate (t1/2 of ~32 sec for ATP + 

LacI and ~22 sec for ATP + IPTG).  This difference in dissociation behavior is 

consistent with the idea that the ternary complex formed on the GC basepair substrate 

is a nonspecific complex that only undergoes direct dissociation in contrast to the 

distinctly different properties of the ternary complex that formed on end blocked GT 

mispair substrates. 

 

ATP dependent association of the Mlh1-Pms1 complex with the Msh2-Msh6 

complex previously bound at a mispair in the presence of ADP 

 We next determined if Mlh1-Pms1 would bind to Msh2-Msh6 that was pre-

bound to DNA.  In these experiments (Figure 2-6), Msh2-Msh6 was added to 

microcuvettes containing either bound GT mispair or GC basepair substrate in buffer 

containing ADP +/- LacI to block the ends of the substrate.  After association of the 

Msh2-Msh6 complex with the substrate, Mlh1-Pms1 was added along with ADP, ATP 

or ATP-γS.  In experiments with both substrates with or without LacI, there was no 
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additional protein bound when Mlh1-Pms1 was added in combination with ADP (data 

not shown).  However, when Mlh1-Pms1 was added in combination with ATP or 

ATP-γS in the absence of LacI there was significant additional binding, although there 

was only a small preference for the GT mispair substrate compared to the GC basepair 

substrate (Figure 2-6A vs. 2-6C and 2-6B vs. 2-6D).  When the ends of the DNA 

substrate were blocked with LacI and Mlh1-Pms1 was added in the presence of either 

ATP or ATP-γS there was significant additional protein binding on the GT mispair 

substrate and to a lesser extent on the GC basepair substrate (see inset; Figure 2-6E, F, 

G and H).  In addition, specificity for the GT mispair was significantly enhanced due 

to a reduction of binding to the GC-basepair substrate (compare Figure 2-6C to 2-6G).  

In the presence of ATP-γS there was a significant reduction in overall binding to the 

blocked end substrates compared to the unblocked substrates suggesting there is 

significant end binding in the presence of ATP-γS (see inset; compare Figure 2-6B to 

2-6F and 2-6D to 2-6H); this effect was not seen to the same extent when binding 

reactions were performed with the GT mispair substrate in the presence of ATP 

(compare Figure 2-6A to 2-6E and 2-6C to 2-6G).  The net complex formation was 

about the same when Mlh1-Pms1 and ATP were added to Msh2-Msh6 that was 

prebound in the presence of ADP compared with both complexes mixed together in 

the presence of ATP (see inset; compare Figure 2-6 with Figures 2-4 and 2-5).  In 

contrast, there was only a small amount of ternary complex formation when both 

complexes were incubated with the end-blocked GT mispair substrate in the presence 

of ATP-γS (Figure 2-5D), whereas when Mlh1-Pms1 and ATP-γS were added to  
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Figure 2-6.  Mlh1-Pms1 can bind to the Msh2-Msh6-DNA complex in buffer 
containing ATP.    
Biosensor analysis of the association of the Msh2-Msh6 complex with a DNA 
substrate containing a GT mispair (A, B, E, F) or a GC basepair (C, D, G, H), that had 
a free end (A, B, C, D) or was end-blocked with 100 nM LacI (E, F, G, H) under 
standard conditions was performed as described under “Experimental Procedures.”  
Mlh1-Pms1 was then added to the Msh2-Msh6 solution and association was observed, 
followed by analysis of the dissociation of the ternary complex.  A.  100 nM Msh2-
Msh6 was bound in running buffer on a DNA substrate containing a GT mispair 
(black line).  An equal volume of 100 nM Mlh1-Pms1 in running buffer containing 
500 µM ATP was then added to the Msh2-Msh6 mixture yielding final concentrations 
of 50 nM of both protein complexes and 250 µM ATP.  Dissociation was observed by 
replacing the protein-containing buffer with running buffer containing 250 µM ATP.  
B.  Reactions were performed as in “A”, except ATP was replaced by ATP-γS.  C & D 
were same as A & B respectively, except a DNA substrate containing a GC basepair 
was used in place of the substrate containing a GT mispair.  E, F, G & H were the 
same as A, B, C & D respectively, except the DNA ends were blocked with LacI.  
Binding of 50 nM Msh2-Msh6 and 50 nM Mlh1-Pms1 mixed together with 250 µM 
ATP (dotted red lines) are included for comparison in “E” and “G”.  In E, F, G and H, 
in addition to the above dissociation reaction, additional disassociation reactions were 
performed as indicated, including either addition of 5 µL of running buffer containing 
10 mM IPTG (1 mM final concentration) to the microcuvette to release LacI from 
DNA (green lines), replacing the protein containing buffer with running buffer 
containing 250 µM ATP and 1 mM IPTG (red dashed lines) or replacing the protein 
containing buffer with running buffer containing 250 µM ATP-γS and 1 mM IPTG 
(blue dashed lines). 
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Msh2-Msh6 that was prebound in the presence of ADP (Figure 2-6F), ternary complex 

formation was more robust but appeared to form more slowly and did not reach the 

same levels compared to that formed in the presence of ATP. This reduced level of 

ternary complex formation likely results because additional binding of Msh2-Msh6 to 

the mispair during the time course of the experiment is limited in ATP-γS (see Figure 

2-3D) in comparison to considerable additional binding by Msh2-Msh6 in the 

presence of ATP (see Figure 2-3C). 

The dissociation behavior of the Mlh1-Pms1 complexes formed on prebound 

Msh2-Msh6 in the presence of ATP on blocked or unblocked GT mispair or GC 

basepair substrates was essentially the same as the complexes formed when Msh2-

Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 were incubated together (compare Figures 2-4C, 2-4G, 2-5C 

and 2-5G with figures 2-6A, 2-6E, 2-6C and 2-6G).  The complexes formed in ATP-

γS on blocked or unblocked substrates displayed similar dissociation behavior (Figures 

2-6B, 2-6D, 2-6F and 2-6H); however, this dissociation behavior was somewhat 

different than that of the complexes formed in the presence of ATP.  When IPTG 

alone was added to the complex formed in the presence of ATP-γS, significantly 

increased binding was observed on both the GT mispair and GC basepair substrates 

(Figure 2-6F, H) compared to, for example, the dissociation seen when IPTG was 

added to similar complexes formed on the GT mispair substrate in the presence of 

ATP (Figure 2-5C), consistent with an end-binding reaction in the presence of ATP-

γS.  When the protein-containing buffer was removed from reactions with end-blocked 

substrates and replaced with buffer containing LacI and ATP-γS or buffer containing 
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IPTG and ATP-γS, significant dissociation was observed (Figure 2-6F, H); this 

dissociation behavior was similar to that observed for the complexes formed when 

Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 were incubated together with the DNA substrate in the 

presence of ATP-γS (Figure 2-5D, H).  In addition, this latter dissociation seemed to 

occur at a lower apparent rate than dissociation in the presence of ATP (compare 

Figure 2-6E with 2-6F and 2-6G with 2-6H).   

Taken together, these results suggest that recognition of Msh2-Msh6 bound to 

a mispair in buffer containing ADP by Mlh1-Pms1 to form a ternary complex requires 

ATP binding to either Msh2-Msh6 or Mlh1-Pms1 or both; the reduced apparent rate of 

association in ATP-γS compared to ATP may also suggest that ATP hydrolysis plays a 

role in stable ternary complex formation or is required for turnover and rebinding of 

Mlh1-Pms1.  In addition, the seemingly reduced apparent rate of dissociation of the 

ternary complex in the presence of ATP-γS compared to ATP suggests that ATP 

hydrolysis may play an additional role in dissociation; However, this could also reflect 

the increased end binding that occurs in the presence of ATP-γS compared to ATP 

(Figure 2-5C, D), either directly or during dissociation via the DNA ends. 
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2.4 DISCUSSION 

 

In this study, we have used LacI protein to reversibly block the ends of 

substrate DNA molecules in order to investigate the interaction of Msh2-Msh6 and 

Mlh1-Pms1 with DNA.  This approach has allowed the analysis of multiple modes of 

association and dissociation with DNA. Msh2-Msh6 can bind to both basepair and 

mispair containing substrates and exhibits only direct dissociation from basepair 

containing substrates and both direct and end-dependent dissociation from mispair 

containing substrates; the formation of a complex that moves along the DNA and 

undergoes end-dependent dissociation accounts for the increased association seen on 

end-blocked mispair containing substrates.  Mlh1-Pms1 can bind to Msh2-Msh6 on 

mispair and basepair containing substrates and at the ends of DNA molecules.  The 

interaction of Mlh1-Pms1 with Msh2-Msh6 at a mispair results in ternary complexes 

that show both direct and end-dependent dissociation whereas the interaction of Mlh1-

Pms1 with Msh2-Msh6 on basepair containing substrates results in a ternary complex 

that appears to only show direct dissociation; the ternary complex formed on GC 

basepair substrates also dissociates more rapidly than either the direct or end-

dependent dissociation modes of the ternary complex formed on GT mispair 

substrates.   

The interaction between Mlh1-Pms1 and Msh2-Msh6 at DNA ends, 

particularly under conditions where ATP is present but cannot be hydrolyzed, is a 

mispair independent interaction that confounds the analysis of Mlh1-Pms1 interactions 
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with Msh2-Msh6; because of this, the interaction between Mlh1-Pms1 with Msh2-

Msh6 at a mispair can best be studied on DNA substrates which have blocked DNA 

ends.  A consequence of this is that most studies of Msh2-Msh6 interactions with 

Mlh1-Pms1 (Pms2 in humans) using gel shift methods have likely studied a non-

mispair dependent interaction (Bowers et al., 2001; Bowers et al., 2000; Kijas et al., 

2003; Raschle et al., 2002).  It should also be noted that because we cannot precisely 

monitor the binding of additional Msh2-Msh6 to the DNA substrate during the ternary 

complex formation experiments containing ATP using the IAsys biosensor, we have 

not attempted to measure the stoichiometry of the interaction of Msh2-Msh6 and 

Mlh1-Pms1; however, in the immunoprecipitation experiments presented here and in 

unpublished experiments, the observed stoichiometry was 1:1. 

 The binding of Msh2-Msh6 to DNA fits the model presented in Figure 2-7.  

When Msh2-Msh6 binds to DNA containing a mispair in the presence of ADP or in 

the absence of nucleotide, it primarily binds to the mispair due to the higher affinity 

for mispairs compared to basepairs (Acharya et al., 1996; Fishel et al., 1994; Hess et 

al., 2002; Marsischky and Kolodner, 1999; Mu et al., 1997).  Under these conditions, 

Msh2-Msh6 only directly dissociates from DNA.  On addition of either ATP or ATP-

γS to the complex formed in the presence of ADP, essentially all of the Msh2-Msh6 is 

converted to a form that rapidly dissociates from the DNA but can be trapped on the 

DNA by blocking the ends, consistent with a study of human Msh2-Msh6 (Gradia et 

al., 1999).  Our conclusions differ from those of another study of Msh2-Msh6 mispair 

complexes formed in the absence of nucleotide that concluded that ATP, but not 
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Figure 2-7.  Model of interactions of Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 on DNA containing a mispair.  
A.  Multiple modes of association of Msh2-Msh6 onto a mispair and dissociation off of a mispair.  B.  
Interaction of Mlh1-Pms1 with Msh2-Msh6 on end-blocked DNA containing a mispair.  In the absence 
of blocked ends, the ternary complex can also form on DNA ends.  See “Discussion” for explanation. 
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nonhydrolyzable ATP analogs, could convert human Msh2-Msh6 to a form that could 

be trapped on end-blocked DNA substrates (Blackwell et al., 1998); however, our 

results predict the observed lower level of complex seen in the presence of ATP-γS vs. 

ATP (Blackwell et al., 1998) because while both ATP and ATP-γS induce the 

movement of Msh2-Msh6 off of the mispair as well as direct dissociation from the 

blocked DNA substrates, only ATP but not ATP-γS, because it can be hydrolyzed, 

allows the rebinding of Msh2-Msh6 (present in the binding buffer) to the mispair (see 

below).   

 We have confirmed that Msh2-Msh6 bound to a mispair in the absence of any 

nucleotide shows the same ATP induced conversion to a form that can be trapped on 

the DNA by blocking the ends (data not shown).  Msh2-Msh6 that has been trapped on 

DNA in this way rapidly dissociates from the DNA when the block is reversed and 

more slowly dissociates from the DNA when the ends remain blocked; these results 

indicate that the end-dependent dissociation form undergoes slower direct dissociation 

when it is trapped on the DNA by blocking the ends.   

 Although Msh2-Msh6 shows a small amount of increased binding to mispair 

containing DNA in the presence of ATP-γS relative to basepair containing DNA, 

blocking the end of the substrate DNA does not increase binding suggesting that ATP 

bound Msh2-Msh6 is in a conformation that cannot productively recognize mispairs 

(Gradia et al., 1999).  When Msh2-Msh6 is incubated with mispair containing DNA 

substrate in the presence of ATP, a low level of mispair binding at steady-state occurs 

when the ends are not blocked and a much higher level of binding is seen when the 
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ends are blocked; Msh2-Msh6 that is trapped on the DNA when the ends are blocked 

rapidly and completely dissociates when the block is reversed.  These results are 

consistent with the view that bound ATP is hydrolyzed to ADP by Msh2-Msh6 

allowing Msh2-Msh6 to bind to the mispair and that subsequent binding of ATP 

converts the Msh2-Msh6 to a ring or clamped form that dissociates rapidly by moving 

along the DNA (Gradia et al., 1999); conversion to this form accounts for the 

increased levels of binding seen in the presence of ATP on blocked GT mispair 

substrates compared to GT substrates with out a block.  The observation that ATP and 

ATP-γS induce the same dissociation behavior of mispair bound Msh2-Msh6 (bound 

in ADP or no nucleotide) and that ATP induced dissociation of mispair-bound Msh2-

Msh6 loaded in ADP or ATP results in complete dissociation (on unblocked DNA or 

end-blocked DNA followed by block reversal) rather than trapping of a portion of the 

protein on the DNA between the mispair and the cuvette surface (or on a single end-

blocked DNA substrate) as seen for MutS (Blackwell et al., 2001a) is consistent with 

the view that the clamped form diffuses along the DNA (Gradia et al., 1999) rather 

than translocating along the DNA in a manner dependent on ATP hydrolysis 

(Blackwell et al., 1998).   

 Binding of Msh2-Msh6 to GC basepair substrate DNA in the presence of ADP 

or ATP results in a low level of bound protein (relative to that seen on GT mispair 

substrates) that appears to only exhibit end-independent direct dissociation whereas 

binding in ATP-γS results in low level, stable binding.  The net result of blocking the 

ends of a mispair containing substrate is that mispair binding of Msh2-Msh6 followed 
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by ATP binding induces conversion to a form that is trapped on the DNA allowing 

much higher levels of Msh2-Msh6 to stably associate with the DNA than is seen on 

unblocked DNA.  This loading reaction does not occur in the absence of a mispair and 

hence blocking the end of the DNA substrates increases the apparent specificity of 

Msh2-Msh6 for mispaired bases. 

Our analysis indicates that Mlh1-Pms1 can specifically assemble onto Msh2-

Msh6 in a mispair-mediated reaction as described in the model illustrated in Figure 2-

7.  However, as will be discussed in more detail below, the analysis of this interaction 

is confounded by non-specific interactions between these two complexes on basepairs 

and at DNA ends; blocking the DNA ends was therefore critical to characterizing the 

mispair-mediated reaction.   

Mlh1-Pms1 can assemble onto Msh2-Msh6 at a mispair under two conditions: 

when the two proteins are incubated together with the substrate and ATP, or when 

Msh2-Msh6 is preloaded onto the mispair in the presence of ADP and the Mlh1-Pms1 

is then added along with ATP or ATP-γS.  In the presence of ATP-γS the extent of 

binding of Mlh1-Pms1 to Msh2-Msh6 prebound on end-blocked GT mispair substrates 

is higher than when Msh2-Msh6 is prebound on end-blocked GC basepair substrates; 

this indicates that the interaction of Mlh1-Pms1 with Msh2-Msh6 at a mispair is a 

specific interaction distinct from the interaction of Mlh1-Pms1 with Msh2-Msh6 at a 

basepair.   

The dissociation behavior of the ternary complexes also supports the view that 

the ternary complex formed on mispair substrates is different from the ternary 
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complex formed on basepair substrates.  The ternary complex loaded onto end-

blocked mispaired base substrate under either of the specific interaction conditions 

showed direct dissociation.  Several observations suggest that the complexes also 

show movement along the DNA and end-dependent dissociation.  First, blocking the 

DNA ends results in increased accumulation of complex and removing the block by 

addition of IPTG results in increased dissociation.  Second, the ternary complex 

dissociated more rapidly from the mispaired base substrate when the end blocks were 

released than from the blocked mispaired base substrate (compare dissociation in ATP 

+ IPTG to ATP alone; Table 2-1).  There is, however, less effect of blocking or 

unblocking the ends of GT mispair substrates on the Mlh1-Pms1-Msh2-Msh6 complex 

as compared to Msh2-Msh6 alone.  This could be because either the ternary complex 

has a reduced apparent rate of end-dependent dissociation relative to the apparent rate 

of direct dissociation than seen for Msh2-Msh6 alone or that the sliding form of the 

ternary complex moves as rapidly along the DNA but is retarded at the ends due to the 

end binding reaction.  This affect could explain the observation that the presence of 

human Mlh1-Pms2 appears to increase the affinity of Msh2-Msh6 for mispairs 

(Blackwell et al., 2001b).  It is also possible that the apparent increased dissociation 

seen in the absence of end blocks is due to a small amount of Msh2-Msh6 loaded onto 

the mispair substrate that did not then bind Mlh1-Pms1 or is present on the DNA alone 

if some of the Mlh1-Pms1 disassembles from the ternary complex; we do not favor 

these latter possibilities because the protein that dissociates on addition of IPTG alone 
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appears to dissociate more slowly than Msh2-Msh6 alone (t1/2 of ~21 sec vs. ~6 sec; 

Table 2-1).  Additional experimentation will be required to resolve these possibilities.   

In contrast, when Mlh1-Pms1 was assembled with Msh2-Msh6 on GC basepair 

substrate under either of the two binding conditions, there was no evidence of an end-

dependent dissociation form that could be trapped on the substrate by blocking the 

substrate ends.  In addition, the complex formed on end-blocked basepair substrate 

appeared to show more rapid dissociation than the complex formed on end-blocked 

mispaired base substrate (t1/2 of ~14 sec vs. ~32 sec; Table 2-1).  These results again 

indicate that the assembly of Mlh1-Pms1 on Msh2-Msh6 on mispaired base containing 

substrate is a different reaction than that seen on basepair containing substrates and 

that basepair-mediated assembly likely represents some type of non-specific 

interaction. 

The experiments performed with ATP-γS have revealed additional mechanistic 

details of ternary complex formation on a mispair.  Incubation of Mlh1-Pms1, Msh2-

Msh6 and ATP-γS together with GT mispair substrates resulted in much less ternary 

complex binding, no evidence of end-dependent dissociation and much less 

discrimination between GT mispair vs. GC basepair substrates compared to binding 

reactions containing ATP.  Because Msh2-Msh6 cannot bind to a mispair in the 

presence of ATP-γS (This study and Ref. (Gradia et al., 1999), these results indicate 

that ternary complex formation requires that Msh2-Msh6 first bind to a mispair 

(Figure 2-7).  When Mlh1-Pms1 and ATP-γS were added to Msh2-Msh6 prebound to 

an end-blocked mispair substrate in ADP, ternary complex formation occurred more 
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slowly than when ATP was present in the binding reaction containing Mlh1-Pms1.  In 

addition, the level of complex formed was also lower in the presence of ATP-γS; this 

is in part because ATP-γS prevents the additional binding of Msh2-Msh6 to the 

mispair that occurs during the course of such experiments containing ATP due to ATP 

hydrolysis by Msh2-Msh6. Once the ternary complex formed, it dissociated more 

slowly than when complex formation occurred in the presence of ATP.  These results 

suggest that ATP hydrolysis might have an additional role in promoting both 

association and dissociation of the complex.  That mutations predicted to alter ATP 

binding and hydrolysis by the Pms1 ATP binding site have little affect on MMR 

suggest that the Pms1 ATP binding site may be of lesser importance than the other 

three ATP binding sites (Tran and Liskay, 2000).  Additional experimentation will be 

required to determine which of the four ATP binding sites present in these two protein 

complexes must bind and/or hydrolyze ATP during ternary complex formation and 

dissociation.   

Our results on ternary complex formation in the presence of ATP-γS explain 

the apparent discrepancy between two studies that analyzed ternary complex 

formation between MutL and the same ATP hydrolysis defective mutant MutS 

protein.  In one study when the two proteins were co-incubated with ATP and a 

mispair containing substrate, no ternary complex was observed (Baitinger et al., 

2003); our results predict that no ternary complex should be formed because the 

mutant MutS protein would not be able to hydrolyze ATP to ADP and hence would 

not bind to a mispair.  In contrast, in the other study when the MutS protein was 
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preloaded onto the mispair substrate, ternary complex formation was observed when 

MutL and ATP were added (Selmane et al., 2003); our results predict that once the 

mutant MutS protein is bound to a mispair in the absence of ATP, addition of ATP, 

even in the absence of hydrolysis, would allow MutL to interact with MutS at the 

mispair. 

 The results presented here clearly show that Mlh1-Pms1 can interact with 

Msh2-Msh6 in the presence of ATP or ATP-γS on DNA substrates that do not contain 

mispaired bases.  There appear to be two types of interactions; those on basepairs and 

those at DNA ends.  The latter interaction has also been suggested by a gel shift but 

not a Biacore experiment performed with human MutLα (Blackwell et al., 2001b).  On 

the end-blocked GC basepair substrates, the interaction that occurs in the presence of 

ATP appears to be a lower affinity interaction between Mlh1-Pms1 and Msh2-Msh6 

that only undergoes direct dissociation from DNA that appears to be more rapid than 

that seen with ternary complexes assembled onto end-blocked GT mispair substrate; 

this GC basepair ternary complex appears to be due to a non-specific interaction and is 

distinct from the more stable complex that forms in the presence of a mispair.  When 

the GC basepair substrates do not have blocked ends or when the end blocks are 

removed, increased binding is seen and the affinity of the interaction between Mlh1-

Pms1 and Msh2-Msh6 appears to be higher.  This end binding is most striking when 

the binding reactions are performed in the presence of ATP-γS or ATP -Mg2+; indeed 

the ternary complexes formed in the IAsys instrument under the latter conditions could 

not be dissociated by high NaCl or Mg2+ and NaDOD-SO4 (SDS) was required for 
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their disruption.  End binding can also be significant on substrates containing a 

mispair and hence the need to block the DNA ends to detect significant mispair 

dependent ternary complex formation.  Interestingly, most studies that have used gel 

mobility shift assays to study interactions between Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 

(human Pms2) have used reactions conditions ATP -Mg2+ or ATP +Mg2+ followed by 

incubation with an EDTA-containing stop buffer, which we have demonstrated to 

yield high affinity mispair independent interactions, suggesting these studies may have 

not detected mispair-dependent interactions (Blackwell et al., 2001b; Bowers et al., 

2001; Bowers et al., 2000; Kijas et al., 2003; Raschle et al., 2002).  Our studies clearly 

show that blocking the ends of DNA substrates is required to reliably reveal mispair-

dependent interactions between Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 (human Pms2).  

However, it should be noted that during MMR, interactions with other proteins might 

significantly alter the character of Msh2-Msh6-Mlh1-Pms1 ternary complexes. 
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2.5 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

 

DNA substrates   

 Biotinylated oligonucleotides were synthesized by Midland Certified Reagent 

Company Inc., (Midland, Texas).  All other oligonucleotides were synthesized by 

MWG,  (www.mwgbiotech.com).  The GT mispair and the GC basepair were 236 

nucleotide PCR-derived substrates and were prepared in the following manner.  The 

biotinylated “G” strand was prepared by PCR amplification of a 236 basepair product, 

using the forward 5’-biotinylated oligonucleotide (5’ BIOT-

ACCATGATTACGCCAAGCTC) and the reverse 5’-phosphorylated oligonucleotide 

(5’ PHOS-TCACACATCaattgttatccgctcacaattGGGTAACGCCAGGGTTTTC), which 

has the lac O1 operator sequence incorporated (lowercase) with plasmid RDK3686 as 

template DNA.  The “C” strand, for the GC basepair, was made by amplifying the 

plasmid template RDK3687 with oligonucleotides having the same sequence, except 

the forward primer was 5’-phosphorylated and the reverse primer was not 

phosphorylated.  The “T” strand for the GT mispair substrate was made by amplifying 

the plasmid template RDK3688 with the same primers used to create the “C” strand.  

The plasmid RDK3688 has the same sequence as RDKY3687 except for a single 

nucleotide change which places an AT basepair instead of a GC basepair 100 bases 

from the 5’ end of the forward primer.  The three PCR products (GbCp, GpC and 

ApT) were then digested with lambda exonuclease (New England Biolabs), which is 

specific for the 5’phosphorylated strand of dsDNA; thus digestion of these PCR 
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products with lambda exonuclease produces the biotinylated “G” top strand, as well as 

the “C” and “T” bottom strands.  The “G” and “C” strands were mixed together and 

annealed by heating to 95° C and cooling slowly to create the GC basepair and the 

“G” and “T” strands were similarly annealed to create the GT mispair.  The dsDNA 

was then purified using the QIAGEN PCR purification kit (QIAGEN).  Quality 

control of the DNA substrates was performed by restriction endonuclease digestion 

analysis as follows.  The PCR product that was derived from RDK3687 has an Xho1 

site that would be lost upon formation of the mispair with the bottom strand of 

RDK3688, which has an NsiI site that is lost upon formation of the mispair with the 

top strand from RDK3687.  Therefore, GC basepair DNA has a functional XhoI site, 

while the GT mispair DNA has neither the XhoI site nor the NsiI site.  By this 

analysis, all GT substrates used were greater than 90% pure.  The 150 bp GT mispair 

and GC basepair substrates used in the immunoprecipitation assays were similarly 

constructed except that the oligonucleotides (5’-BIOT-

ACCATGATTACGCCAAGCTC) and (5’ PHOS-TACGACTCACTATAGGGCG) 

were used for PCR amplification of the template DNAs. 

 

Proteins   

 The Msh2-Msh6 complex was purified as described previously (Hess et al., 

2002) and did not contain prebound ADP or ATP (unpublished results of M. Hess and 

RDK).  A detailed description of the overproduction and purification of the Mlh1-

Pms1 complex will be described elsewhere.  Briefly, Mlh1 was co-expressed in the S. 
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cerevisiae strain RDKY1293 with a fully biologically functional Pms1 containing a 

FLAG peptide sequence using two different 2µ-based plasmids that each contain a 

different selectable marker and a GAL10 promoter.  The protein from 20 liters of cells 

was purified by sequential chromatography on a Hi-Trap Heparin column, anti-flag 

antibody resin eluted with FLAG peptide (Sigma) and a Mono S column.  SDS-PAGE 

analysis indicated the resulting protein preparation was >95% pure and had an 

equimolar ratio of the two subunits (see Figure 2-1).  The protein was frozen in liquid 

nitrogen and stored frozen in small aliquots at –75° C.  LacI protein was kindly 

provided by Dr. Kathleen Matthews (Rice University). 

 

Immunoprecipitation assay 

 Binding reactions (10 µl) containing 2 picomoles Msh2-Msh6, 2 picomoles 

Mlh1-Pms1 and 1 picomole duplex or mispair containing DNA (150 bp) were 

performed in binding buffer containing 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 110 mM NaCl, 1 mM 

dithiolthreitol, 10% glycerol, 0.01% IGEPAL CA-630 (NP-40) and, as indicated, 10 

mM MgCl2 and 1 mM ADP, ATP or ATP-γS.  Initial incubations were performed on 

ice for 10 minutes followed by the addition of 25 µl anti-flag beads (Sigma); 

resuspended in appropriate binding buffer) for 20 minutes.  Samples were centrifuged 

for 20 seconds at 5,000 RPM (2,800 RCF) in an Eppendorf microfuge and 

resuspended 2 times with 250 µl ice cold binding buffer containing the appropriate 

nucleotide at 100 µM.  Bound protein and protein DNA complexes were eluted with 
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100 µl of binding buffer containing 200 µg/ml FLAG peptide.  The eluted proteins 

were separated by SDS-PAGE, and the resulting gels were silver stained. 

 

Total Internal Reflectance measurements   

 Interaction of the Msh2-Msh6 complex and the Msh2-Msh6-Mlh1-Pms1 

ternary complex with DNA were measured by total internal reflectance using the 

IAsys Auto Plus system (Thermo Affinity Sensors) (Hess et al., 2002).  IAsys Auto 

Plus microcuvettes with two biotin-coated reaction cells were treated with a solution 

containing neutravidin (Pierce).  After washing away unbound neutravidin with 4 

washes of 50 µL of phosphate-buffered saline + 0.05% Tween20 (PBST), 3 µg of the 

indicated biotinylated DNA substrates was bound to the neutravidin-coated cell and 

excess DNA was then washed away with PBST.  DNA binding resulted in ~130 arc 

second increase in response.  Individual experiments were then performed as 

described below. 

Experiments analyzing either Msh2-Msh6 or the Msh2-Msh6-Mlh1-Pms1 

ternary complex formation on the GT mispair or GC basepair substrates were 

performed as follows.  The IAsys cuvettes containing the indicated DNA substrate 

were equilibrated two times with running buffer consisting of 25 mM Tris, (pH 8.0), 

110 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM dithiothreitol, 2% Glycerol, 0.05% IGEPAL CA-630 (NP-40) 

and 25 µM ADP.  10 mM MgCl2 was also included, unless indicated otherwise.  

Additional nucleotides were added to the binding buffer as indicated in individual 

experiments.  The equilibration buffer was then washed away and replaced with the 
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same buffer, but containing 50 nM of the indicated proteins.  Incubation was carried 

out for approximately 3.5 minutes or until equilibrium was reached.  Binding 

increased with increasing concentrations of protein added to the cuvette with 

saturation being reached at high protein concentrations; a representative titration 

showing saturation binding has been published elsewhere (Hess et al., 2002) and 

therefore such data are not specifically presented here.  Based on the known 

relationship between arc seconds and protein mass (Saenko et al., 1998) we calculated 

that no more than 3.2% of any individual protein added to the cuvette bound to the 

DNA substrate in any experiment.  Representative experiments were also performed 

using buffers that did not contain ADP and identical results were obtained, consistent 

with the fact that ADP is fully exchangeable by ATP (Gradia et al., 1997). 

To analyze complex dissociation, the protein-containing buffer was 

subsequently replaced with buffer containing the indicated nucleotide; modifications 

to this basic procedure are discussed below and in individual experiments.  

Dissociation conditions in which running buffer is replaced with a different buffer are 

annotated with the term "wash" in individual figures.  Control experiments showed 

that this “wash” step removed 90 to 95% of the unbound protein initially present in the 

cuvette.  Dissociation was monitored for at least 4 minutes.  The DNA substrate was 

regenerated and prepared for additional binding reactions by incubation in 3 M NaCl 

for 2 minutes, followed by extensive washing in PBST.  All experiments were 

performed at 25° C. 
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Rate constants for dissociation were determined by fitting the data to mono-

phasic and bi-phasic dissociation models by nonlinear regression using GraphPad 

Prism version 4.0 (Graphpad) to fit the dissociation data to the following Equations 

2.1 and 2.2, 

 

Y = (top - bottom)*e(-k*X) + bottom                            (Eq. 2.1) 

and 

Y = (top - bottom)*(f*e(-k1*X) + (1 - f)*exp(-k2*X)) + bottom         (Eq. 2.2) 

 

where X is time, in seconds; Y is response, in arc seconds; f is the fraction of 

complexes that dissociate with the rate constant k1; top is response, in arc seconds, 

after binding reaction reaches equilibrium, just prior to the initiation of dissociation 

and bottom is response, in arc seconds, after dissociation is complete and reaction 

reaches a new equilibrium.  The dissociation model that best fit the data was 

determined by considering the precision of the following features of the data: visual 

comparison of the raw data points to the dissociation model; the R2 values for the fit; 

the standard deviation of the fit of the data points to k, the rate constant(s) of the 

model (these standard deviations were always less than 2% in the case of the best-fit 

model); and the standard deviation of the average of the amplitude for each phase 

from multiple independent experiments.  We also considered more complex multi-

phasic models but the fits to these models were never better than to mono-phasic and 

bi-phasic models.  Once the best-fit model was determined as the model to which the 
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data fit with the greatest precision, the data from individual experiments were 

converted to a t1/2 (half-time) of dissociation by Equation 2.3, 

 

t1/2 = 0.693/koff                                           (Eq. 2.3) 

 

The data reported in the text and Table 2-1 are the average and standard deviation of 

the t1/2 values from multiple independent experiments, the R2 values for the fits and, 

for bi-phasic fits, the average of the amplitude values from multiple independent 

experiments.  The standard deviation of the fit of the data points to k, the rate 

constant(s) of the model is not reported because this value was always smaller than the 

standard deviation of the average of the k values obtained from multiple independent 

experiments. 

Experiments examining either Msh2-Msh6 or the Msh2-Msh6-Mlh1-Pms1 

ternary complex formation on the blocked GT mispair or the blocked GC basepair 

were performed as follows.  After equilibration in running buffer, 100 nM LacI in 

running buffer was bound to the DNA substrates bound to IAsys microcuvettes.  

Under these conditions, binding of LacI resulted in an increase of ~60 arc seconds, 

which was dependent on the presence of the lac O1 operator sequence (Supplement 

Figure 2-1). Subsequent association of the complexes was performed as described 

above except that 100 nM LacI was included in the running buffer in all steps.  The 

baseline of the association curves of mismatch repair proteins depicted was taken after 

LacI was bound to the DNA substrates, so the binding curves reflect association of 
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mismatch repair proteins only.  Dissociation was monitored in the following three 

ways.  First, 5 µl of running buffer containing 10 mM IPTG was added to the 50 µL of 

protein-containing buffer in the cuvette to allow dissociation of LacI bound at the ends 

of the DNA substrate without significantly altering the concentrations of protein in 

solution.  Second, the protein-containing buffer was replaced with running buffer 

containing 100 nM LacI and the indicated nucleotide resulting in dissociation while 

maintaining the blocked end on the DNA substrate.  In the third method, the protein-

containing buffer was replaced with running buffer containing 10 mM IPTG and the 

indicated nucleotide resulting in dissociation in the absence of any proteins in solution 

or LacI at the end of the DNA substrate.  Addition of IPTG resulted in complete 

dissociation of LacI with a half-time of ~1.6 sec (Supplemental Figure 2-1).  Again, 

dissociation was monitored for at least 4 minutes. 

Analysis of Mlh1-Pms1 binding to the Msh2-Msh6-DNA complex was 

performed as follows.  DNA bound to IAsys microcuvettes was equilibrated in 

running buffer two times.  25 µL of running buffer containing 100 nM Msh2-Msh6 

was added and binding was monitored for approximately five minutes.  Next, 25 µl of 

running buffer containing 100 nM Mlh1-Pms1 and 500 µM ATP (or other nucleotides, 

as indicated) was added to the cuvette, resulting in the presence of both complexes at 

50 nM and a final concentration of ATP at 250 µM.  The association of Mlh1-Pms1 to 

the pre-bound Msh2-Msh6 complex was monitored for five minutes or until 

equilibrium was reached.  Dissociation was monitored by replacing the protein-

containing buffer with running buffer containing the indicated nucleotide for 
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approximately five minutes.  The Mlh1-Pms1 association to the Msh2-Msh6-DNA 

complex was also analyzed under conditions in which the DNA substrate was blocked 

with LacI.  In this case, LacI was bound to the DNA substrate initially and included in 

the running buffer at a concentration of 100 nM in all steps.  Dissociation of the 

complex that was formed in the presence of blocked ends was analyzed using the same 

three methods discussed above. 
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2.7 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 2-S1.  LacI protein bound to DNA containing the lac O1 operator sequence 
dissociates rapidly and completely upon addition of IPTG. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Biochemical basis for dominant mutations in the 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae MSH6 gene 
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3.1 ABSTRACT 

 

 Here, the ATP binding, ATP hydrolysis, mispair binding, sliding clamp 

formation and Mlh1-Pms1 complex interaction properties of dominant mutant Msh2-

Msh6 complexes have been characterized.  The results demonstrate two mechanisms 

for dominance.  In one, seen with the Msh6-S1036P and Msh6-G1067D mutant 

complexes, the mutant complex binds mispaired bases, is defective for ATP induced 

sliding clamp formation and assembly of ternary complexes with Mlh1-Pms1 and 

occludes mispaired bases from other mismatch repair (MMR) pathways.  In the 

second, seen with the Msh6-G1142D complex, the mutant complex binds mispaired 

bases and is defective for ATP induced sliding clamp formation but assembles ternary 

complexes with Mlh1-Pms1 that either occlude the mispaired base or prevent Mlh1-

Pms1 from acting in alternate MMR pathways. 
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3.2 INTRODUCTION 

 

 Errors during DNA replication that result in base-base mismatches and small 

insertion/deletion mismatches can lead to mutations in DNA.  The MMR system 

corrects such errors, and is highly conserved from bacteria to humans (Harfe and 

Jinks-Robertson, 2000; Kolodner, 1996; Kolodner and Marsischky, 1999; Modrich, 

1991; Modrich and Lahue, 1996).  MMR defects cause increased mutation rates and in 

humans, inherited and somatic defects in MMR result in increased development of 

cancer (Lynch and de la Chapelle, 1999; Lynch and de la Chapelle, 2003; Peltomaki, 

2003; Wheeler et al., 2000).  In eukaryotic MMR, mispair recognition is performed by 

two different heterodimeric complexes, Msh2-Msh6 and Msh2-Msh3, whose subunits 

are homologues of the bacterial MutS protein (Acharya et al., 1996; Drummond et al., 

1995; Marsischky et al., 1996; Palombo et al., 1996; Reenan and Kolodner, 1992; Sia 

et al., 1997).  The Msh2-Msh6 complex recognizes base-base mispairs and 

insertion/deletion loops and is the dominant mismatch recognition complex (Acharya 

et al., 1996; Alani, 1996; Gradia et al., 1997; Hess et al., 2002; Marsischky and 

Kolodner, 1999; Palombo et al., 1995).  The Msh2-Msh3 complex primarily 

recognizes insertion/deletion loops and can partially substitute for Msh2-Msh6 

(Acharya et al., 1996; Genschel et al., 1998; Marsischky and Kolodner, 1999; 

Palombo et al., 1996).  Similarly, eukaryotic MMR utilizes heterodimeric complexes 

of proteins related to the bacterial MutL protein of which the Mlh1-Pms1 complex 

(Pms1 S. cerevisiae is Pms2 in humans) is the dominant complex (Flores-Rozas and 
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Kolodner, 1998; Prolla et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1999).  Like their bacterial 

homologues, the Msh and Mlh complexes form a ternary complex on mispaired bases 

in DNA, where they presumably interact with downstream effector proteins (for a 

discussion see (Acharya et al., 2003; Mendillo et al., 2005). 

 The MutS and Msh2-Msh6 proteins form a ring around DNA when they bind 

to a mispair (Lamers et al., 2000; Obmolova et al., 2000).  On ATP binding, in a 

reaction that does not require ATP hydrolysis, the Msh2-Msh6 complex is converted 

to a form that slides along DNA (Gradia et al., 1999; Mendillo et al., 2005).  These 

Msh2-Msh6 sliding clamps have two modes of dissociation from DNA: slow direct 

dissociation and rapid sliding dependent dissociation off of the ends of linear DNA 

substrates (Mendillo et al., 2005).  The Mlh1-Pms1-Msh2-Msh6 ternary complex that 

forms at mispairs also appears to exhibit sliding behavior (Mendillo et al., 2005).  

However, the role of these sliding protein complexes in the mechanism of MMR is not 

well understood.  Sliding of MMR proteins along DNA plays a critical mechanistic 

role in only one of the major MMR models (Acharya et al., 2003; Gradia et al., 1999) 

whereas the other two models do not propose a role for sliding (Blackwell et al., 1998; 

Selmane et al., 2003). 

 We previously described dominant mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes that appear 

to prevent mispaired bases in DNA from being acted on by Msh2-Msh3 (Das Gupta 

and Kolodner, 2000; Hess et al., 2002).  Two of the dominant amino acid 

substitutions, S1036P and G1067D, are located in Msh6 near the γ-phosphate of ATP 

in the Msh2 binding site and the third dominant amino acid substitution, G1142D, is in 
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a C-terminal helix-turn-helix of Msh6 that contacts Msh2 near the Msh6 ATP binding 

site; S1036P probably contacts ATP in the Msh2 site whereas G1067D and G1142D 

probably do not contact bound ATP (Hess et al., 2002).  Biochemical analysis of these 

three mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes showed that they exhibited altered ATP-induced 

dissociation from mispaired bases (Hess et al., 2002).  A fourth Msh6 amino acid 

substitution, H1096A, that results from a weak dominant msh6 mutation changes an 

amino acid predicted to help activate the water that attacks the γ-phosphate of ATP in 

the Msh6 ATP binding site; however, this amino acid substitution had little effect on 

the biochemical properties of Msh2-Msh6.  Here, we have performed a detailed 

biochemical analysis of these mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes.  Our results indicate that 

the three strong dominant Msh6 amino acid substitutions alter the interaction between 

ATP binding and downstream conformational changes within Msh2-Msh6 and result 

in trapping of different intermediates in the process of assembly of the Msh2-Msh6-

Mlh1-Pms1 ternary complex. 
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3.3 RESULTS 

 

Dominant mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes show altered kinetics of ATP 

hydrolysis 

 Previous studies showed that three of the dominant mutant Msh2-Msh6 

complexes had reduced ATPase activity in the presence of some mispaired bases in 

contrast to stimulation of wild-type Msh2-Msh6 (Hess et al., 2002).  To extend these 

results, a kinetic analysis of ATP hydrolysis was performed and the kinetic constants 

are presented in Table 3-1.  Compared to wild-type Msh2-Msh6, the strong dominant 

Msh6-S1036P and Msh6-G1067D complexes showed a lower kcat under most reaction 

conditions, which was most pronounced in the presence of the GT mispair and +A 

substrates.  This reduced rate of ATP hydrolysis likely reflects a defect in turnover 

from mispaired bases rather than a general inability to bind ATP given the nucleotide 

binding data presented below and that these two mutant complexes show reduced 

ATP-induced dissociation from mispaired bases (Hess et al., 2002).  Compared to 

wild-type Msh2-Msh6, the strong dominant Msh6-G1142D complex generally showed 

a significantly reduced kcat in the presence DNA that was most pronounced in the 

presence of the GT mispair and +A substrates.  This combined with the nucleotide 

binding data presented below suggests that an ATP binding defect may underlie the 

ATP hydrolysis defect of the Msh6-G1142D complex.  Finally, compared to wild-type 

Msh2-Msh6, the weakly dominant Msh6-H1096A complex showed a generally 

reduced kcat that was somewhat more pronounced in the presence of the GT mispair  
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Table 3-1: Kinetic parameters of ATP hydrolysis by wild-type and mutant Msh2-Msh6 
complexes. 

dsDNA substrates are as follows: GC, base pair; GT, base mispair; and +A, insertion (see Experimental 
Procedures).  The values presented are the mean ± SD of the values obtained in independent 
experiment when three or more experiments were performed, in parenthesis, the range of values when 
only two experiments were performed.  
 

   Protein   
 WT S1036P G1067D H1096A G1142D 
   Km (µM)   
- 14 ± 1.4 4 ± 2.4 18 (17-19) 8 (7-10) 90 ± 7.5 

GC 31 ± 5.6 10 ± 1.2 25 (25-25) 22 (18-26) 85 ± 11.2 
GT 81 ± 7.9 18 ± 3.1 32 (26-39) 84 (83-85) 357 ± 104.0 
+A 52 ± 6.6 17 ± 0.5 31 (25-36) 35 (28-42) 122 ± 17.3 

   kcat (min-1)   
-   4.2 ± 0.8 2.0 ± 0.3 5.1 (4.9-5.3) 2.4 (2.3-2.5) 7.2 ± 2.6 

GC   9.2 ± 0.9 3.5 ± 0.9 6.1 (5.9-6.3) 4.1 (3.3-4.8) 5.5 ± 1.9 
GT 16.2 ± 2.3 0.9 ± 0.3 1.4 (1.3-1.6) 6.6 (6.1-7.1) 6.9 ± 2.7 
+A 18.4 ± 1.6 5.9 ± 1.7 7.8 (6.7-9.0) 5.7 (4.7-6.7) 5.5 ± 0.9 

   kcat/Km (µM-1•min-1)   
- 0.30 ± 0.06 0.54 ± 0.28 0.28 (0.28-0.29) 0.30 (0.24-0.35) 0.08 ± 0.03 

GC 0.30 ± 0.07 0.37 ± 0.13 0.24 (0.24-0.25) 0.19 (0.19-0.19) 0.06 ± 0.02 
GT 0.20 ± 0.04 0.05 ± 0.01 0.05 (0.04-0.05) 0.08 (0.07-0.09) 0.02 ± 0.01 
+A 0.36 ± 0.07 0.36 ± 0.11 0.26 (0.25-0.26) 0.16 (0.16-0.17) 0.05 ± 0.01 
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and +A substrates.  These results suggest that a general ATP hydrolysis defect results 

in the weakly dominant Msh6-H1096A complex. 

 

Filter binding assays reveal that dominant mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes have 

reduced ATP binding 

 Previous studies have shown that the S. cerevisiae Msh2-Msh6 complex has a 

high-affinity ATP binding site with a KD of ATPγS binding of ~3.7 µM and a low-

affinity ATP binding site with a KD of ATPγS binding of ~17 µM (Antony and 

Hingorani, 2003).  We have used filter binding to evaluate the ability of the mutant 

Msh2-Msh6 complexes to bind ATP in the absence of DNA and in the presence of 5-

fold excess of DNA to protein of either a base paired DNA, a GT mispair DNA or a 

+A substrate.  Two basic conditions were studied: binding to [α-32P]ATP in the 

presence of EDTA to eliminate ATP hydrolysis and binding of [35S]ATPγS in the 

presence of Mg++.  We also evaluated the effect of the order of addition of ATP and 

DNA and the time course of binding including short binding times as short as 10 sec.  

However, none of the modified binding conditions yielded results that were 

significantly different than obtained with the representative conditions presented in 

Figure 3-1. 

 First, binding to [α-32P]ATP in the presence of EDTA was evaluated as a 

function of ATP concentration in the presence or absence of different DNA substrates 

with the DNA added before addition of nucleotide (Figure 3-1A-D).  The highest 

levels of ATP binding were seen for the wild-type protein and there was little effect of
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Figure 3-1.  Filter binding analysis of ATP binding to mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes.  In the first 
series of experiments, the indicated Msh2-Msh6 complexes (4 pmole/200 nM) were incubated in the 
absence of DNA (A) or in the presence of GC (B), GT (C) or +A (D) DNA substrate in EDTA 
containing buffer followed by the addition of [α-32P]ATP and measurement of the amount of ATP 
bound.  In the second series of experiments, the indicated Msh2-Msh6 complexes were incubated in 
Mg2+ containing buffer and either 5 µM (E) or 25 µM (F) [35S]ATPγS followed by the addition of the 
indicated DNA and measurement of the amount of ATP bound. 
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the addition of GC basepair, GT mispair or +A insertion/deletion mispair DNA on 

ATP binding compared to no DNA.  In all reaction conditions with the wild-type 

Msh2-Msh6, the ATP binding detected is probably a measure of ATP bound to protein 

that is not bound to DNA.  This is because under conditions where ATP cannot be 

hydrolyzed, ATP binding causes Msh2-Msh6 to dissociate from both basepairs and 

mispairs and ATP-bound Msh2-Msh6 cannot rebind to the DNA substrates (Mendillo 

et al., 2005).  In the case of the Msh6-S1036P and Msh6-G1067D complexes, ATP 

binding in the absence of DNA was reduced by ~50% compared to wild-type Msh2-

Msh6 and each of the DNAs further reduced the level of ATP binding observed to 

approximately 25% of that seen for the wild-type Msh2-Msh6.  These results suggest 

that the Msh6-S1036P and Msh6-G1067D complexes have some sort of ATP binding 

defect but can still bind ATP to a significant extent.  In addition, because the 

concentrations of proteins and DNA in these reactions are 10- and 50-fold higher, 

respectively, than the KD of binding of the Msh6-S1036P complex to a GT mispair in 

the presence of ATP (note that the Msh6-G1067D complex showed GT binding 

kinetics that are virtually identical to those of the Msh6-S1036P complex) and these 

two protein complexes show stable binding to mispaired bases in the presence of ATP 

(Hess et al., 2002), these results suggest that they can likely bind ATP while bound to 

mispaired bases.  In the case of the Msh6-H1096A complex, ATP binding in the 

absence of DNA was similar to that of wild-type Msh2-Msh6 whereas each of the 

DNAs significantly reduced ATP binding.  This suggests that the Msh6-H1096A 

exhibits an ATP binding defect in the presence of DNA, which parallels the reduced 
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catalytic efficiency of the Msh6-H1096A complex in the presence of the three DNA 

substrates (Table 3-1).  Finally, the Msh6-G1142D complex exhibited very low ATP 

binding under all four conditions.  However, addition of ATP both decreases the 

binding of the Msh6-G1142D complex to mispaired bases and increases the 

dissociation of prebound Msh6-G1142D complex so the Msh6-G1142D complex 

cannot be completely defective for ATP binding (Hess et al., 2002). 

 Second, binding of [35S]ATPγS in the presence of Mg2+ was evaluated at two 

different ATPγS concentrations, a low concentration (5 µM) that was slightly above 

the reported KD of the high affinity ATP-binding site and a high concentration (25 

µM) that was slightly above the reported KD of the low affinity ATP-binding site 

(Antony and Hingorani, 2003).  In the examples shown (Figure 3-1E & F), the ATPγS 

was added to the protein before the DNA was added; however, similar results were 

obtained when the DNA was added before the ATPγS (data not shown).  In the case of 

wild-type Msh2-Msh6, the same level of ATPγS binding was observed in the absence 

of DNA or in the presence of the three different DNA substrates, and possibly slightly 

higher binding was observed at 25 µM ATPγS than at 5 µM ATPγS.  In the case of the 

Msh6-S1036P, Msh6-G1067D and Msh6-H1096A complexes, the level of ATPγS 

binding observed was the same, ~50% lower and ~50% higher, respectively than seen 

for wild-type Msh2-Msh6.  Similar levels of binding were seen at 25 µM ATPγS and 5 

µM ATPγS, and addition of the three different DNA substrates had no effect on 

ATPγS binding.  In the case of the Msh6-G1142D complex there was significantly 

reduced ATPγS binding in the absence of DNA compared to wild-type Msh2-Msh6 
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and addition of the three DNA substrates further reduced the binding of ATPγS with 

the mispaired DNAs having the greatest effect.  Again, similar results were obtained 

with 25 µM ATPγS and 5 µM ATPγS.  This shows that the Msh6-G1142D complex 

has a reduced ability to bind ATP, particularly in the presence of DNA. 

 There were significant differences in the results obtained with [α-32P]ATP in 

the presence of EDTA and [35S]ATPγS in the presence of Mg2+ which suggests that 

either the absence of Mg2+ destabilizes ATP binding or that ATPγS and ATP have 

different binding characteristics.  Regardless, the filter binding experiments reveal that 

each of the four mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes has distinct defects in ATP binding. 

 

UV-crosslinking reveals that dominant mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes have 

different ATP binding defects 

 UV-crosslinking was used to analyze the interaction of the mutant Msh2-Msh6 

proteins with ATP under conditions (-Mg2+) where ATP hydrolysis cannot occur 

(Figure 3-2).  The concentration of ATP used, 100 µM is well above the KD of binding 

to the Msh2 and Msh6 ATP binding sites and induces both mispair-dependent sliding 

of Msh2-Msh6 and ternary complex formation with Mlh1-Pms1 (unpublished).  When 

the wild type protein was analyzed, both the Msh2 and Msh6 subunits were labeled; 

ATP titration studies (not shown) indicated that this level of labeling represents 80% 

binding saturation for Msh2 and 97% binding saturation for Msh6.  In addition, the 

individual Walker A amino acid substitutions Msh2-K694M and Msh6-K988M that 

change critical residues within the ATP binding pockets of the Msh2 and Msh6 ATP 
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Figure 3-2.  UV crosslinking of ATP to mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes.  Crosslinking reactions (20 
µl) containing 4 pmoles (200 nM) of the indicated Msh2-Msh6 complexes and 100 µM [γ-32P]ATP 
were prepared, UV-irradiated and analyzed by SDS-PAGE as described under “Experimental 
Procedures.” 
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sites, respectively, reduced crosslinking to Msh2 and Msh6 respectively 

(unpublished).  These latter results support the view that these ATP cross-linking 

experiments provide a useful method for characterization of the nucleotide binding 

properties of Msh2 and Msh6. 

 The S1036P and G1067D Msh6 mutants contain amino acid substitutions in a 

region of Msh6 that is adjacent to the Msh2 ATP binding site.  These two amino acid 

substitutions eliminated ATP crosslinking to Msh2 and had no apparent effect on ATP 

crosslinking to Msh6.  The Msh6 amino acid substitution H1096A changes a residue 

predicted to help coordinate the γ-phosphate of ATP in the Msh6 ATP binding site.  

Under the UV-crosslinking conditions this amino acid substitution had little effect on 

ATP crosslinking to either subunit.  The Msh6 amino acid substitution G1142D is 

adjacent to the Msh6 ATP binding site.  This amino acid substitution almost 

completely eliminated ATP crosslinking to both Msh2 and Msh6; the level of ATP 

crosslinking observed was 20% and 14% of that seen for Msh2 and Msh6 in the wild-

type protein complex, respectively.  These results show that the three strong dominant 

msh6 mutations affect ATP binding by Msh2-Msh6 and define at least two classes of 

ATP binding defects. 

 

Dominant mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes are defective in sliding clamp 

formation 

 In a previous study we developed a method using an IAsys biosensor to 

evaluate binding Msh2-Msh6 to a mispaired base and conversion to a sliding form that 
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undergoes end-dependent dissociation on binding ATP or ATP analogs (Mendillo et 

al., 2005).  DNA substrates are attached at one end to the surface of an IAsys cuvette 

and the free end of the DNA, depending on the experiment, is blocked with LacI 

protein, which can be dissociated (t1/2 = 1.6 sec) on addition of IPTG.  When Msh2-

Msh6 is incubated with either GT or +A mispair containing substrates in the presence 

of ATP, bound ATP is hydrolyzed to ADP allowing Msh2-Msh6 to bind to the 

mispair.  When ATP then binds to the Msh2-Msh6, it is converted to a form that 

dissociates from the mispair by sliding off of the end of the DNA.  Under these 

conditions, a steady-state level of binding is reached that is higher on mispair 

containing DNA (Figure 3-3A & F) than basepair containing DNA (Figure 3-3K).  In 

the presence of LacI protein, a higher level of Msh2-Msh6 binding is seen on the 

mispair substrates (Figure 3-3A & F) because while the Msh2-Msh6 slides away from 

the mispair allowing additional Msh2-Msh6 to bind, the end-block prevents its rapid 

dissociation off of the ends (note that on end-blocked substrates, Msh2-Msh6 

undergoes a slower direct mode of dissociation).  In contrast, blocking the ends of 

basepair containing substrates did not lead to increased binding (Figure 3-3K) because 

dissociation by sliding is mispair dependent.  Finally, when Msh2-Msh6 was bound to 

end-blocked mispair containing substrates and IPTG was added to dissociate the LacI, 

rapid dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 by sliding off of the ends was seen (Figure 3-3A & 

F); no IPTG-induced dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 was seen on basepair containing 

substrates, because dissociation by sliding is mispair dependent (Figure 3-3K).   
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 The Msh6-S1036P (Figure 3-3B, G & L), Msh6-G1067D (Figure 3-3C, H & 

M) and Msh6-G1142D (Figure 3-3E, J & O) complexes all showed higher binding to 

the unblocked GT and +A mispair containing substrates in the presence of ATP 

compared to the wild-type protein consistent with previous observations that ATP 

does not induce rapid dissociation of these mutant complexes from mispairs (Hess et  

al., 2002).  In contrast to wild-type Msh2-Msh6, blocking the ends of the mispair 

containing substrates did not increase the steady-state levels of binding of the Msh6-

S1036P, Msh6-G1067D and Msh6-G1142D complexes relative to binding to the 

unblocked substrates and addition of IPTG to dissociate the LacI did not induce 

dissociation of these three mutant complexes.  The binding behavior of Msh6-S1036P, 

Msh6-G1067D and Msh6-G1142D complexes on the basepair containing substrate 

was the same as the wild-type complex.  These results show that while the Msh6-

S1036P, Msh6-G1067D and Msh6-G1142D complexes recognize mispairs in DNA, 

they are defective for ATP induced conversion to the sliding configuration.  Analysis 

of the Msh6-H1096A complex (Figure 3-3D, I & N) revealed a binding behavior that 

was similar to wild-type Msh2-Msh6 (Figure 3-3A, F & K) indicating that this mutant 

complex was proficient for ATP induced sliding.  Interestingly, the Msh6-H1096A 

complex showed lower binding to unblocked GT or +A mispair containing substrates 

and slower, but higher binding to the blocked mispair containing substrates than wild-

type Msh2-Msh6.  These results indicate that the relatively minor ATP 

binding/hydrolysis defect of the Msh6-H1096A complex alters its mispair binding and 

dissociation dynamics. 
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Dominant mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes exhibit different defects in assembly of 

ternary complexes with Mlh1-Pms1 

 To examine the ability of mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes to form ternary 

complexes with Mlh1-Pms1, the Msh2-Msh6 complexes were incubated with 

immobilized LacI blocked substrate in the presence of ADP or ADP + Mlh1-Pms1 to 

allow Msh2-Msh6 mispair binding to occur (Figure 3-4); ternary complexes do not 

form in the absence of ATP (Mendillo et al., 2005).  Then the Msh2-Msh6-DNA 

complexes were challenged by the addition of ATP to allow assembly with Mlh1-

Pms1; the level of Mlh1-Pms1 binding observed was determined by subtracting the 

Msh2-Msh6 only curve from the Msh2-Msh6 + Mlh1-Pms1 curve (Figure 3-4 inserts).  

The LacI end-block was necessary to prevent assembly of Msh2-Msh6-Mlh1-Pms1 

complexes on the ends of DNA.  In the case of wild-type Msh2-Msh6, robust ternary 

complex formation was observed on GT and +A mispair containing substrates (Figure 

3-4A & F) compared with lower level ternary complex formation on the basepair 

substrate (Figure 3-4K); prior studies have shown that the ternary complex formed on 

basepair substrates exhibits distinctly different dissociation behavior than ternary 

complexes formed on mispair DNA (Mendillo et al., 2005).  The significant increase 

in ternary complex formation above that predicted for loading of one Mlh1-Pms1 

complex per prebound wild-type Msh2-Msh6 complex (Figure 3-4F) has been 

attributed to sliding of the wild-type ternary complex off of the mispair allowing 

additional Msh2-Msh6 complexes and hence ternary complexes to assemble.  Ternary  
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complex formation with the Msh6-H1096A complex (Figure 3-4D, I & N) was 

essentially the same as the wild-type Msh2-Msh6 complex. 

 The strong dominant mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes exhibited two distinctly 

different ternary complex formation behaviors.  The Msh6-S1036P (Figure 3- 4B, G & 

L) and Msh6-G1067D (Figure 3-4C, H & M) complexes did not support ternary 

complex formation with Mlh1-Pms1 on any DNA substrate.  Thus, these mutant 

complexes appear to be defective for one or more ATP induced conformational 

changes required for sliding clamp formation and ternary complex formation.  In 

contrast, the Msh6-G1142D complex was proficient for ternary complex formation on 

the GT and +A mispair containing substrates (Figure 3-4E & J) and exhibited ~25% of 

wild type levels of ternary complex formation on the basepair substrate (Figure 3-4O).   

However, in comparison to ternary complex formation with wild-type Msh2-Msh6, 

mispair dependent ternary complex formation with the Msh6-G1142D complex 

reached a plateau at a lower level consistent with loading of one Mlh1-Pms1 complex 

per prebound Msh2-Msh6 complex.  This result is predicted if the Msh6-G1142D 

complex, in contrast to the wild-type Msh2-Msh6 complex (see above) is defective for 

sliding away from the mispair preventing the binding of more Msh2-Msh6 and hence 

preventing the assembly of additional ternary complexes.  These results indicate that 

the Msh6-G1142D substitution allows ternary complex formation even though the 

mutant Msh2-Msh6 complex is defective for ATP binding and sliding clamp 

formation. 
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3.4 DISCUSSION 

 

 Here, we have performed a detailed biochemical analysis of four dominant 

mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes.  The strongly dominant mutant Msh6-S1036P and 

Msh6-G1067D complexes had a lower kcat for ATP hydrolysis in the presence of 

mispaired bases, only bound ATP in the Msh6 ATP binding site, bound to mispaired 

bases but were defective for conversion to sliding clamps and were defective for 

assembly of ternary complexes with Mlh1-Pms1.  These results indicate that these two 

mutant complexes remain bound to mispairs in the presence of ATP because they are 

defective for ATP binding in the Msh2 site and as a consequence do not undergo some 

type of ATP induced conformational change.  The strongly dominant Msh6-G1142D 

complex had a reduced kcat for ATP hydrolysis particularly in the presence of 

mispaired bases, only weakly bound ATP, which was further reduced by DNA 

containing mispaired bases, and bound to mispaired bases but was defective for 

conversion to rapidly dissociating sliding clamps.  These results show this mutant 

complex remains bound to mispairs in the presence of ATP because it is defective for 

ATP binding.  Remarkably, the Msh6-G1142D complex did support mispair 

dependent, ATP dependent assembly of ternary complexes with Mlh1-Pms1.  These 

results demonstrate at least two mechanisms for dominance, one in which the mutant 

Msh2-Msh6 complex binds and occludes mispaired bases and the other in which the 

mutant Msh2-Msh6 complex binds mispaired bases and assembles a Msh2-Msh6-

Mlh1-Pms1 ternary complex that also occludes mispaired bases.  The Msh6-H1096A 
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complex had a relatively minor ATP binding/hydrolysis defect and a subtle alteration 

of its mispair binding and dissociation dynamics; however, additional experimentation 

will be required to determine how this results in a weak dominant mutator phenotype. 

 The Msh6-S1036P and Msh6-G1067D mutants have amino acid changes near 

the Msh2 ATP binding site and the Msh6-G1142D mutant has an amino acid change 

near the Msh6 ATP binding site.  Based on studies of proteins like Rad50 (Hopfner et 

al., 2000; Jones and George, 1999; Nikaido and Ames, 1999), these amino acid 

substitutions would likely affect ATP-binding-induced or ADP-ATP-exchange-

induced conformational changes across the Msh2-Msh6 interface.  These amino acid 

changes may also affect mispair induced conformational changes transmitted to this 

region of the protein (Junop et al., 2001; Lamers et al., 2000; Obmolova et al., 2000; 

Sixma, 2001).  The observation that the Msh6-S1036P and Msh6-G1067D amino acid 

substitutions prevent ATP binding in the Msh2 site suggests that they either alter the 

structure of the Msh2 ATP binding site or they block a conformational change at the 

Msh2-Msh6 interface that allows ATP binding in the Msh2 site.  These results further 

indicate that this conformational change and/or ATP binding in the Msh2 site are 

required for both sliding clamp formation and ternary complex formation with Mlh1-

Pms1.  Finally, these results indicate that the interaction with ATP in the Msh2 site is 

critical for inhibition of mispair binding by prebound ATP (Mendillo et al., 2005).  

The observation that the Msh6-G1142D amino acid substitution inhibits binding in 

both sites, which is further diminished by mispair binding suggests that this amino 

acid substitution stabilizes a conformation that cannot bind ATP but is still competent 
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for mispair binding and induced conformational changes; these results further suggest 

that ATP binding in the Msh6 site affects ATP binding in the Msh2 site. 

 Remarkably, the Msh6-G1142D complex can assemble mispair dependent 

ternary complexes with Mlh1-Pms1 even though the Msh6-G1142D complex is 

significantly defective for binding ATP at the Msh2 and Msh6 sites.  This observation 

raises several hypotheses.  First, it is possible that a critical mispair induced 

conformational change at an interface between Msh2-Msh6 and Mlh1-Pms1 is 

required for ternary complex formation rather than a mispair-induced alteration of 

ATP bound states or ATP hydrolysis.  Second, it is possible that either ATP binding 

by Msh2-Msh6 is not required for ternary complex formation or the Msh6-G1142D 

amino acid substitution stabilizes a conformational state in the absence of ATP 

binding that is normally induced by ATP binding, thus preventing the mutant 

complexes from binding ATP but allowing assembly of Mlh1-Pms1; in this regard, it 

should be noted that addition of DNA substrates significantly inhibits the already 

reduced ATP binding exhibited by the Msh6-G1142D complex (Figure 3-1).  

However, since ternary complex formation with the Msh6-G1142D complex requires 

ATP, these first two possibilities would place the ATP requirement on the Mlh1-Pms1 

complex.  Finally, because Msh2-Msh6 is in large excess over DNA in the ternary 

complex formation experiments, it is possible that the fraction of Msh6-G1142D 

complex that binds mispairs and forms ternary complexes is the fraction of Msh6-

G1142D complex that binds ATP, but that this ATP-bound form does not support 

sliding.  In the context of each hypothesis, it is tempting to speculate that msh6-
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G1142D is a separation-of-function mutation resulting in a sliding clamp defective but 

otherwise MMR competent form of Msh2-Msh6 supporting the view that sliding 

clamp formation is needed for MMR (Gradia et al., 1999).  In this regard, the sliding 

defect of the Msh6-G1142D and related reduced assembly of Msh6-G1142D-Mlh1-

Pms1 complexes can be partially overcome at very high ATP concentrations (data not 

shown). 

 In this study we have performed a detailed biochemical characterization of 

three strong dominant mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes and one weak dominant mutant 

Msh2-Msh6 complex.  This analysis has defined two different biochemical defects 

that underlie dominant mutations in MSH6.  In addition, these mutations have allowed 

further dissection of the early biochemical steps in mismatch recognition and MMR.  

This basic strategy may be applicable to the analysis of other biochemical steps in 

MMR. 
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3.5 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

 

Proteins 

 Wild-type and Msh6 mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes and wild-type Mlh1-Pms1 

complex were purified as previously described (Hess et al., 2002; Mendillo et al., 

2005).  The LacI protein was provided by Kathleen Matthews (Rice University). 

 

Nucleotide binding and ATP hydrolysis assays 

 Nucleotide binding assays were performed in 20 µl volumes containing 4 

pmoles of wild-type or mutant Msh2-Msh6, 25 mM Hepes Buffer pH 7.5, 100 mM 

NaCl, 1 mM dithiolthreitol, 100 µg/ml BSA, 1 mM EDTA, 1-100 µM [α-32P]ATP 

(0.6-30 Ci/mmol, Amersham Biosciences), 15% glycerol and 1 µM of the indicated 

previously described dsDNA substrates (Hess et al., 2002).  Proteins were mixed with 

DNA substrates for 5 min at room temperature and then ATP was added for 12 min.  

In some experiments the 12 min incubation with ATP preceded the 5 min incubation 

with DNA.  The reactions were then transferred to ice, diluted with 3 ml of ice-cold 

stop-buffer consisting of 25 mM Hepes buffer pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl and 1 mM 

EDTA, and immediately filtered over 25 µm nitrocellulose filters (Millipore 

HAWPO2500).  The filters were washed 2 times with 5 ml of stop-buffer and the 

bound radioactivity determined by liquid scintillation counting.  In experiments 

containing [35S]ATPγS (2.5-12.5 Ci/mmol, Perkin Elmer) instead of [α-32P]ATP, the 

EDTA in all buffers was replaced with 10 mM MgCl2. 
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 ATPase activity was measured as previously described in 20 µl reactions 

consisting of 25 mM HEPES buffer pH 7.8, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM EDTA, 100 mM 

NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 10% glycerol, 0.001% IGEPAL 40, 75 µg/ml acetylated BSA 

(Promega), 10-250 µM [γ-32P]ATP and 200 nM of the indicated previously described 

dsDNA substrates (Hess et al., 2002).  The reactions were started by adding wild-type 

or mutant Msh2-Msh6 to 60 nM, incubated at 30ºC and processed as previously 

described (Hess et al., 2002).  All values were determined by subtracting the value 

obtained for a no-protein control. 

 

UV crosslinking experiments 

 Reactions were performed in 20 µl volumes containing 4 pmoles wild-type or 

mutant Msh2-Msh6, 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 110 mM NaCl, 2 mM dithiolthreitol, 200 

µg/ml BSA, 0.5 mM EDTA and 5% glycerol.  Proteins were mixed with 100 µM [γ-

32P]ATP (25 Ci/mmol, Amersham Biosciences) incubated on ice for 10 minutes, 

followed by 20 minutes of crosslinking using a Stratalinker (Stratagene).  Reaction 

mixtures were then fractionated by SDS-PAGE and radiolabeled bands were detected 

and quantified using a PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics).  Crosslinking to BSA 

(present in all samples) was not detected. 

 

Total Internal Reflectance Measurements 

 A 236 basepair DNA substrate that was biotinylated at one end, contained 

either a central GT mispair or GC basepair and had the lac O1 operator sequence 
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incorporated at the other end was made as described previously (Mendillo et al., 

2005).  In the case of the GT substrate the G is located at nucleotide 103 of the top 

strand and the T is located in the complementary position of the bottom strand where 

the C would be located in the GC control substrate.  An additional substrate containing 

a +A insertion was constructed by the same method.  In this case, the biotinylated top 

strand was made by PCR amplification using plasmid RDK4720 as template DNA and 

the bottom strand was made by PCR amplification using the plasmid RDK4719 as 

template.  The top strand contains the +A insertion at nucleotide 104; in addition, 

nucleotide 103 of the top strand has been changed to a C and a G is present as its 

complement in the bottom strand. 

 Experiments analyzing either Msh2-Msh6 binding or the Msh2-Msh6-Mlh1-

Pms1 ternary complex formation on the GT mispair, +A insertion, or the GC basepair 

substrates were performed using an IAsys Auto Plus instrument using a running buffer 

consisting of 25 mM Tris, (pH 8.0), 110 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2 0.5 mM 

dithiothreitol, 2% Glycerol, 0.05% IGEPAL CA-630 (NP-40), 25 µM ADP and 250 

µM ATP as previously described (Mendillo et al., 2005).  For Msh2-Msh6 binding to 

unblocked DNA substrates, the equilibration buffer was removed and replaced with 50 

µL of the same buffer, but containing 50 nM wild-type or mutant Msh2-Msh6.  

Incubation was carried out for approximately 3.5 min or until equilibrium was 

reached.  For experiments on end-blocked DNA substrates, 30 nM LacI was included 

in the running buffer, both during the equilibration and Msh2-Msh6 binding phases.  

The baseline of the association curves of MMR proteins depicted was taken after LacI 
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was bound to the DNA substrates, so the binding curves reflect association of MMR 

proteins only.  The dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 off of the end of the DNA substrate 

was monitored by adding 5 µL of running buffer containing 10 mM IPTG to the 50 µL 

of protein-containing buffer in the cuvette.  This allowed dissociation of LacI bound 

(t1/2 ~1.6 sec) at the ends of the DNA substrate without significantly altering the 

concentrations of protein in solution.  All experiments were performed at 25°C. 

 Analysis of Mlh1-Pms1 binding to the Msh2-Msh6-DNA complex was 

performed as follows.  The cuvette containing the indicated bound DNA substrate was 

first equilibrated in running buffer lacking ATP and containing 30 nM LacI. This 

buffer was then replaced with 50 µL of running buffer lacking ATP and containing 20 

nM of wild-type or mutant Msh2-Msh6, 30 nM LacI and 40 nM Mlh1-Pms1, as 

indicated.  Incubation was carried out for approximately 3.5 min or until equilibrium 

was reached; Mlh1-Pms1 does not interact with Msh2-Msh6 and DNA in the presence 

of ADP alone (Mendillo et al., 2005).  Next, ternary complex formation was initiated 

by adding 5 µL of running buffer containing 2.75 mM ATP, which resulted in a final 

concentration of 250 µM ATP.  Binding was then monitored for approximately 8 min. 

All experiments were performed at 25° C. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

Inhibition of Msh6 ATPase activity by mispaired DNA 

induces a Msh2(ATP)-Msh6(ATP) state that is capable of 

hydrolysis independent movement along DNA 
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4.1 ABSTRACT 

 

 The Msh2-Msh6 heterodimer plays a key role in the repair of mispaired bases 

in DNA.  Critical to its role in mismatch repair is the ATPase activity that resides 

within each subunit.  Here we show both subunits can simultaneously bind ATP and 

identify the Msh6 subunit as containing the high affinity ATP binding site and Msh2 

as containing a high affinity ADP binding site.  Stable binding of ATP to Msh6 causes 

decreased affinity of Msh2 for ADP and binding to mispaired DNA stabilized the 

binding of ATP to Msh6.  Our results support a model in which mispair binding 

encourages a dual occupancy state with ATP bound to Msh6 and Msh2 and that this 

state supports hydrolysis-independent sliding along DNA.
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4.2 INTRODUCTION 

 

 The mutation rate in most cells is actively reduced to extremely low levels 

(~1x10-9/cell division) as high mutation rates can lead to cell death or cancer 

development (Drake, 1991).  A network of DNA repair pathways reduce the number 

of errors incorporated into the genome or increase removal of errors or error causing 

lesions.  The Mismatch Repair (MMR) pathway is a critical component of this 

network and is required to keep the mutation rate low (Harfe and Jinks-Robertson, 

2000; Kolodner, 1996; Modrich, 1991).  The importance of the MMR pathway is 

demonstrated by its’ conservation from bacteria to humans and by the fact that defects 

in MMR can underlie the development of cancer (Lynch and de la Chapelle, 2003; 

Peltomaki, 2003; Wheeler et al., 2000).  One role for MMR is the repair of bases 

incorrectly incorporated by DNA replication, with the first step in this pathway, 

mispair identification, being the best characterized step.  In bacterial MMR, mispair 

recognition is performed by the MutS protein.  The MutS protein contains an ATP 

binding domain, forms a homodimer and has a higher affinity for mispaired DNA 

compared to fully paired DNA (Joshi et al., 2000; Schofield et al., 2001; Su and 

Modrich, 1986).  Subsequent to mispair recognition, in a process that requires ATP, 

MutS interacts with the MutL protein to form a ternary complex that appears to be 

involved in downstream MMR events (Acharya et al., 2003; Grilley et al., 1989; 

Schofield et al., 2001).  The MMR system is more complicated in eukaryotes where 

three MutS Homologue (MSH) proteins, all of which have ATP binding domains, 
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form two heterodimeric complexes, Msh2-Msh6 and Msh2-Msh3, which recognize 

base-base mispairs and insertion/deletions or only insertion/deletions, respectively 

(Acharya et al., 1996; Drummond et al., 1995; Kolodner, 1996; Marsischky et al., 

1996; Palombo et al., 1996).  Following mispair recognition, and in a reaction 

requiring ATP, the MSH proteins interact with MutL related heterodimers to form a 

ternary complex which is thought to coordinate downstream events (Acharya et al., 

2003; Grilley et al., 1989; Habraken et al., 1998; Mendillo et al., 2005).  Eukaryotic 

MMR reconstitution experiments indicate that these downstream events require 

additional proteins (Zhang et al., 2005). 

 While it has been shown that the ATP binding domains of the MSH proteins 

are required for MMR (Haber and Walker, 1991), the role that ATP binding and 

hydrolysis plays in the function of these proteins is not well understood.  This is 

illustrated by the fact that three substantially disparate models have been put forth to 

describe the events, including ATP binding and hydrolysis, that occur during mispair 

recognition to initiate downstream events in MMR.  In the first model, termed the 

molecular switch model, MutS (or the Msh heterodimer) binds to mispaired DNA in 

an ADP bound state.  Upon mispair binding there is presumably a conformational 

change that allows exchange of ADP for ATP causing a second conformational 

change that allows MutS (or the Msh heterodimer) to form a sliding clamp.  In this 

model it is the binding of ATP, but not hydrolysis, which signals downstream 

processes, such as movement of MutS or the Msh heterodimers and formation of 

ternary complex with MutL or the eukaryotic MutL related heterodimers, to occur 
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(Gradia et al., 1997; Gradia et al., 1999).  A second model, the ATP-dependent 

translocation model, also predicts ATP-dependent movement of MutS or Msh 

heterodimers and formation of ternary complexes with MutL or the MutL related 

heterodimers.  However, this model uses ATP hydrolysis to actively move the repair 

complex unidirectionally along DNA (Allen et al., 1997; Blackwell et al., 1998).  A 

final model, termed the static transactivation model, utilizes a kinetic proofreading 

mechanism and does not invoke movement of MutS once the mispair is located.  In 

this model MutS must be bound to ATP and the mispair simultaneously to recruit 

MutL; ATP binding in this model verifies mispair recognition (Junop et al., 2001). 

 While all the models utilize ATP in some manner, the role of ATP 

binding/hydrolysis has not been well established.  The Msh6 and Msh2 subunits each 

contain an ATP binding site, and both ATP binding sites are critical for MMR (Alani 

et al., 1997; Das Gupta and Kolodner, 2000).  While the S. cerevisiae and human 

Msh2-Msh6 heterodimers appear to have a relatively weak ATPase, DNA has been 

shown to stimulate steady state levels of ATPase activity with mispaired DNA 

stimulating to an even greater extent (Gradia et al., 1997; Hess et al., 2002).  In 

addition, a burst phase during ATP hydrolysis, involving rapid ADP formation 

followed by a much slower steady state rate, has been observed for MutS as well as S. 

cerevisiae Msh2-Msh6 (Antony and Hingorani, 2003; Bjornson et al., 2000).  

Interestingly, mispaired DNA inhibits this initial burst phase while fully basepaired 

DNA does not cause this inhibitory effect.  Additionally, a recent study has indicated 

that a mutation effecting the ATP binding site of Msh6 eliminated the burst phase 
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(Antony et al., 2005).  While these studies provide valuable information regarding 

ATP binding and hydrolysis, the function of nucleotide binding and hydrolysis by 

each site has not been determined.  Here we use a crosslinking approach to measure 

nucleotide binding to each subunit and visualize the specific nucleotide bound states 

that exist.  Our results support a model of ATP binding/hydrolysis by Msh2-Msh6 that 

provides a novel mechanism for increasing the specificity of mispair binding by 

Msh2-Msh6.  Furthermore, we have determined the specific ATP binding and 

hydrolysis requirements that allow for movement of Msh2-Msh6 along DNA.  
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4.3 RESULTS 

 

The Msh6 subunit of S. cerevisiae Msh2-Msh6 contains the high affinity ATP 

binding site while the Msh2 subunit contains the lower affinity ATP binding site 

 Nucleotide binding and hydrolysis by Msh2-Msh6 (S. cerevisiae and human, 

as well as bacterial MutS) is critical for mismatch repair and has been the focus of 

several recent studies (Antony and Hingorani, 2003; Bjornson et al., 2000; Gradia et 

al., 1999).  Studies of the S. cerevisiae complex not only demonstrate that the Msh2 

and Msh6 subunits both contain a functional ATP binding site but also show 

asymmetric binding of ATP with one high affinity site being filled prior to the second 

low affinity site.  To definitively identify the high affinity and low affinity ATP 

binding sites for the Msh2-Msh6 protein, crosslinking experiments were performed 

with [γ-32P]ATP and purified Msh2-Msh6.  These experiments allow for Kd 

determinations for both sites by direct visualization of ATP binding to specific 

subunits.  Msh2-Msh6 was incubated with 0.1-200 µM [γ-32P]ATP in buffer lacking 

Mg2+ (to eliminate ATP hydrolysis) and crosslinked.  Initial experiments showed that 

crosslinking ATP to Msh2 and Msh6 does not affect their migration on SDS-PAGE 

gels (data not shown).  Our analysis shows that the Msh6 subunit crosslinks to ATP at 

very low ATP levels, with an apparent Kd of 0.3 µM, while the Msh2 subunit binds 

ATP with a much lower affinity, apparent Kd of 37 µM (Figure 4-1A & D, Table 4-1).  

These values are consistent with published results using the non-hydrolyzable 
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Table 4-1.  Nucleotide binding affinities for Msh2 and Msh6. 
 
Subunit                                        Ligand                                        Kd (µM) 
   

Msh2   ATP(-Mg2+) 37.3 + 6.0 
Msh2   ATPγS 84.6 + 12.9 
Msh2   AMP-PNP nd 
Msh2   ADP 1.4 + 0.7 
Msh2   ADP + (5 µM ATPγS) 23.9 + 5.0 
Msh2(K694M)  ATP(-Mg2+) nd 
Msh6  ATP(-Mg2+) 0.25 + 0.09 
Msh6   ATP(-Mg2+) + GC 0.50 + 0.17 
Msh6   ATP(-Mg2+) + GT 0.74 + 0.33 
Msh6   ATPγS 0.15 + 0.09 
Msh6   ATPγS + (5 µM ADP) 0.33 + 0.10 
Msh6   AMP-PNP 0.57 + 0.10 
Msh6   ADP nd 
Msh6(K988M)  ATP(-Mg2+) 11.5 + 2.6 

 
All reactions contain Mg2+ (5 µM) unless specified and “nd” means not determined due to low apparent 
binding even at high nucleotide concentrations. All experiments were performed a minimum of twice. 
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nucleotide analogue ATPγS which report a Kd for the high affinity site to be 3.7 µM 

and a Kd of 17 µM for the low affinity site (Antony and Hingorani, 2003).  While there 

would seem to be a disparity between our high affinity Kd of 0.3 µM and the 

previously reported 3.7 µM note that another study found the human Msh2-Msh6 high 

affinity site had a Kd of 0.8 µM (Martik et al., 2004).  Another apparent inconsistency 

between the two previously published reports relates to the possibility of having ATP 

bound in both high and low affinity sites simultaneously.  While one study 

demonstrated that two ATPγS molecules can be bound to one S. cerevisiae Msh2-

Msh6 heterodimer the other study was able to detect only one nucleotide per human 

heterodimer.  Since we see dual occupancy starting at ~20 µM ATP (Figure 4-1), our 

results indicate that at high nucleotide concentrations both sites can be filled with 

ATP.  Possible explanations for the inability to detect simultaneously filled sites in 

some studies will be discussed below. 

 Although the above experiments indicate the Msh6 subunit contains the high 

affinity ATP binding site, it could be argued that the lack of Mg2+ alters nucleotide 

binding.  Therefore, crosslinking experiments were performed with the non-

hydrolyzable nucleotide analogues [35S]ATPγS and [α-32P]AMP-PNP in the presence 

of Mg2+.  Results of crosslinking studies with ATPγS are in agreement with the ATP 

without Mg2+ results, with the apparent Kd of Msh6 and Msh2 for ATPγS being 0.15 

µM and 84.6 µM respectively (Figure 4-1B & E, Table 4-1).  Results of the analysis of 

AMP-PNP binding also agree with the analysis of ATP–Mg2+ binding and indicate 

that Msh6 contains the high affinity nucleotide binding site, with an apparent Kd of 
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0.57 µM for AMP-PNP (Figure 4-1C, Table 4-1), consistent with a Kd of 1.6 µM for 

binding of AMP-PNP by human Msh2-Msh6 (binding to individual subunits was not 

evaluated, (Martik et al., 2004).  Interestingly, the Msh2 nucleotide-binding site only 

had a limited ability to bind AMP-PNP, with crosslinking to the Msh2 site only being 

detectable at the highest concentration of AMP-PNP (250 µM); as a consequence, we 

could not determine the Kd of binding to Msh2.  The analysis of AMP-PNP binding 

highlights the usefulness of UV-crosslinking for studies of nucleotide binding; our 

apparent Kd for binding to Msh6 matches well with the results of the study that used 

filter binding to analyze AMP-PMP binding to human Msh2-Msh6 (Martik et al., 

2004) and in addition we were able to identify a serious defect in AMP-PNP binding 

to the Msh2 subunit. 

 

Amino acid substitutions in the ATP binding sites of Msh2 or Msh6 affect 

crosslinking to the mutated subunit only 

 One complicating factor in the biochemical analysis of Msh2-Msh6 is that the 

ATP binding pockets of both Msh2 and Msh6 are partially comprised of residues from 

the other subunit, Msh6 and Msh2, respectively, that function in phosphate 

coordination (Junop et al., 2001; Lamers et al., 2000; Obmolova et al., 2000).  This 

potentially creates a problem with the interpretation of crosslinking data.  For 

example, although we see crosslinking to Msh6 at much lower ATP concentrations 

compared to crosslinking to Msh2, it is possible that the high affinity ATP binding site 

lies within Msh2 but crosslinking takes place to Msh6 amino acids that are in close 
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proximity.  Therefore, control experiments were conducted to confirm the validity of 

the previous Kd analysis.  We prepared Msh2-Msh6 heterodimers with amino acid 

substitutions within the Walker A motifs of either Msh6 [Msh2-Msh6(K988M)] or 

Msh2 [Msh2(K694M)-Msh6] (Junop et al., 2001).  These mutations specifically 

disrupt the ATP binding pocket within the mutated subunit and were used in 

crosslinking studies identical to those described above in the absence of magnesium.  

The Msh2(K694M)-Msh6 mutant protein is predicted to have significantly decreased 

affinity for binding of ATP the Msh2 subunit, but would not be expected to be altered 

for binding of ATP to the Msh6 subunit.  As can be seen in (Figure 4-2A & B), 

crosslinking to the Msh2(K694M) subunit was reduced to undetectable levels while 

crosslinking to the Msh6 subunit was not affected.  Identical experiments were 

performed with the Msh6(K988M) mutant.  As shown in Figure 4-2C & D, 

crosslinking to the Msh6(K988M) subunit was significantly reduced, with a Kd of 11.5 

µM compared to a Kd of 0.25 µM for wild-type, while the Kd of binding to Msh2 was 

not affected.  These results demonstrate that crosslinking is useful for characterizing 

the nucleotide binding properties of Msh2-Msh6, and confirms that ATP crosslinking 

to a specific subunit is a result of ATP binding to that specific subunit.  These data 

identify the Msh6 subunit as containing the high affinity ATP binding pocket and the 

Msh2 subunit as containing the lower affinity site.
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Figure 4-2.  Analysis of the effect of ATP binding mutants and DNA on ATP binding by Msh2 
and Msh6.  Standard crosslinking reactions contained the ATP binding mutants Msh2(K694M)-Msh6 
(A,B), Msh2-Msh6(K988M) (C,D) or wild-type Msh2-Msh6 containing no DNA, paired DNA or 
mispair containing DNA (E) . The apparent Kd of nucleotide binding determined for wild-type and 
mutant Msh2 and Msh6 are displayed in Table 4-1.  Pulse chase experiments (F) contained Msh2-Msh6 
and [γ-32P]ATP, at indicated concentrations. 
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Nucleotide binding affinity is slightly decreased when Msh2-Msh6 is pre-bound 

to paired or mispaired DNA 

 Since a major role of Msh2-Msh6 is to detect mispairs, we next determined the 

affect of DNA binding on the ATP binding characteristics of Msh2 and Msh6 in the 

absence of magnesium.  Crosslinking experiments were performed essentially as 

described above except double stranded DNA, with or without a central GT mispair, 

was added to reactions prior to the addition of nucleotide.  Both DNAs, mispaired and 

paired, caused a slight decrease in the affinity of the Msh6 subunit for ATP, increasing 

the Kd to 0.74 µM and 0.50 µM for GT and GC, respectively (Figure 4-2E).  Binding 

of ATP to the Msh2 site was not affected when Msh2-Msh6 was pre-bound to 

mispaired or paired DNA (data not shown).  Taken together with previous crosslinking 

data (Figure 4-1) these results argue that, regardless of the DNA bound state, when 

both nucleotide binding sites are empty ATP will bind to the Msh6 subunit with much 

higher affinity than to the Msh2 site.  Moreover, if hydrolysis by the Msh6 subunit is 

inhibited, in this case by using nonhydrolyzable nucleotide analogues, the Msh2 

subunit is competent to bind ATP while the Msh6 subunit is still occupied.  The 

importance of this observation is discussed below. 

 

The ATP binding site of Msh6 is static, while the Msh2 ATP binding site appears 

to be more dynamic 

 A potential argument against simultaneous occupancy of both of the Msh2 and 

Msh6 ATP binding sites by ATP is that even though the Kd of ATP binding to the 
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Msh6 site is 100 times lower than that of the Msh2 site, the ATP seen bound to the 

Msh2 site might only be bound to Msh2-Msh6 heterodimers that do not have an ATP 

bound to the Msh6 site.  Perhaps the Msh6 bound ATP might dissociate and only then 

does ATP fill the Msh2 site; this seems unlikely based on the fact that crosslinking of 

ATP to the Msh6 subunit saturates at very low concentrations of ATP and does not 

decline as ATP binding to Msh2 increases.  Nevertheless, we have investigated the 

dynamic state of the nucleotide bound to the two subunits using crosslinking 

experiments.  In these experiments, unlabeled ATP was added to Msh2-Msh6 either 

before or together with [γ-32P]ATP in the absence of magnesium.  If the nature of the 

Msh6-ATP or Msh2-ATP interaction is dynamic, then the bound, unlabeled ATP 

should be freely exchangeable with the labeled ATP added later.  However, as can be 

seen in Figure 4-2F, when Msh2-Msh6 was pulsed with unlabeled ATP and then 

chased with [γ-32P]ATP, there was a considerable reduction in the amount of labeled 

ATP crosslinked to the Msh6 subunit as compared with crosslinking experiments 

performed without the unlabeled ATP pulse.  Interestingly, the Msh2 subunit did not 

show the same effect as pre-incubation with unlabeled ATP did not appear to decrease 

the amount of labeled ATP crosslinked to Msh2.  Pulse chase experiments performed 

with AMP-PNP + Mg2+ yielded similar results in regard to ATP binding to the Msh6 

site (data not shown) indicating the static nature of ATP binding to Msh6 is not simply 

a lack of Mg2+ effect.  These results argue that the ATP bound to the Msh6 site is 

relatively static, suggesting that hydrolysis is required prior to nucleotide exchange, 
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while the ATP bound to the Msh2 subunit is not as tightly bound and is able to more 

readily exchange with free ATP pools, at least while the Msh6 subunit is occupied. 

 

The Msh2 site binds ADP with high affinity, while the Msh6 site binds ADP 

poorly 

 Under non-hydrolytic conditions, the Msh6 subunit binds ATP with much 

higher affinity than does the Msh2 subunit.  However, while previous crosslinking 

experiments provide important information regarding the ATP binding affinities of 

Msh2 and Msh6, they do not allow detection of hydrolysis-dependent nucleotide 

bound species and may not reflect the steady state nucleotide bound species of Msh2-

Msh6.  To gain insight into additional nucleotide states that may exist, we performed 

crosslinking studies with Msh2-Msh6 in the presence of magnesium.  Our initial 

experiments indicated a striking difference in the states detected under hydrolytic 

conditions compared to when the analysis was done in the absence of magnesium.  As 

seen in Figure 4-3A, low concentrations (0.5-20 µM) of [α-32P]ATP –Mg2+ resulted in 

crosslinking predominantly to the Msh6 subunit (at 20 µM 86% of crosslinked label is 

on Msh6 subunit), whereas the same experiment performed in the presence of Mg2+ 

resulted in the majority of nucleotide being bound to the Msh2 subunit (Figure 4-3B, 

at 20 µM 92% of crosslinked label in on Msh2 subunit).  This dramatic change in 

nucleotide occupancy under hydrolytic conditions not only indicates that the Msh6-

ATP state is short-lived, likely due to rapid hydrolysis, but that the Msh6-ADP 

interaction is also unstable (since [α-32P]ATP was used and will report the presence of  
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ATP or ADP).  Crosslinking performed using [γ-32P]ATP (data not shown, and Figure 

4-4A) did not label either Msh6 or Msh2, suggesting the nucleotide bound to Msh2 is 

ADP.  The results of this analysis can be interpreted in a number of ways.  For 

instance, nucleotide crosslinking to Msh2 under these conditions may indicate that 

hydrolysis of ATP by Msh6 allows Msh2 to bind and then hydrolyze ATP at much 

lower ATP concentrations than in reactions lacking magnesium.  Another possibility is 

that Msh2 only binds ADP pools generated by the ATPase activity of Msh6 in 

reactions containing magnesium.  In order to test the later hypothesis we examined the 

ability of the Msh6 and Msh2 sites to bind ADP.  This analysis showed the Msh2 

subunit binds ADP with a Kd of 1.4 µM (Figure 4-3C, Table 4-1), while ADP binding 

to Msh6 was not detected at the concentrations of ADP tested, demonstrating that 

ADP binding by Msh2-Msh6 is opposite of what was seen in the ATP–Mg2+ and 

AMP-PNP+Mg2+ binding experiments.  This is consistent with studies showing that 

each Msh2-Msh6 heterodimer has one high affinity ATP binding site (Antony and 

Hingorani, 2003), shown here to be Msh6, and one high affinity ADP binding site 

(Martik et al., 2004), shown here to be Msh2.  This result also indicates that the 

switching of nucleotide occupancy from the Msh6 site to the Msh2 site under 

hydrolytic conditions is due to rapid hydrolysis of ATP by Msh6, release of ADP by 

Msh6 followed by stable binding of this ADP by Msh2, although sequential hydrolysis 

is still a possibility. 
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Binding of nucleotide to Msh6 affects ADP binding by Msh2 

 We next tested the ability of ADP and ATPγS to compete with each other for 

binding.  Msh2-Msh6 was incubated with [α-32P]ADP (5 µM) + Mg2+ followed by the 

addition of increasing amounts of ATPγS.  The results show a significant reduction in 

ADP binding by the Msh2 site when 0.5 µM ATPγS, which only significantly binds to 

the Msh6 site at this concentration, was added to binding reactions. Moreover, 

addition of 2 µM ATPγS completely eliminated ADP binding by the Msh2 site (Figure 

4-3D).  These results were unexpected since the Kd of ATPγS for the Msh2 site, is ~85 

µM.  Interestingly the Kd of ATPγS for the high affinity site, shown here to be the 

Msh6 site, is 0.15 µM.  These results suggest that the reduced binding of ADP seen in 

the presence of ATPγS is not due to direct competition between ATPγS and ADP for 

binding to the Msh2 site.  More likely, binding of ATPγS to the Msh6 site causes a 

reduction in the binding affinity for ADP by the Msh2 site.  To more carefully 

quantify the effect of the ATPγS-Msh6 interaction on Msh2 binding of ADP, we 

determined the apparent Kd for binding ADP by Msh2 in the presence of 5 µM 

ATPγS.  Our results demonstrate that the Msh6-ATPγS interaction significantly 

decreased the affinity of Msh2 for ADP, resulting in a Kd of 24 µM, as compared to a 

Kd of 1.4 µM in the absence of ATPγS (Figure 4-3E).  We also investigated the effect 

of Msh2-bound ADP on nucleotide binding by Msh6.  The results indicate a slight 

decrease in apparent affinity of Msh6 for ATPγS when Msh2 is prebound to ADP 

(Kd=0.3 µM, Figure 4-3F).  These results argue for communication between the two 

subunits, with nucleotide binding by one subunit affecting nucleotide binding by the 
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other subunit. To confirm this hypothesis, we tested the ability of AMP-PNP to 

displace ADP from the Msh2 subunit.  Since we have determined AMP-PNP does not 

significantly bind to the Msh2 site until concentrations of ~250 µM, any decrease in 

ADP binding to the Msh2 site should not be due to direct competition with AMP-PNP.  

As predicted, AMP-PNP caused a significant decrease in ADP binding to the Msh2 

subunit (Figure 4-3G).  Although AMP-PNP was not as potent as ATPγS in decreasing 

the binding of ADP, we did see a 50% reduction in ADP binding in the presence of 2 

µM AMP-PNP, consistent with the 1 µM Kd we determined for Msh6 binding of 

AMP-PNP.  In addition, we saw greater than a 90% reduction in ADP binding with 

the addition of 50 µM AMP-PNP, a concentration well below the 250 µM we have 

shown to be required for significant AMP-PNP binding by the Msh2 subunit.  These 

data agree with previous studies which demonstrate differential specificities for ADP 

and ATP within the hMsh2-Msh6 complex (Martik et al., 2004); however, our studies 

have also identified the ADP and ATP preference for each subunit.  Interestingly, our 

results are not in agreement with conclusions of those studies regarding simultaneous 

occupancy of ATPγS and ADP.  In our studies we see loss of ADP from Msh2 when 

ATPγS or AMP-PNP are bound by Msh6, while another study of human Msh2-Msh6 

suggests ATPγS and ADP can be bound simultaneously.  This apparent disparity will 

be discussed later.   
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Mispaired DNA inhibits hydrolysis by the Msh6 subunit 

 As stated earlier, a burst phase of ATP hydrolysis by Msh2-Msh6 has been 

observed, and this burst phase is inhibited in the presence of mispaired DNA (Antony 

and Hingorani, 2003).  To gain insight into the nature of the burst phase, we 

performed crosslinking studies under hydrolytic conditions in the presence of 

mispaired and fully paired DNA substrates.  Experiments were performed with α or 

γ32P -labeled ATP in the presence or absence of magnesium, to control hydrolysis.  

Control experiments lacking Mg2+ demonstrated the characteristic preferential labeling 

of the Msh6 subunit (Figure 4-4A).  Addition of Mg2+ to the [α-32P]ATP reaction 

caused the switch to preferential labeling of Msh2, likely due to binding of ADP 

generated by ATP hydrolysis, while [γ-32P]ATP failed to label either subunit most 

likely because of rapid hydrolysis of [γ-32P]ATP bound to Msh6.  Addition of 

basepaired DNA to these reactions caused a change in the amount of protein labeled 

but no significant change in the labeling pattern under any condition tested; however, 

addition of mispaired DNA revealed, for the first time, labeling of the Msh6 subunit 

by [γ-32P]ATP under hydrolytic conditions.  This mispair specific increase in the 

stability of Msh6-bound ATP is most consistent with mispaired DNA causing an 

inhibition of ATP hydrolysis by Msh6.  These results indicate the burst of ATP 

hydrolysis occurs at the Msh6 site and is inhibited when Msh2-Msh6 is bound to 

mispaired DNA.  It should be noted that the observed inhibition may be 

underestimated due to the possibility of some of the Msh2-Msh6 protein not being  
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Figure 4-4.  Mispaired DNA inhibits ATP hydrolysis by Msh6 which causes reduced binding of 
ADP by Msh2.  (A) Standard crosslinking reactions containing Msh2-Msh6 (4 pmoles) and ATP (10 
µM) were prepared.  The presence of α or γ labeled ATP, Mg2+ and mispaired or paired DNA is 
indicated.  (B) Crosslinking reactions with Msh2-Msh6 (4 pmoles) and [α-32P]ADP (5 µM) were 
prepared.  The presence of ATP (0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 µM) and mispaired or fully paired DNA (20 pmoles) is 
indicated.  ADP binding was set at 100% for the level seen in the absence of ATP. 
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bound to mispaired DNA, as ATP binding also causes dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 

from mispaired DNA. 

 

Mispaired DNA increases ATP induced dissociation of ADP from Msh2 

 In the experiments described above, we observed that ATPγS causes a 

significant reduction in ADP binding to the Msh2 subunit; however, ATP did not have 

the same effect.  A possible explanation is that ATP is rapidly hydrolyzed by the Msh6 

subunit allowing ADP to remain bound to Msh2, conversely ATPγS is not hydrolyzed 

efficiently and it is only under these conditions, when nucleotide is more stably bound 

by Msh6, that dissociation of ADP bound by Msh2 is increased.  To test this 

hypothesis, we examined the ability of mispaired DNA, which inhibits ATP 

hydrolysis by Msh6, to facilitate release of ADP by Msh2 by increasing the longevity 

of the Msh6-ATP interaction.  As shown in Figure 4-4B, mispaired DNA caused a 

marked reduction in Msh2 bound ADP at ATP levels shown not to cause dissociation 

of ADP in the absence of mispaired DNA.  Fully paired DNA was also able to 

increase dissociation of ADP by ATP, but not to the extent seen with mispaired DNA.  

It should be noted that the level of dissociation was not as great as that seen with 

ATPγS.  However, since mispaired DNA is not able to inhibit ATP hydrolysis to the 

levels required to mimic occupancy of the Msh6 site with ATPγS we did not anticipate 

seeing similar levels of ADP dissociation.  These results are consistent with the idea 

that mispaired DNA stabilizes ATP binding to the Msh6 site which causes a reduction 
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in the binding affinity for ADP by the Msh2 site.  To further test this hypothesis we 

performed the same experiment with the Msh2-Msh6(K988M) mutant.  Since the 

Msh2-Msh6(K988M) mutant protein recognizes mispaired bases in DNA (data not 

shown) and also binds ATP in the Msh6 site with lower affinity than wild type we did 

not anticipate a reduction in Msh2 bound ADP when low levels (2 µM) of ATP were 

added in the presence of mispaired DNA.  As shown in Figure 4-4B, in the presence of 

mispaired DNA, ATP caused only a slight reduction in ADP bound to Msh2 using the 

Msh6(K988M) mutant. 

 

Sliding of Msh2-Msh6 occurs when both nucleotide binding sites are occupied by 

ATP 

 When Msh2-Msh6 is bound to a mispaired base, it is converted to a form that 

slides along DNA upon  binding ATP (Gradia et al., 1999; Mendillo et al., 2005).  

However, the specific nucleotide bound state required for sliding has not been 

determined.  To investigate this, we have performed experiments that analyze the 

mispair-induced sliding state of Msh2-Msh6 with nucleotide bound to one, or both of 

the subunits.  For these studies we used an IAsys Biosensor to follow the association 

and dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 on DNA containing a central mispair, under 

hydrolytic and non-hydrolytic conditions.  In addition, we used a reversible DNA end-

blocking system that allows one end of the DNA to be blocked or remain free 

(Mendillo et al., 2005).  For these studies the Msh2-Msh6 protein was bound to 

mispair containing DNA in the absence of nucleotide and dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 
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was monitored in the presence of ATP or ATPγS.  Dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 was 

determined at multiple concentrations of nucleotide (Figure 4-5A & B).  Since we 

were interested in the nucleotide requirements for sliding, we subtracted the 

dissociation obtained from blocked DNA (which should not contain a sliding 

component) from that obtained with unblocked DNA.  Analysis of the results yielded 

an apparent Kd for sliding of 17.9 µM for ATP and 81.5 µM for ATPγS (Figure 4-5C 

& D).  These values show a striking correlation between the apparent Kd for binding of 

nucleotide to the Msh2 subunit of 37.3 µM and 84.6 µM for ATP and ATPγS, 

respectively.  This result is consistent with the view that sliding of Msh2-Msh6 only 

occurs at nucleotide concentrations where ATP is bound in both the Msh2 and Msh6 

sites and confirms previous results that sliding does not require ATP hydrolysis 

(Mendillo et al., 2005).  In addition, we have recently characterized several different 

Msh2-Msh6(mutant) complexes that have defects in ATP binding by the Msh2 subunit 

(Hess et al., 2006) in experiments similar to those presented in Figure 4-5.  Consistent 

with our view that sliding of Msh2-Msh6 only occurs in the dual ATP bound state, we 

were unable to detect sliding for mutants that have Msh2 ATP binding defects. 
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Figure 4-5.  Sliding of Msh2-Msh6 requires nucleotide binding to both subunits but does not 
require hydrolysis.  End-dependent dissociation of the Msh2-Msh6 complex from an unblocked, 
mispaired DNA substrate was determined by Biosensor analysis.  Dissociation data generated with a 
LacI blocked substrate was subtracted from data generated with an unblocked substrate.  Dissociation of 
Msh2-Msh6 from a DNA substrate after addition of ATP (A) or ATPγS (B) at the concentrations 
indicated.  A plot of Koff  vs. ATP (C) or ATPγS (D) concentration was performed yielding an apparent 
Kd for sliding of 17.9 + 1.4 µM and 81.5 + 10.2 µM, respectively
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4.4 DISCUSSION 
 

 In the present studies we have used crosslinking methods to visualize the 

nucleotide binding properties of the S. cerevisiae Msh2-Msh6 heterodimer.  Our 

results demonstrate that Msh6 contains a high affinity ATP binding site (Kd =0.3 µM), 

Msh2 binds ATP with lower affinity (Kd =37 µM) and that when hydrolysis is 

inhibited ATP binding to Msh2 and Msh6 can occur simultaneously.  In addition, we 

have shown that binding affinity for ADP is the reverse of that found for ATP, with 

Msh2 containing the high affinity ADP binding site (Kd = 1.3 µM) and Msh6 not 

detectably binding ADP under the conditions tested.  Moreover, our studies 

demonstrate the static versus dynamic nature of Msh6 and Msh2, respectively, with 

Msh6 appearing to require hydrolysis to allow rapid exchange with ATP pools and 

Msh2 more readily exchanging ATP or ADP (pulse chase with ADP data not shown).  

Our results also demonstrate that binding to a mispair inhibits hydrolysis of ATP by 

the Msh6 subunit.  While previous studies have shown a burst phase of ATP 

hydrolysis for Msh2-Msh6, which is inhibited by mispaired DNA and by a mutation in 

MSH6 (Antony et al., 2005), our analysis is the first to directly identify Msh6 as the 

site to which the mispair exerts an ATPase inhibitory effect.  Even more interesting is 

the observation that ADP binding by Msh2 is dramatically reduced when ATP binding 

at Msh6 is stabilized by either mispaired DNA or by binding of the non-hydrolyzable 

nucleotide analogue ATPγS in the Msh6 site.  This implies communication between 

the two nucleotide binding sites such that binding of nucleotide at one site affects 

nucleotide binding at the other site.  Finally, the ATP and ATPγS crosslinking studies, 
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combined with real-time Msh2-Msh6 dissociation data, for the first time demonstrate 

that mispair bound Msh2-Msh6 is converted to the form that moves along DNA when 

Msh6 and Msh2 simultaneously bind ATP.  These results continue to support the view 

that there is no hydrolysis requirement for sliding as ATPγS yielded results similar to 

ATP. 

 Our results may explain the discrepancy between two reports regarding the 

potential nucleotide occupancy states of the Msh2-Msh6 protein.  While one filter 

binding study was able to detect two moles of ATPγS per mole heterodimer, another 

study detected a single mole of ATPγS per mole Msh2-Msh6 (Antony and Hingorani, 

2003; Martik et al., 2004).  A possible explanation for this difference is the dynamic 

nature of the Msh2-nucleotide interaction.  Since binding of ATPγS to the Msh6 site is 

very stable, recovery of the ATPγS bound to this site is not readily affected by 

washing conditions that may strip away bound nucleotide and result in no apparent 

binding.  However, since the Msh2-nucleotide interaction is more dynamic, likely due 

to a lower affinity for ATP, it would be more difficult to quantitatively recover ATPγS 

bound to this site in filter binding assays.  Additionally, one study focused on the S. 

cerevisiae proteins while the other analyzed human Msh2-Msh6 raising the possibility 

that the human Msh2-ATP interaction is more dynamic than that of the S. cerevisiae 

Msh2-ATP interaction.  Interestingly, other studies have shown apparent simultaneous 

binding of ADP and ATPγS to both MutS and human Msh2-Msh6 (Bjornson and 

Modrich, 2003; Martik et al., 2004).  While these data appear to be inconsistent with 

our results, it is possible that both results are correct.  Our data demonstrate that ADP 
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binds to Msh2 with reduced affinity in the presence of ATPγS; however, our results 

actually do not preclude dual occupancy, only that this dual occupancy would be 

predicted to be short-lived as it is unstable and would most easily be observed at high 

ADP concentrations.  Thus, depending on incubation times and nucleotide and protein 

concentrations used, it may be possible to obtain high levels of the Msh2(ADP)-

Msh6(ATP) dual occupancy state. 

 The observations presented here allow for the development of a refined model 

of nucleotide binding to Msh2-Msh6 that provides insights into the nucleotide bound 

states that are competent for mispair binding and conversion to the sliding form of 

Msh2-Msh6 (Figure 4-6).  In the absence of mispaired DNA, the Msh2(ADP)-

Msh6(empty) state is the most stable while ATP bound states appear to be less stable.  

The Msh2(ADP)-Msh6(empty) state can be achieved in two ways: by incubation with 

ADP in which case ADP directly binds both subunits but is only stably bound in the 

Msh2 site; or in the presence of ATP under conditions of ATP hydrolysis where ATP 

binds both sites and subsequent hydrolysis leaves ADP in the Msh6 site that 

dissociates and ADP in the Msh2 site that is stably bound.  Interestingly, when Msh2-

Msh6 is bound to a mispaired base in the presence of ATP or ATPγS (Msh2-Msh6 

must be bound to the mispair before the addition of ATPγS due to lack of hydrolysis 

whereas hydrolysis can occur in the case of ATP allowing mispair binding) the Msh2-

ADP interaction becomes less stable while the stability of the Msh6-ATP interaction, 

due to ATP binding that occurs after binding to the mispair, appears to increase.  

Binding of Msh2-Msh6 to mispaired DNA does not affect subsequent ATP binding 
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Figure 4-6.  Model of ATP binding and hydrolysis which increases mispair specific binding of 
Msh2-Msh6.  A.  Mispaired DNA causes a shift to the doubly occupied state that is required for 
downstream MMR events.  Msh2-Msh6, in the empty or Msh2(ADP) states, binds with high affinity to 
mispaired DNA which then stabilizes ATP bound by Msh6.  This stably bound ATP allows release of 
ADP by Msh2, which then binds ATP to form the dual ATP occupied state “*” that allows End-
Dependent Dissociation (sliding) and possibly other downstream MMR events.  B.  The absence of 
mispaired DNA shifts Msh2-Msh6 to an empty or Msh2(ADP) state.  The nucleotide binding model for 
non-DNA bound Msh2-Msh6 is identical to the paired DNA model.  Unbound Msh2-Msh6 is shifted to 
the empty or Msh2(ADP) states which are shown binding DNA and entering the cycles in A and B.  
Although end-dependent dissociation (sliding) has not been detected on paired DNA it could occur at a 
low level.  This greatly reduced level of sliding in the absence of mispaired DNA is partially caused by 
rapid hydrolysis of ATP bound by Msh6, which in turn causes a decrease in the dual ATP occupancy 
state required for sliding.  End-independent dissociation from paired DNA likely occurs for all Msh2-
Msh6 states [for a discussion, see (Mendillo et al., 2005)], also resulting in a decrease in the dual ATP 
occupancy state on paired DNA.  Bound ATP and ADP are indicated by "T" and "D", respectively. 
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but does inhibit ATP hydrolysis at the Msh6 site, thereby increasing the stability of the 

Msh6(ATP) state and shifting the equilibrium from Msh2(ADP)-Msh6(Empty) to 

Msh2(ADP)-Msh6(ATP).  However Msh2 does not stably bind ADP when Msh6 is 

occupied with ATP shifting the equilibrium to Msh2(Empty)-Msh6(ATP).  The empty 

Msh2 site is now able to bind ATP creating a doubly occupied Msh2(ATP)-

Msh6(ATP) state, which is the state that our ATP titration experiments indicate is 

competent for sliding.  Because Msh2-Msh6 prebound to a mispair can be converted 

to the sliding form by ATP and ATPγS, ATP hydrolysis does not appear to be required 

for conversion to the sliding form.  In addition, because AMP-PNP binds normally to 

the Msh6 site but does not bind to the Msh2 site, studies that investigate AMP-PNP 

binding and AMP-PNP induced dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 from DNA should be 

carefully interpreted.  It should be further noted that while the preformed Msh2(ATP)-

Msh6(ATP) complex cannot bind to mispaired bases without ATP hydrolysis, studies 

of mispair binding by Msh2-Msh6 mutant complexes that cannot bind ATP in the 

Msh2 site, analysis of mispair binding by Msh2-Msh6 in the presence of different 

concentrations of ATP and analysis of mispair binding by Msh2-Msh6 in the presence 

of different concentrations of AMP-PNP (Gradia et al., 1997) indicate that the 

Msh2(empty)-Msh6(ATP) state can bind directly to mispairs. 

 The results presented here suggest modifications to previously proposed 

models for the early steps of MMR.  In regard to the molecular switch model (Gradia 

et al., 1997), our results suggest that recognition of mismatched nucleotides by Msh2-

Msh6 does not directly provoke ADP-ATP exchange at the same nucleotide binding 
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site.  Rather, when ATP binds to Msh6, hydrolysis is inhibited, and this leads to a 

prolonged Msh6-ATP interaction, which causes a reduction in the affinity of Msh2 for 

ADP; this mechanism would account for the previously observed mismatch provoked 

ADP-ATP exchange albeit by a quite different mechanism.  This reduced affinity for 

ADP allows for ATP binding by Msh2 and the dual occupancy state that is required 

for downstream MMR events such as sliding and/or possibly complex formation with 

Mlh1-Pms1.  Our results demonstrating movement of Msh2-Msh6 in the presence of 

ATPγS support the sliding clamp model of movement (Gradia et al., 1999) and argue 

against the translocation model due to its requirements for hydrolysis (Allen et al., 

1997; Blackwell et al., 1998).  Any differences in the steady state level of mispair 

binding in the presence of ATP and ATPγS (Blackwell et al., 1998) appear to be 

attributable to inhibition of initial DNA binding events by ATPγS and not subsequent 

steps involving movement along DNA (Mendillo et al., 2005).  In addition, our results 

provide evidence for a type of kinetic proofreading, although not the type previously 

proposed for the bacterial MutS (Junop et al., 2001), which argues that downstream 

MMR events only occur when MutS is bound to mispaired DNA and ATP, and that 

ATP binding authorizes repair.  Our results support a second mechanism for 

generating mispair specific binding, where only on mispaired DNA is hydrolysis by 

Msh6 inhibited which allows for the dual occupancy state that is required for 

downstream MMR events.  This would provide two separate mechanisms for mispair 

specificity, the first being preferential binding of Msh2-Msh6 to mispaired DNA and 
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the second being mispair specific inhibition of hydrolysis by Msh6 that allows for the 

dual occupied state required for downstream MMR events. 
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4.5 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

 

DNA substrates 

 Biotinylated oligonucleotides were synthesized by Midland Certified Reagent 

Company Inc., (Midland, Texas).  All other oligonucleotides were synthesized by 

MWG, (www.mwgbiotech.com).  The 236 nucleotide DNA, containing a central GT 

mispair, was prepared using a previously described PCR-base protocol (Mendillo et 

al., 2005).  

 

Proteins   

 The Msh2-Msh6 complex was expressed in bacteria and purified essentially as 

described (Antony and Hingorani, 2003), with the addition of a PBE94 column after 

the SP-sepharose; Msh2-Msh6 purified from S. cerevisiae behaved similarly in all 

experiments (Hess et al., 2002).  LacI protein was kindly provided by Dr. Kathleen 

Matthews (Rice University). 

 

Nucleotides 

 All unlabeled nucleotides and nucleotide analogs were from Sigma, [α-

32P]ATP, [γ-32P]ATP and [35S]ATPγS were from Amersham/GE Healthcare, and [α-

32P]AMP-PNP was from ICN/MP Biomedicals. ADP contamination of selected 

batches of nucleotides including all batches of unlabeled ATPγS and AMP-PMP was 

verified by HPLC to be less than 1% and all experiments were performed with at least 
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two independent batches of nucleotide. To prepare labeled ADP, 42 pmol of [α-

32P]ATP (Amersham) was incubated with 0.4 unit of hexokinase (Sigma) and 3 mM 

glucose in 40 mM HEPES buffer pH 7.0, 50 mM KOAc, 5 mM Mg(OAc)2 and 5 mM 

dithiothreitol at 25°C for 45 min. The solution was diluted 20-fold with 0.02 M 

NH40Ac and applied to a GenPak Fax HPLC column (Waters). The [α-32P]ADP was 

eluted with a 0.02-0.5 M NH4OAc gradient and was further purified by passage 

through a SEP-PAK C18 cartridge (Waters-Millipore) equilibrated with H20. The 

NH40Ac was removed by sublimation. 

 

Crosslinking Experiments 

 All incubations, including crosslinking step, were performed on ice.  Reactions 

(20 µl) containing Msh2-Msh6 (0.4 pmoles for 0.1-5 µM nucleotide titrations and 4 

pmoles for 10-200 µM nucleotide titrations) were performed in binding buffer 

containing 50 mM Tris buffer pH 8.0, 110 mM NaCl, 2 mM dithiolthreitol, 100 µg/ml 

BSA, 0.5 mM EDTA and 5% glycerol.  Where specified, mispaired and paired DNA 

(Hess et al., 2002), was added 10 minutes prior to addition of nucleotide.  Proteins 

were mixed with [α or γ-32P]ATP (25 Ci/mmol for 10-200 µM titrations, 500 Ci/mmol 

for 0.1-5 µM titrations) and incubated on ice for 10 minutes.  Binding reactions using 

ATPγS (25 Ci/mmol for 10-200 µM titrations, 500 Ci/mmol for 0.2-5 µM titrations) or 

AMP-PNP (20 Ci/mmol) were performed in the presence of Mg2+ (5 mM).  Samples 

were then subjected to 20 minutes of crosslinking (Stratalinker) followed immediately 

with fractionation by SDS-PAGE using 4-15% gradient gels.  Gels were stained with 
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Commassie blue and washed extensively with 7% acetic acid and 5% methanol.  

Radiolabeled bands were quantified using a PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics).  

Nonlinear regression and standard errors were determined using GraphPad Prism.  

Positioning of the Msh2 and Msh6 proteins was confirmed by markers at positions 

corresponding to stained Msh2 and Msh6 bands.  No labeling was detected without 

crosslinking indicating that labeling could not be due to a contaminating protein 

kinase and crosslinking to BSA (present in all crosslinking experiments) was not 

detected. Experiments with AMP-PNP were performed at least twice and all other 

experiments were performed at least four times. 

 

Pulse-chase crosslinking experiments   

 Pulsed reactions (5 µl) containing 1 pmole Msh2-Msh6 in Binding Buffer 

containing 50 mM Tris buffer pH 8.0, 2 mM DTT, 0.5 mM EDTA, 100 µg/ml BSA 

and the specified concentrations of unlabeled ATP were incubated on ice for 10 

minutes followed by a chase of 15 µl Binding Buffer containing the specified 

concentrations of [γ-32P]ATP (50 Ci/mmol).  Samples were incubated for 10 minutes 

after addition of labeled ATP.  Unpulsed reactions were identical to pulsed reactions 

except unlabeled ATP and [γ-32P]ATP (50 Ci/mmol) were mixed and added to protein 

simultaneously. Crosslinking and quantification were performed as described above. 

Experiments with AMP-PMP were performed at least twice and all other experiments 

were performed at least four times. 
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Sliding of Msh2-Msh6 measured by total internal Reflectance 

 Interaction of the Msh2-Msh6 complex with DNA, with and without a LacI 

end block, was measured by total internal reflectance using the IAsys Auto Plus 

system (Thermo Affinity Sensors), essentially as described previously (Mendillo et al., 

2005).  An apparent Kd of nucleotide binding required for sliding was generated by 

fitting the off rates data to the hyperbolic (one site binding) equation: 

 

Y = (Bmax) * eX/(Kd+X)    (Eq. 4-1) 

 

where Bmax is maximal binding and Y is off rate and Kd is the concentration of 

nucleotide required for half-maximal off rate. 
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4.7 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 

 

Supplemental Figure 4-S1.  Biosensor analysis of various concentrations of ATP (A and C) or ATPγS 
(B and D) induced dissociation of the Msh2-Msh6 complex off of a DNA substrate containing a GT 
mispair with a free end (A and B) or end-blocked with LacI (C and D) under standard conditions as 
described under “Experimental Procedures.”   
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CHAPTER 5 

 

Escherichia coli MutS tetramerization domain structure 

reveals that stable dimers but not tetramers are essential for 

DNA mismatch repair in vivo 
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5.1 ABSTRACT 

 

The E. coli mispair binding protein MutS forms dimers and tetramers in vitro, 

although the functional form in vivo is under debate.  Here we demonstrate that the 

MutS tetramer is extended in solution using small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and 

the crystal structure of the C-terminal 34 amino acids of MutS containing the tetramer-

forming domain fused to maltose binding protein (MBP).  Wild-type C-terminal MBP 

fusions formed tetramers and could bind MutS and MutS-MutL-DNA complexes.  In 

contrast, Asp835Arg and Arg840Glu mutations predicted to disrupt tetrameric 

interactions only allowed dimerization of MBP.  A chromosomal MutS truncation 

mutation eliminating the dimerization/tetramerization domain eliminated mismatch 

repair, whereas the tetramer-disrupting MutS Asp835Arg and Arg840Glu mutations 

only modestly affected MutS function.  These results demonstrate that dimerization 

but not tetramerization of the MutS C-terminus is essential for mismatch repair. 
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5.2 INTRODUCTION 

 

 Errors during DNA replication can result in base-base mispairs and small 

insertion or deletion mispairs, that when left unrepaired, give rise to mutations during 

subsequent rounds of replication.  The mismatch repair (MMR) pathway normally 

corrects these errors (Iyer et al., 2006), and the importance of this pathway is 

demonstrated by its conservation from bacteria to humans and its role in preventing 

the development of human cancers (Lynch and de la Chapelle, 2003; Peltomaki, 

2003). 

 In bacteria, mispairs are first recognized by the MutS protein, which is both a 

mispair-specific DNA binding protein and an ATPase (Haber and Walker, 1991; Su 

and Modrich, 1986).  The MutS-mispair complex then recruits another conserved 

ATPase, the MutL homodimer (Ban and Yang, 1998; Grilley et al., 1989).  In 

Escherichia coli methyl-directed MMR, MutS and MutL activate the MutH 

endonuclease, which cleaves hemimethylated GATC sequences in DNA duplexes on 

the newly synthesized strand lacking methyl groups (Au et al., 1992).  The nick then 

targets helicases, nucleases, and DNA polymerases to initiate strand-specific excision 

and resynthesis to repair the mismatch (Lahue et al., 1989).  While this repair reaction 

has been reconstituted in vitro (Lahue et al., 1989), the molecular mechanism that 

coordinates the initial events of MMR (mispair recognition) with downstream events 

(nicking, excision and replacement of the error-containing strand) is not well 

understood.  Accordingly, several models have been proposed that attempt to explain 
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the orchestration of these events (Acharya et al., 2003; Allen et al., 1997; Junop et al., 

2001; Selmane et al., 2003). 

 At high concentrations, MutS proteins from E. coli, Thermus aquaticus, and 

Thermus thermophilus undergo a dimer to tetramer transition (Biswas et al., 1999; 

Bjornson et al., 2003; Stanislawska-Sachadyn et al., 2003; Takamatsu et al., 1996).  

The C-terminal region mediates tetramerization and includes the last 53 amino acids in 

E. coli MutS (Figure 5-1) (Lamers et al., 2000).  C-terminal truncations were used to 

obtain dimeric crystal structures of MutS and MutS bound to DNA and hence little is 

know about the structure of the C-terminal 53 amino acids of MutS (Lamers et al., 

2000; Obmolova et al., 2000).  Despite its crystallographic utility, the E. coli deletion 

protein, MutSΔ800, has severe biochemical defects in key functions including mispair 

recognition and MutH stimulation (Bjornson et al., 2003).  Further, functional 

complementation of E. coli mutS deletion strains by the mutSΔ800 protein for 

mutation avoidance requires overexpression from plasmids (Calmann et al., 2005b). 

Integration of the mutSΔ800 mutation into the genome demonstrates that this allele 

results in a substantial MMR defect (Calmann et al., 2005a).  In contrast, the 

antirecombination defects in mutSΔ null strains are not complemented by MutSΔ800 

protein, even with overexpression (Calmann et al., 2005b). 

The in vitro and in vivo defects caused by the C-terminal deletion and the fact 

that the E. coli tetramer disassociation constant is close to the in vivo MutS 

concentration has led to the suggestion that tetramerization is important for MMR 

(Bjornson et al., 2003; Calmann et al., 2005a).  However, the MutSΔ800 protein has  
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Figure 5-1.  Sequence alignment of the C-terminal residues of MutS from a variety of bacteria. 
Absolutely conserved residues in this alignment are in shaded grey boxes.  Residues lining up with the 
β sliding clamp binding sequence in E. coli MutS (Lopez de Saro et al., 2006) are outlined in a black 
box.  Black bars underneath the alignment indicate the positions of α-helices from consensus secondary 
structure predictions (McGuffin et al., 2000).  Arrows at 801 and 820 indicate the positions of these 
residues in the E. coli sequence. 
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dimerization defects in addition to tetramerization defects (Lamers et al., 2004; 

Manelyte et al., 2006).  Thus the ability of MutSΔ800 to complement mutS strains  

only when overexpressed might be due to stabilization of the dimer (Calmann et al., 

2005a; Calmann et al., 2005b).  Further, the reported association constant for 

tetramerization ranges over two orders of magnitude, from 2.1x10-7 M-1 to 2.2x10-6 M-

1 for E. coli (Bjornson et al., 2003; Lamers et al., 2004) and up to 1.3x10-5 M-1 for T. 

aquaticus (Biswas et al., 1999).  This result is at odds with the idea that MutS 

concentrations are kept close to the concentration at which tetramers form.  Despite 

this, recent experimental data indicate that a point mutation, Asp835Arg, which causes 

defects in tetramerization of a peptide corresponding to the C-terminus of MutS, is 

genetically identical to mutSΔ800 in an overexpression assay, which has suggested a 

role for tetramerization in vivo (Manelyte et al., 2006). 

 In the present study, we have determined that the MutS tetramer is extended by 

small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), and our model explained why MutS does not 

assemble into complexes larger than tetramers.  To gain insight into MutS 

tetramerization, we fused the C-terminal 53 and 34 residues of E. coli MutS onto 

maltose binding protein (MBP) and showed that the fusions cause monomeric MBP to 

tetramerize.  The crystal structure of the tetramerization domain revealed an 

extensively associated dimer interface, which made weak interactions to form 

tetramers.  The MBP fusions bound MutS and MutS-MutL-DNA complexes, and 

binding required tetramerization motifs on both MBP and MutS.  Deletions of the 

tetramerization motif predicted to affect both dimerization and tetramerization caused 
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substantial MMR defects when the deletion mutations were integrated into the 

chromosome.  In contrast, MutS tetramer-disrupting point mutations were mostly 

functional when present at the chromosomal mutS locus.  Together, our data resolve 

the controversies surrounding MutS tetramerization by demonstrating that the dimer-

stabilizing role of the MutS C-terminus is essential for MMR, but that the tetramer-

forming role is not.   
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5.3 RESULTS 

 

Full length MutS is tetrameric, whereas MutSΔ800 is substantially monomeric 

  To establish that preparations of wild-type MutS were tetrameric, both MutS 

and the MutSΔ800 proteins were analyzed by size-exclusion chromatography (Figure 

5-2A).  Similar to previous observations, the Stokes’ radius (Rs) of the wild-type 

tetrameric MutS, 83.3 Å, was larger than would be predicted for a globular MutS 

tetramer, which has an expected Rs of 59.0 Å and a MW of 358 kDa (Bjornson et al., 

2000).  By contrast, the MutSΔ800 truncation (monomeric molecular weight of 89.5 

kDa) eluted with an Rs of 42.5 Å, similar to a 113 kDa globular protein, which was 

much smaller than the Rs of 49 Å and MW of 179 kDa expected for a globular MutS 

dimer.  Dimerization defects in the MutSΔ800 have been previously observed (Lamers 

et al., 2004; Manelyte et al., 2006).  The wild-type protein also discriminated between 

fully base paired DNAs and those containing single mispairs and formed MutS-MutL-

DNA-ATP complexes as demonstrated in total internal reflectance and surface 

plasmon resonance experiments, whereas MutSΔ800 had substantial defects even in 

binding to mispair-containing DNA (data not shown), consistent with previous data 

(Bjornson et al., 2003). 

 SAXS data collected on wild-type MutS and MutSΔ800 agreed with the size-

exclusion chromatography data (Figure 5-2B).  The radius of gyration (Rg), which is 

an X-ray analog of Rs, was 38.3 Å for MutSΔ800 and 80.8 Å for MutS.  Unlike Rs and 

Rg, the scattering intensity at zero angle, I(0), is independent of shape and can be used 
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Figure 5-2.  The MutS tetramer is extended in solution.  A.  Elution profile of full-length MutS and 
MutSΔ800 on size-exclusion chromatography.  The Stokes’ radius (Rs) of full-length MutS is 83.3 Å, 
whereas MutSΔ800, with a monomeric molecular weight of 89.5 kDa, has an Rs of 42.5 Å, and is 
equivalent to a globular molecular weight of 113 kDa.  B.  Scattering curves for full-length MutS and 
MutSΔ800 measured at 36.7 µM monomer concentrations.  C.  The ratio of I(0) of the full-length to I(0) 
of MutSΔ800 is 4.0 ± 0.5, indicating that the truncation is predominantly monomeric, consistent with 
gel filtration results.  D.  P(R) functions calculated for full-length and MutSΔ800 reveal that full-length 
MutS is extended.  E. P(R) functions were calculated from different theoretical tetramers generated 
from the dimeric MutS crystal structure (blue and green, PDB id 1e3m (Lamers et al., 2000)) and reveal 
that only extended tetramers are consistent with the experimental data. 
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to determine stoichiometry of oligomers.  I(0) depends linearly upon protein 

concentration (Figure 5-2C, inset) and depends on the square of the molecular weight 

of the scattered particle (Doniach, 2001).  In protein solutions with equal molar 

concentrations of monomers, multimerization increases the molecular weight and 

decreases the concentration of scattering particles by the same integral factor.  Thus 

the ratio of I(0) of the multimer to the I(0) of the monomer gives the stoichiometry of 

the complex.  The ratio between wild-type MutS, which is known to form tetramers, 

and MutSΔ800 was 4.0 ± 0.5 (Figure 5-2C), indicating a tetrameric assembly for wild-

type MutS and a monomeric assembly for MutSΔ800 under our conditions. 

 

The MutS tetramer is extended 

To understand the structure of the MutS tetramer in solution, we calculated the 

Fourier transforms of the SAXS curves to generate the pair-distribution function, P(R) 

(Figure 5-2D).  The P(R) is a histogram of distances between electrons in the 

scattering particle and can be directly compared to P(R) functions calculated from 

atomic models (Figure 5-2E).  Potential MutS tetramers constructed with face-to-face 

or side-to-side contacts of the MutS rings were not consistent with the experimental 

P(R) function with a Dmax of ~250 Å.  Instead, only elongated tetramers with contacts 

either at the ATPase domains (head-to-head tetramers) or the DNA clamping domains 

(tail-to-tail tetramers) were consistent with the experimental P(R) function.  These 

elongated structures were consistent with the fact that wild-type MutS tetramers had a 

larger Rs than would be predicted by the molecular weight of the tetramer (Bjornson et 
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al., 2000) (Figure 5-2A).  Among the potential extended MutS tetramers, the C-termini 

required for tetramerization were brought together only in the head-to-head tetramer 

and suggested this arrangement over the tail-to-tail or head-to-tail tetramers. This 

head-to-head tetramer is consistent with the observation that oligomers larger than 

tetramers were not observed in analytical ultracentrifugation experiments (Bjornson et 

al., 2003; Lamers et al., 2004).  In contrast to potential multimers formed by head-to-

tail, face-to-face or side-to-side arrangements of MutS rings, a head-to-head tetramer 

sterically occludes the C-terminal domain mediating the tetramerization and would 

block the formation of higher order oligomers. 

 

Addition of the MutS C-terminus causes MBP to tetramerize 

The C-terminal 53 amino acid domain could tetramerize MutS by two distinct 

mechanisms.  In the first, the domain might only form a dimer and cause MutS to 

tetramerize by pairing with a symmetry-related partner from another MutS dimer 

through an alternative dimer interaction.  In the second, the domain itself might 

tetramerize, thereby bringing together two MutS dimers. To distinguish these 

possibilities, we fused the last 53 amino acids of E. coli MutS (residues 801-853, 

Figure 5-1) to the MBP C-terminus to generate MBP801.  The purified MBP801 

protein eluted earlier in size-exclusion chromatography (Rs of 52.6 Å) than 

monomeric MBP (Rs of 15.7 Å; Figure 5-3A).  The elution time matches the expected 

elution time for a MBP tetramer; however, elongated molecules have a larger Rs than 

would be predicted by molecular weight alone so this does not constitute strong proof 
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Figure 5-3.  The final 34 amino acids of E. coli MutS mediate tetramerization of MBP.  A.  Size-
exclusion chromatography of MBP (black), MBP801 (blue), and MBP820 (red) reveals that the C-
terminal MutS fusions mediate multimerization of MBP801 and MBP820.  B.  X-ray scattering of equal 
monomer concentrations of MBP (black), MPB801 (blue), and MBP820 (red).  C.  X-ray scattering of 
monomeric MBP (black points) was compared to calculated scattering of the open (blue line, PDB id 
1peb (Telmer and Shilton, 2003)) and closed (red line, PDB id 1fqc (Duan et al., 2001)) crystal 
structures of MBP using CRYSOL (Svergun et al., 1995).  The experimental scattering (Rg 22.4 Å) fit 
the closed MBP structure (χ 3.1, Rg 21.97 Å) better than the open structure (χ 10.6, Rg 23.0 Å).  
Similarly, ab initio reconstruction of the MBP shape generated by GASBOR (Svergun et al., 2001) fits 
the experimental scattering (green line) and the closed crystal structure well (average chi = 1.2 ± 0.1, 
n=10).  D.  The ratio of I(0)multimer/I(0)monomer reveals that the complexes formed by MBP801 
(blue) and MBP820 (red) are tetrameric.  The average ratio is 4.4 ± 0.2 for MBP801 and 3.82 ± 0.08 for 
MBP820.  The I(0) for each protein is linear with respect to concentration (inset).  E.  Pair distribution 
function calculated for MBP (black), MBP801 (blue), and MBP820 (red). 
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of tetramer formation. 

 The 53 amino acids in the C-terminal motif can be divided into a non-

conserved N-terminal region not predicted to form secondary structure and a C-

terminal region predicted to form two amphipathic helices (Figure 5-1).  A second 

MBP fusion, MBP820, was generated, which contained the region of the C-terminal 

motif predicted to form secondary structure (residues 820-853).  The expressed protein 

chromatographed almost identically to MBP801 with an Rs of 46.8 Å (Figure 5-3A), 

which indicated that the last 34 residues are sufficient to increase the Rs of the MBP 

fusion. 

SAXS data were collected for MBP801, MBP820, and MBP to understand 

conformation and stoichiometry of the MBP constructs (Figure 5-3B).  The Rg was 

58.1, 45.7, and 22.1 Å for MBP801, MBP820, and monomeric MBP, respectively.  

This was consistent with both the Rs and oligomerization observed by size-exclusion 

chromatography. MBP exists in an “open” unbound state and a “closed” maltose-

bound state (Shilton et al., 1996).  Comparison of calculated scattering from crystal 

structures of known MBP conformations indicated that the MBP monomer was closed 

(Figure 5-3C), similar to previous SAXS results (Shilton et al., 1996).  Additionally, 

ab initio structure generation from the SAXS data using GASBOR (Svergun et al., 

2001) fits the known crystal structure of the closed form of MBP. 

Stoichiometric measurement by I(0) ratios at equivalent monomer 

concentrations indicated that MBP801 and MBP820 were tetramers (Figure 5-3D), 

consistent with analytical ultracentrifugation analysis of the isolated MutS peptide 
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comprising residues 801 to 853 (Manelyte et al., 2006).  These data show that the C-

terminal motif directly mediates tetramerization, which is consistent with the head-to-

head extended MutS tetramer solution assembly predicted by the SAXS analysis.  

Unlike monomeric MBP, the P(R) function of MBP801 and MBP820 had two peaks, 

suggesting that the average distances between the centers of the MBP domains in the 

MBP801 and MBP820 tetramers were 78 Å and 62 Å, respectively (Figure 5-3E).  

The larger distances observed with MBP801 were consistent with longer linker 

distances. 

 

MBP801 can interact with MutS and MutS-MutL-DNA complexes 

The MBP801 fusion retained the ability of wild-type MBP to bind with high 

affinity to starch matrices and could be eluted from such matrices with maltose (Figure 

5-4A).  Thus, we sought to determine if the MBP fusions could specifically bind 

MutS.  MBP801 was bound to a starch matrix and MutS or MutSΔ800 was added.  

After washing, the bound proteins were eluted with 10 mM maltose and analyzed by 

SDS-PAGE.  Full length MutS copurified with MBP801 in the maltose elution, but 

was not eluted from the starch column by maltose in the absence of MBP801.  

Similarly, MutSΔ800 did not co-purify with MBP801 nor did full length MutS co-

purify with wild-type MBP.  Thus, the formation of heterotetramers between MutS 

and MBP801 were dependent upon the presence of the tetramerization motif. 

Since MutS could be immobilized on a starch matrix through interaction with 

MBP801, we addressed the question of whether or not this interaction would be 
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Figure 5-4.  MBP801 can bind MutS and MutS-MutL-DNA complexes.  A.  MBP or MBP801 were 
immobilized onto amylose resin to which MutS or MutSΔ800 were added.  After washing, MBP and 
bound proteins were eluted with 10 mM maltose and run on a SDS-PAGE gel that was stained with 
Coomassie Brilliant Blue.  B.  To amylose resin bound by MBP801 and MutS, combinations of MutL, 
ATP, and DNA containing a central GT mispair were added.  After washing, bound proteins were 
eluted with maltose.  MutS and MBP801 were specifically bound to the resin, whereas MutL retention 
required mispair-containing DNA and was stimulated by ATP. 
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disrupted by the formation of a ternary complex containing MutS, MutL, and 

mispaired DNA (Figure 5-4B).  MutS, MutL, ATP, and mispaired DNA were added to 

a starch matrix containing prebound MBP801.  In the presence of maltose, MutS and 

MutL co-eluted with MBP801, indicating that ternary complexes can form a complex 

with MBP801.  The binding of MutL to MBP801 required MutS, mispaired DNA, and 

was stimulated by ATP (Figure 5-4B), consistent with known requirements for the 

formation of ternary complexes in vitro (Acharya et al., 2003; Baitinger et al., 2003; 

Grilley et al., 1989; Selmane et al., 2003).  Thus, the ternary complex can form with 

MutS-MBP801 heterotetramer, and does not appear to require MutS 

homotetramerization. 

 

Crystal structure of MBP820 reveals the fold of the tetramerization domain 

 MBP820 crystallized in the monoclinic spacegroup C2 with two molecules in 

the asymmetric unit, whereas MBP801 did not crystallize even at protein 

concentrations greater than 100 mg/mL.  The 2.0 Å structure of MBP820 was solved 

by molecular replacement (Table 5-1), using the closed conformation of MBP as a 

model (PDB id 1fqc (Duan et al., 2001)).  Electron density clearly showed MBP820-

bound maltose, which was likely scavenged during the purification protocol (data not 

shown). 

 The crystal structure revealed that the tetramerization domain was generated 

from a helix-loop-helix structure that is reminiscent of a HEAT repeat (Andrade et al., 

2001).  Dimerization forms a two-layer structure that packs helices orthogonally. The 
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Table 5-1.  Crystallographic Statistics. 

Data Collection  
 Space Group C2 
 Cell dimensions  
    a,b,c (Å) 174.3, 88.4, 61.4 
 α, β, γ (°) 90, 106.8, 90 
 Mosaicity (°) 0.58 
 Resolution (Å) 20.0 – 2.0 (2.07 – 2.0)* 
 Rsym (%) 5.8 (54.8) 
 I/σ 18.9 (3.2) 
 Completeness (%) 97.9 (95.6) 
 Redundancy 4.0 (3.4) 
Refinement  
 Resolution limits (Å) 20.0 – 2.0 
 Rwork/Rfree (%) 20.1 / 27.7 
 No. Atoms  
    Protein 6,327 
    Ligands/Ions 51 
    Solvent 511 
 Rms deviations  
    Bond lengths (Å) 0.023 
    Bond angles (°) 1.914 
*Numbers after the slash indicate values for the high resolution shell. 
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dimer was symmetric, despite the fact that it was generated by non-crystallographic 

symmetry (Figure 5-5A). The dimer interface buried 912 Å2 per monomer, which is a 

substantially larger than would be predicted based on the 3.9 kDa size of the domain 

(Jones and Thornton, 1995).  Moreover, the interface was extensively hydrophobic 

and was comprised of side chains from residues in both amphipathic helices and the 

connecting loop. This loop had a defined geometry that is likely controlled by Pro834, 

Pro839, and Leu837, whose side chain was buried in the central hydrophobic core in a 

manner similar to the conserved hydrophobe in DNA-binding helix-hairpin-helix 

motifs (Thayer et al., 1995) (Figure 5-5B).  Surprisingly, the conserved Lys850 

appeared to stabilize the final turn of the first helix in the other monomer of the dimer 

by neutralizing the helix dipole rather than interacting with negatively charged side 

chains.  Similarly, the conserved Asp835 formed hydrogen bonds with the Tyr847 side 

chain in the dimer, and only made salt bridging interactions in the tetramer as 

described below. 

 The tetramer interface was generated by a crystallographic two-fold relating 

two dimers (Figure 5-5C).  Unlike the dimerization interface, this surface was 

relatively small, burying only 233 Å2 per monomer.  This surface sequestered few 

hydrophobes and rather remarkably was asymmetric with respect to the individual 

monomers in the dimer.  One half of the interface was formed by the packing of two 

loops (Asp833 to Arg840) from one monomer of the dimer and the other half involved 

packing of the second helix (Arg840 to Arg848) in the other monomer.  Thus the 

individual monomers of the tetramer can be distinguished by being loop-loop packed 
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Figure 5-5.  Crystal structure of the MBP820 fusion.   
A. The MutS C-terminal domain is comprised of two amphipathic helices with a long 
structured loop. The Lys850 side chain stablizes the C-terminus of the first helix and 
the loop is held rigid by prolines and hydrophobic side chains that pack into the 
central hydrophobic core.  The non-crystallographic dimer (blue and salmon 
monomers) is held together by an extensive hydrophobic surface.  The inset shows the 
MBP820 dimer structures rotated relative to the previous view by 90 degrees with the 
MutS C-terminal domain boxed. B. Difference electron density for the ordered loop 
(Pro834 to Pro839) connecting the two alpha helices is contoured at 3σ (yellow) and 
5σ (green).  C.  The tetramer is formed from a two layer structure where loop-loop 
packed monomers (blue and green) are packed with helix-helix packed monomers 
(salmon and orange).  Charge-charge interactions of Arg840 with Asp833 and Asp835 
in the loop-loop packed monomers and with Glu844 in the helix-helix packed 
monomers stabilize the tetramer.  D. Theoretical SAXS curves calculated from the 
dimeric (blue) and tetrameric (red) calculated with CRYSOL (Svergun et al., 1995) are 
superimposed onto the experimental MBP820 solution scattering curve (black 
crosses).  E.  Size-exclusion chromatography of MBP, MBP801, MBP801-D835R, 
and MBP801-R840E reveals that the mutations predicted to disrupt tetramerization 
but not dimerization generate MBP oligomers intermediate between the monomeric 
MBP and tetrameric MBP801.  F.  A model for the MutS tetramer was constructed 
by connecting the N-termini of the tetramerization domains to the C-termini of four E. 
coli MutS molecules (PDB id 1e3m (Lamers et al., 2000)) linked by 19 amino acid 
peptides of arbitrary conformation. 
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monomers or helix-helix packed monomers.  The tetramer buried two side chains of 

Leu843 from the helix-helix packed monomers and two side chains of Pro839 from 

the loop-loop packed monomers; however, the two other copies of each of these 

residues remain solvent exposed in the tetramer.  Electrostatic interactions also 

appeared to play an important role at the interface.  Two of the four Arg840’s from 

loop-loop packed monomers made favorable salt bridge interactions with the Asp833 

and Asp835 from the other loop, whereas the other two Arg840’s from helix-helix 

packed monomers stacked against Tyr847 and made a salt bridge with Glu844 from 

the other helix. 

Despite the small size of the observed tetramer interface, several lines of 

evidence suggest that the observed interface causes tetramerization in solution.  First, 

the high dissociation constant measured for MutS tetramerization (Bjornson et al., 

2003; Lamers et al., 2004), which is around or above the estimated concentration of 

MutS in the E. coli  cell (Feng et al., 1996), suggested a small buried surface area.  

Second, the MBP820 tetramer in the crystal structure was consistent with solution 

SAXS data, with a calculated Rg for the tetramer of 42.3 Å as compared to an 

experimental Rg 45.7 Å, (Figure 5-5D).  For comparison, the calculated Rg of the 

MBP820 dimer was only 34.9 Å.  Differences in measured and calculated scattering 

profiles of the tetramer suggested that crystal-packing forces compacted MBP820 

relative to the average solution conformation.  Third, disruption of the electrostatic 

interactions in the observed tetramer interface, such as by the Asp835Arg mutation, 

previously shown to prevent tetramerization of the C-terminal peptide and MutS 
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(Manelyte et al., 2006), as well as by the Arg840Glu mutation, disrupted 

tetramerization without substantially affecting dimerization of the MBP801 fusion 

(Figure 5-5E).  Thus, the crystallographically generated tetramerization interface is 

likely the interface that mediates formation of E. coli MutS tetramers (Figure 5-5F). 

We noticed that the Asp835Arg version of MBP801, but not the Arg840Glu 

version, had an elution profile that was strongly concentration-dependent (data not 

shown).  The elution positions were between those for the MBP monomers and MBP 

dimers, indicating that the Asp835Arg mutant had some dimerization defects. 

Consistent with this, Asp835 makes interactions in the dimer, whereas Arg840 does 

not.  In the context of the full-length MutS protein, however, the Asp835Arg mutation 

did not appear to affect dimerization (Manelyte et al., 2006). 

 

Dimerization, but not tetramerization, of MutS is critical for MMR in vivo 

 The structural characterization of the tetramerization C-terminal domains 

suggests that dimerization should be a stronger interaction than tetramerization.  

Truncation alleles, however, would be predicted to affect the role of the C-terminal 

domain in both processes.  Thus, to understand the importance of the different 

functions of the C-terminal domain for MMR in vivo, we introduced mutant alleles of 

mutS onto the chromosome and tested the mutant strains for increased rates of 

mutations that give rise to rifampicin resistance, indicative of an MMR defect 

(Calmann et al., 2005a). 

Mutation rates of strains bearing the chromosomal mutSΔ800 allele were 
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approximately 2-fold lower than mutSΔ11  null alleles (Table 5-2), similar to 

previously published results (Calmann et al., 2005a).  Similarly, C-terminal deletions 

that eliminated successive secondary structural elements, mutSΔ819 and mutSΔ834, 

were MMR defective and had mutation rates that were statistically indistinguishable 

from the mutSΔ800 allele (p = 0.3401 and p = 0.1249, respectively; 2-tailed Mann-

Whitney test was used for all pair-wise comparisons).  In contrast, a mutS mutant 

where the ß sliding clamp interaction motif was deleted (mutSΔ812-816), in the region 

directly upstream of the predicted secondary structural elements, did not effect MMR 

in vivo (Lopez de Saro et al., 2006).  These results indicated that the secondary 

structural elements within the C-terminal domain are important for MutS function, but 

do not indicate the relative significance of dimerization and tetramerization in vivo. 

 To specifically address the role of tetramerization, the point mutants mutS-

Asp835Arg and mutS-Arg840Glu were introduced onto the chromosome.  Both of 

these C-terminal motif mutations cause tetramerization defects without substantially 

affecting dimerization (Manelyte et al., 2006) (Figure 5-5E).  When integrated onto 

the chromosome, these mutations caused only small MMR defects.  These mutation 

rates were significantly different from the effects of the mutSΔ800 allele (p ≤ 0.0001 

for both comparisons).  This contradicts a previous study in which the mutS-

Asp835Arg mutation was found to be indistinguishable from the mutSΔ800 allele 

(Manelyte et al., 2006).  However, that study tested plasmid encoded alleles resulting 

in increased expression, and it is known that overexpression of mutSΔ800, which 

encodes a MutS truncation with concentration-dependent dimerization defects,  
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Table 5-2.  Mutation rates. 
 
Strain Relevant Genotype Mutation rate (RifR)* 
RDK4786 Wild type 1.0 [0.7-1.4] x 10-8 (1) 
RDK4782 mutSΔ11 4.5 [3.3-7.5] x 10-7 (44) 
RDK4783 mutSΔ800 1.9 [1.3-2.7] x 10-7 (19) 
RDK4784 mutSΔ819 2.2 [1.4-5.6] x 10-7 (22) 
RDK4785 mutSΔ834 3.0 [1.9-4.2] x 10-7 (29) 
RDK4787 mutS-Asp835Arg 4.5 [3.5-7.2] x 10-8 (4) 
RDK4788 mutS-Arg840Glu 5.2 [2.7-5.7] x 10-8 (5) 
 
* The numbers in brackets represent low and high values, respectively, for the 95% confidence interval 
for each rate.  The number in parentheses indicates rate relative to wild-type rate. 
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dramatically improves the ability of this allele to complement a mutS null strain 

(Calmann et al., 2005a).  Our analysis of chromosomally integrated alleles together 

with specific mutations that disrupt tetramerization but not dimerization reveals that 

MutS tetramerization is not essential for MMR function in vivo.  Consistent with this, 

overexpression of the MBP801 fusion to compete for MutS tetramerization in vivo had 

no effect on the mutation rate (data not shown).
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5.4 DISCUSSION 

 

In the present study, we have shown that the MutS tetramer is generated 

through an asymmetric tetramerization domain that generates strong dimeric, but weak 

tetrameric interactions.  This domain mediated tetramerization of MBP fusions as well 

as MBP fusion interactions with MutS and MutS-MutL-DNA complexes.  Further, we 

have shown that the MutS tetramer is extended in solution and when combined with 

the crystallography of the tetramerization motif reveals why oligomers larger than 

tetramers are not observed.  Moreover, the MutS tetramer derived from SAXS data is 

remarkably similar to the structures observed by electron microscopy at the bases of 

DNA loops (Allen et al., 1997), assuming that these structures correspond to two 

MutS dimers, with each bound to different parts of the DNA molecule, as has been 

suggested by others (Bjornson et al., 2003; Iyer et al., 2006; Marti et al., 2002).  

Finally, our genetic data revealed that the tetramerization motif is required for MMR 

in vivo, presumably through stabilizing MutS dimers, but that formation of MutS 

tetramers by this domain is not significantly required for MMR. 

 After the asymmetric recognition of mispairs by MutS (Lamers et al., 2000; 

Obmolova et al., 2000) and formation of a MutS-MutL-DNA ternary complex 

(Acharya et al., 2003; Baitinger et al., 2003; Grilley et al., 1989; Selmane et al., 2003), 

the downstream events in MMR are poorly understood.  In the methyl-directed 

mismatch repair system in E. coli, MutS and MutL somehow activate the MutH 

endonuclease, whereas events in other bacterial and eukaryotic systems are more 
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obscure.  At least three competing models for MutS and/or MutS-MutL signaling have 

been proposed (Acharya et al., 2003; Allen et al., 1997; Selmane et al., 2003): 

bidirectional ATP-hydrolysis dependent MutS translocation, ATP-hydrolysis 

independent MutS sliding and signal transduction, and ATP-dependent authorization 

of MutS mispair recognition that does not involve dissociation of MutS from the 

mispair.  Tetramer formation by MutS has been suggested to support the translocation 

model (Bjornson et al., 2003) or in models where one dimer remains bound to the 

mispair and the other dimer is involved in the strand discrimination signal (Marti et 

al., 2002; Sixma, 2001). 

 Our data indicating that the dimerization/tetramerization domain, but not 

tetramerization per se, is required for MMR suggest that aspects of these models may 

need revision.  For example, MutS may drive reactions in vitro, such as formation of 

large tetramer-restrained DNA loops during ATP-dependent translocation(Allen et al., 

1997), which may not be required for most MMR events in vivo.  Our conclusions are 

at odds with the interpretation of others for the relevance of tetramerization to MMR 

(Bjornson et al., 2003; Manelyte et al., 2006); however, our conclusions are fully 

consistent with their data given that the MutSΔ800 protein has dimerization as well as 

tetramerization defects (Lamers et al., 2004; Manelyte et al., 2006) and that mutSΔ800 

can complement MMR defects in mutSΔ null strains, but only when overexpressed 

(Calmann et al., 2005b). 

 In addition, previous studies have shown that while the MutSΔ800 protein has 

a lower affinity for mispaired DNA, it retains specificity for mispaired DNA versus 
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homoduplex DNA and is only weakly functional in in vitro MMR reactions (Bjornson 

et al., 2003).  In light of our data and other previously published data, this may not be 

surprising.  A significant amount of MutSΔ800 protein might be expected to be 

monomeric (monomer to dimer Kd = 13 µM (Lamers et al., 2004)) due to lack of 

stabilization by the dimerization domain, especially at the sub-micromolar 

concentrations of protein that were used in these assays.  This is consistent with in 

vivo results from MMR complementation assays, where normal levels of expression of 

the mutSΔ800 allele from the chromosome results in a null phenotype, while higher 

level expression from a plasmid largely complements MMR defects of mutSΔ null 

strains (Calmann et al., 2005a; Calmann et al., 2005b; Obmolova et al., 2000).  The 

concentrations of MutSΔ800 used for crystallization and present in the crystal lattice, 

however, are sufficient to drive dimerization as observed in the crystal structures 

(Lamers et al., 2000; Obmolova et al., 2000).  Nevertheless, in contrast to the 

mutSΔ800 allele, point mutations that disrupt the tetrameric interface, but not the 

dimeric interface, result in stable dimeric proteins that mostly complement mutSΔ null 

strains when present on the chromosome, while they behave identically in 

complementation assays when both alleles are expressed at higher levels from 

plasmids. 

We have observed that while the portion of the C-terminal domain responsible 

for stabilizing the dimer is conserved in MutS proteins from the majority of bacteria, 

the charged amino acids contributing to the salt bridges that are essential for 

tetramerization of the E. coli MutS protein are conserved only in a subset of the 
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proteobacteria.  Consistent with this, MutS from T. thermophilus, which lacks 

predicted salt-bridge forming residues (Figure 5-1), tetramerizes with a dissociation 

constant that is two orders of magnitude higher than the E. coli protein (Biswas et al., 

1999; Bjornson et al., 2003).  Moreover, we are unaware of any reports describing the 

tetramerization of eukaryotic Msh2-Msh6 and Msh2-Msh3 MutS homologue 

complexes, which lack this C-terminal domain that mediates both dimerization and 

tetramerization, consistent with tetramerization being dispensable for conserved MMR 

functions.  We do note, however, that MutS function in MMR and homeologous 

recombination events appear to be differentially affected by the mutSΔ800 allele 

(Calmann et al., 2005a), which is substantially different from engineered mutations in 

other regions of the MutHLS proteins, where no difference in the two processes were 

noted (Junop et al., 2003). 
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5.5 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

 

Plasmid and strain construction, and general genetics methods 

 A His6-MutSΔ800 expression vector was created by replacing the RsrII-BamHI 

fragment from pTX412 (Feng and Winkler, 1995) (pET15b- His6-MutS; gift of 

Malcolm Winkler) with the RsrII-BamHI fragment from MutSΔ800 B5 (gift of Paul 

Modrich) yielding His6-MutSΔ800 in the pET15b expression vector (pRDK1240). 

His6-MBP was amplified by PCR from plasmid pMYB5 DNA (New England 

Biolabs) using a forward primer containing a NcoI restriction site followed by a His6-

tag and a reverse primer containing a NdeI restriction site and was ligated into pET15b 

(Novagen), yielding pRDK1232 (pET15b-His6MBP).  The E. coli MutS C-terminal 

DNA sequence encoding amino acids 801-853 and 820-853 were amplified by PCR 

with forward primers containing a NdeI restriction site and reverse primers containing 

a BamHI restriction site and ligated into pRDK1232.  This created pRDK1233 and 

pRDK1234, which fused MutS801-853 and MutS820-853, respectively, to the C-

terminus of His6MBP.  The MBP801-Asp835Arg (pRDK1235) and MBP801-

Arg840Glu (pRDK1236) expression vectors were made as described above, except the 

mutant mutS was amplified off of the appropriate mutant mutS allele. 

The strains for in vivo analysis were constructed by PCR-mediated 

recombination into an E. coli strain conditionally expressing the bacteriophage lambda 

Red system (Calmann et al., 2005a; Poteete et al., 2004).  Briefly, the bla gene 

(encoding ampicillin resistance) was amplified using a forward oligonucleotide 
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incorporating 50 bases of homology to MutS for integration at the desired location in 

the E. coli MutS locus followed by a stop codon and a reverse oligonucleotide 

containing an additional 50 bases of homology immediately downstream of the native 

MutS codon.  PCR products were transformed into strain TP798 (Poteete et al., 2004) 

and resulted in ampicillin-resistant strains with a stop codon followed by the bla gene 

after residues 11 (RDK4782), 800 (RDK4783), 819 (RDK4784), 834 (RDK4785), and 

853 (end of wild type sequence) (RDK4786) of the chromosomal mutS locus.  The 

mutS Asp835Arg (RDK4787) and Arg840Glu (RDK4788) point mutations were made 

by amplifying the bla gene from RDK4786 (MutS wild type-bla) genomic DNA using 

a forward oligo incorporating the desired point mutation and the same reverse 

oligonucleotide as above and transforming the cassette back into TP798.  All 

chromosomal integrants were verified by PCR and sequencing. 

 

Mutation rate assay 

 Mutation rates for rifampicin resistance were determined by fluctuation 

analysis using at least 15 independent cultures for each strain (Lea, 1948; Luria, 1943; 

Miller, 1992).  Cultures were grown overnight and dilutions were plated on LB + 100 

µg/mL ampicillin ± 100 µg/mL rifampicin and allowed to grow overnight at 37˚ C.  

Two-tailed Mann-Whitney test was performed to calculate P-values using Graphpad 

Prism version 4.0b for Macintosh (Graphpad Software, www.graphpad.com). 
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Protein expression and purification 

 His6-MutS and His6-MutL were expressed and purified essentially as described 

previously(Feng and Winkler, 1995), with the addition of a MonoQ column.  His6-

MutSD800 was expressed in BL21(DE3)Tn10::mutS (gift of Paul Modrich). The his-

tagged MBP proteins were expressed in BL21(DE3)Tn10::mutS and purified with a 

nickel column followed by binding to amylose resin and were eluted with 10 mM 

maltose.   Proteins aliquots were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80° C. 

 

Gel filtration chromatography 

 From 0.25 to 5 mg of the MBP-MutS fusions were loaded onto a Superdex 75 

column (Amersham Biosciences) and run in buffer containing 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 

150 mM NaCl and 0.5 mM EDTA.  Both MutS and MutSΔ800 were loaded onto a 

Superose 6 column (Amersham Biosciences) at a monomeric concentration of 50 µM 

and run in buffer containing 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 300 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA and 

4 mM dithiothreitol. Stokes radii were calculated with a linear regression of retention 

time versus radius using known standards. 

 

Amylose pull-down assays 

 Binding reactions containing 600 pmol of MBP or MBP801 and 600 pmol of 

MutS or MutS∆800 were incubated in 50 µL of buffer containing 20 mM Tris (pH 

7.5), 4 mM MgCl2 and 100 mM NaCl on ice for 15 min followed by addition of 100 
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µL Amylose resin (New England Biolabs; resuspended in above buffer) for an 

additional 15 min.  After extensive washes, bound proteins were eluted with 100 µL 

buffer containing 20 mM maltose, separated by SDS-PAGE, and stained with 

Coomassie Brilliant Blue.  Experiments analyzing formation of ternary complex with 

MutL were performed as follows.  MBP801 and MutS were incubated and bound to 

Amylose resin, as described above.  Samples were then washed with buffer ± 250 µM 

ATP, as indicated.  Next, 300 pmol of MutL and/or 150 pmol of mispair containing 

DNA (71 bp) in buffer ± 250 µM ATP were added and incubated for 15 additional 

minutes on ice, as indicated.  Samples were washed with buffer ± 250 µM ATP and 

eluted and processed above. 

 

SAXS data collection and processing 

 SAXS data were collected at beamline 12.3.1 at the Advanced Light Source at 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories.  A wavelength of 1.115869 Å was used 

with a sample to detector distance of 1.48 meters.  The resolution scale was calibrated 

using a silver behenate calibration standard that has diffraction maxima at 0.107633 

and 0.215266 Å-1.  Buffer and samples were collected alternately with short exposures 

bracketing a longer exposure.  The short exposures were compared to ensure that no 

radiation damage occurred, and data from all exposures were merged using PRIMUS.  

For each sample, data were collected at several different protein concentrations and 

the scattering was fit by the indirect Fourier transform method (Moore, 1980) as 

implemented in GNOM (Semenyuk and Svergun, 1991).  Theoretical scattering from 
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atomic models were compared to experimental data using the program CRYSOL 

(Svergun et al., 1995). 

 

Crystallization and structure determination 

  MBP820 was crystallized by the hanging drop method against a reservoir of 

15% PEG 4K, 100 mM sodium citrate pH 5.6, and 100 mM lithium acetate.  X-ray 

diffraction data were collected at beamline 11-1 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation 

Laboratory at a wavelength of 0.9795 Å.  Data were integrated and merged with 

DENZO and SCALEPACK (Otwinowski, 1993).  The structure was solved by 

molecular replacement using AMoRe in the CCP4 package (CCP4, 1994).  Manual 

model building was performed via XtalView (McRee, 1999) and initially refined with 

CNS 1.1 (Brunger et al., 1998), followed by TLS refinement in Refmac 5 (Winn et al., 

2001; Winn et al., 2003) using 11 optimal TLS groups as defined by TLSMD (Painter 

and Merritt, 2006).  The refined structure was deposited in the Protein Database as 

entry 2ok2. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

Summary and future directions 
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6.1 SUMMARY 

 

 The studies described in this dissertation explore the molecular mechanism of 

the initiation of DNA mismatch repair using biochemical, structural and genetic 

methods.  These studies clarify seemingly conflicting data regarding the effects of 

ATP hydrolysis on the interaction of MMR proteins and movement along DNA, as 

well as the effects of the oligomerization state of MutS.  Importantly, these studies do 

not conflict with previously published data, but rather provide insight on the 

disparities of previous studies, allowing the re-interpretation of these data and thus 

resolving some of the conflicts within the field of MMR. 
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6.2 ANALYSIS OF MMR PROTEIN MOBILITY ALONG DNA 

  

 The lac repressor-lac operator interaction was used as a reversible DNA end-

blocking system in conjunction with a surface biosensor, which detects total internal 

reflectance and allows monitoring of binding and dissociation in real time, as a system 

to study the ability of MMR proteins to move along DNA (Mendillo et al., 2005).  The 

reversibility of the end-block, in conjunction with the ability to follow the experiment 

in real time and perform steady-state analysis offered significant advantages as 

compared to the previously described methods for studying the dynamics of MMR 

complexes on DNA.  The Msh2-Msh6 complex, and the Mlh1-Pms1 complex from 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae were initially examined using this system.  These studies 

revealed several notable features of the Msh2-Msh6 complex, the Msh2-Msh6-Mlh1-

Pms1 ternary complex, and their interaction with DNA. 

 

Multiple modes of binding and dissociation of Msh2-Msh6    

 First, Msh2-Msh6 has at least two different modes of dissociation off of DNA. 

The first mode of dissociation requires ATP binding, but not ATP hydrolysis, does not 

require a mispair or a free end of DNA and thus directly dissociates off of the DNA 

helix.  The second mode of dissociation is rapid compared to the first, but similarly 

requires ATP binding, but not ATP hydrolysis.  In contrast to the first mode, it 

requires a mispair and is dependent on the DNA having at least one free end.  In the 

context of the cell, this implies that the Msh2-Msh6 complex can slide away from the 

mispair, along the DNA helix. 
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 Second, Msh2-Msh6 demonstrated two different modes of DNA binding.  

Under conditions where ATP was present, but ATP hydrolysis was prevented, Msh2-

Msh6 weakly bound to DNA and showed little, if any, specificity for the mispaired 

substrate.   Further, while it was capable of the slow, direct mode of dissociation, it 

could not be converted to the form that slides along DNA.  In contrast, when Msh2-

Msh6 was bound in the absence of nucleotide, in the presence of ADP, or in the 

presence of ATP under hydrolyzing conditions (where ATP could first hydrolyze to 

ADP), Msh2-Msh6 bound to the DNA in a highly mispair specific manner, and could 

be converted to the form capable of sliding along the DNA helix.  Thus, Msh2-Msh6 

binds the mispair productively only in the ADP-bound or nucleotide free form.  In the 

presence of ATP, Msh2-Msh6 must first hydrolyze the ATP to ADP, and then can 

productively bind the mispaired DNA.   

 

Msh2-Msh6-Mlh1-Pms1-DNA ternary complex 

 Our studies, similar to several previous reports, showed that the Mlh1-Pms1 

complex binds to Msh2-Msh6 in a reaction that requires ATP and a DNA substrate 

(Blackwell et al., 2001; Bowers et al., 2001; Bowers et al., 2000; Kijas et al., 2003; 

Plotz et al., 2002; Raschle et al., 2002).  In the presence of ATP, but under 

nonhydrolyzing condition, Mlh1-Pms1 formed a stable complex with Msh2-Msh6 on 

the end of DNA; this complex demonstrated no specificity for the mispair.  This 

mispair-independent interaction was observed in both immunoprecipitation 

experiments as well as surface biosensor experiments.  Most studies previously 

reported were performed under similar reaction conditions and either showed no 
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mispair specificity or did not examine mispair specificity (Bowers et al., 2001; Bowers 

et al., 2000; Kijas et al., 2003; Plotz et al., 2002; Raschle et al., 2002).   

 Under conditions that supported ATP hydrolysis, the ternary complex formed 

on mispaired DNA that appeared to be dynamic; this observation required use of the 

surface biosensor, as its formation was not detected in the same immunoprecipitation 

experiments that were used to examine the complex under nonhydrolyzing conditions.  

This complex also formed on the basepair control substrate, but to a lesser degree; it 

was similarly dynamic.  

 Blocking the ends of the DNA substrate had several effects.  First, there was a 

reduction in ternary complex formation on the basepair control that was more 

pronounced under conditions where ATP hydrolysis was prevented.  Thus, a 

significant amount of ternary complex that was detected on the control substrate was 

forming on the ends of the DNA.  Second, steady-state binding of the ternary complex 

to mispaired DNA increased when the DNA substrate was blocked, in a manner 

similar to Msh2-Msh6 in the absence of Mlh1-Pms1.  The increase, however, was not 

as striking, but the analysis was confounded because the ternary complex 

demonstrated a modest affinity for the free DNA ends, even under conditions where 

ATP could be hydrolyzed.  Lastly, the dissociation of the ternary complex off of the 

mispaired substrate was reduced in the presence of the end-block; once again the 

effect was not as striking as that seen by Msh2-Msh6 in the absence of Mlh1-Pms1, 

perhaps due to its affinity for DNA ends.   

 These data suggest that the ternary complex is still capable of sliding away 

from the mispair, and since the MLH complex is presumably responsible for 
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stimulating downstream MMR events, its mobility might be important for MMR 

mechanism.  In addition, it is tempting to speculate that the affinity of the ternary 

complex for DNA ends might have functional significance in vivo.  The ternary 

complex formed at the mispair might slide until it reaches a nick [nicks are required in 

eukaryotic MMR reconstitution reactions in vitro (Constantin et al., 2005; Zhang et 

al., 2005) and perhaps the cell takes advantage of preexisting nicks in vivo as well] 

where it can stimulate the activity of Exo1 or other, as yet unidentified nucleases. 

 

ATP Binding versus ATP Hydrolysis 

 These studies resolve some apparently conflicting reports on the effects of 

ATP binding versus ATP hydrolysis on sliding clamp formation of the MSH 

complexes as well as the interaction between the MSH complexes with MLH 

complexes.  Our studies are consistent with two previous reports that demonstrated 

that ATP can induce dissociation of Msh2-Msh6 off of mispaired DNA, which can be 

reduced by blocking the ends of the DNA substrate (Blackwell et al., 1998; Gradia et 

al., 1999).  However, one study noted that there was a reduction in trapped complex 

under conditions where ATP hydrolysis was prevented; they conclude that hydrolysis 

is required for efficient trapping and therefore movement along DNA (Blackwell et 

al., 1998).  While we disagree with the interpretation, our studies are consistent with 

this result.  It is clear that blocking DNA ends reduce Msh2-Msh6 dissociation upon 

ATP addition independent of hydrolysis conditions, however there is still direct 

dissociation from the DNA, and only conditions where hydrolysis is permitted can 

Msh2-Msh6 rebind the mispaired substrate.   
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 Our studies on ternary complex formation in the presence of ATPγS also 

explain the apparent discrepancy observed between two studies that examined ternary 

complex formation between MutL and the same ATP hydrolysis defective mutant 

MutS protein (Baitinger et al., 2003; Selmane et al., 2003).  One study mixed the two 

proteins in the presence of ATP and a mispaired DNA substrate and failed to observe 

ternary complex formation (Baitinger et al., 2003); our results predict that no ternary 

complex would form because the mutant MutS protein would not be able to hydrolzye 

ATP to ADP and therefore would not productively bind the mispair.  In contrast, the 

other study first bound the mutant MutS protein in the absence of nucleotide and then 

added MutL along with ATP and observed ternary complex formation (Selmane et al., 

2003); our results predict that once MutS is bound to the mispair , addition of ATP, 

even in the absence of hydrolysis, would allow ternary complex formation to occur. 
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6.3 DOMINANT MUTANT MSH2-MSH6 COMPLEXES 

  

 A previous study described four dominant msh6 mutations that interfere with 

the function of both Msh2-Msh6 and Msh2-Msh3-dependent MMR (Das Gupta and 

Kolodner, 2000).  Initial biochemical studies showed that the dominant mutant Msh2-

Msh6 complexes had altered ATPase activity, as well as the three strong dominant 

mutant complexes had reduced ATP-induced dissociation off of mispaired bases (Hess 

et al., 2002).   In chapter 3, we described a detailed biochemical analysis of these 

mutant Msh2-Msh6 complexes that further examined the ATP-binding and ATP 

hydrolysis properties as well as examined the ability of these proteins to function in 

downstream MMR events, including the ability to form sliding clamp and interact with 

the Mlh1-Pms1 complex (Hess et al., 2006).   

 The results reveal two mechanisms for dominance.  In the first, the mutant 

Msh2-Msh6 complex can bind the mispaired base, but is defective for the ATP-

induced sliding clamp formation and assembly of ternary complexes with Mlh1-Pms1 

and occludes the mispaired base from functional Msh complexes.  In the second, the 

mutant complex can bind the mispaired base, is defective for ATP-induced sliding 

clamp formation, but retains the ability to interact with Mlh1-Pms1.  In this case, 

either the mispair base is occluded or Mlh1-Pms1 is sequestered and not available to 

act in alternate MMR pathways.   

 Interestingly, under the conditions tested, the Msh6-G1142D mutant complex 

had significant defects in ATP binding, did not appear to exhibit sliding, but still had 

the ability to interact with Mlh1-Pms1.  Regardless of the hypothesis suggested to 
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explain the behavior of this mutant complex, it seems to be a separation-of-function 

mutation that results in a complex that is defect in sliding, but retains the ability to 

interact with Mlh1-Pms1 and thus downstream MMR factors.  This supports the view 

that the sliding clamp confirmation is essential for MMR activity.  In addition, a recent 

study describes a series of experiments using E. coli proteins that demonstrates that 

MutH activation is greatly reduced by introducing either a blockade or a double-strand 

break to interrupt the shorter distance between the mispair and the hemimethlyated 

GATC sequence on a plasmid (Pluciennik and Modrich, 2007).  Taken together, both 

the sliding clamp confirmation, and an available path along the DNA seem to be 

essential for the downstream activities of MMR.   
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6.4 NUCLEOTIDE BINDING AND MSH2-MSH6 SLIDING 

  

 Studies in chapters 2 and 3 revealed that the MSH and MLH complexes slide 

along DNA in a reaction dependent on ATP binding, but not hydrolysis and that 

sliding appears to be essential for MMR.  In chapter 4 an assay is described that 

utilizes a crosslinking approach to measure nucleotide binding to each subunit of Msh-

Msh6 and visualize the specific nucleotide bound states under several conditions 

(Mazur et al., 2006).   

 Crosslinking nucleotides to the Msh2-Msh6 complex revealed that Msh6 has 

the high affinity ATP binding site, while the site in Msh2 has a low affinity for ATP 

but high affinity for ADP.  When bound to mispaired DNA, ATP hydrolysis by Msh6 

is inhibited which results in a decreased affinity for ADP by Msh2.  This allows for a 

state of dual ATP occupancy, which is the form that allows Msh2-Msh6 to slide along 

DNA.  This implies that there is a communication between the two nucleotide binding 

sites such that nucleotide binding at one site affects nucleotide binding at the other.  

Furthermore, this provides an additional mechanism for the specificity for MMR.  The 

mispair now plays two roles in iniating MMR.  First, the mispair acts as a high affinity 

substrate for Msh2-Msh6; indeed Msh2-Msh6 displays a 10-20-fold specificity for 

mispaired DNA as compared to homoduplex DNA (Iyer et al., 2006).  Second, only 

mispair-bound Msh2-Msh6 has ATP hydrolysis inhibited in Msh6; this allows for the 

appropriate nucleotide state for downstream MMR events (sliding) to occur.  These 

data offer mechanistic insight on why we failed to observe sliding clamp formation by 
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Msh2-Msh6 on homoduplex DNA substrates in the studies described in chapter 2 and 

chapter 3.  
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6.5 A MODEL FOR FULL LENGTH MUTS IN MMR 

 

 In chapter 5 we used small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) to demonstrate that 

the MutS tetramer is extended in solution (Mendillo et al., 2007).  MutS 

tetramerization is mediated through its C-terminal 34 residues, which when fused onto 

the C-terminus of monomeric Maltose Binding Protein (MBP), also causes it to 

tetramerize.  The MBP fusions retained the ability to interact with MutS and MutS-

MutL-DNA complexes.  A crystal structure of the tetramerization domain fused to 

MBP revealed an extensively associated dimer interface, with a much smaller tetramer 

interface.  Mutations of residues involved in the weak tetramer interface resulted in 

MBP fusion proteins that were dimeric.  A truncation eliminating the C-terminal 34 

amino acids, as well as the point mutations limiting the MBP fusion protein to a dimer 

were introduced onto the E. coli MutS chromosome in vivo. While the truncation was 

nonfunctional, the tetramer-preventing point mutants were mostly functional.  These 

results demonstrate that the MutS tetramer is not essential for mismatch repair, 

however the C-terminus of MutS is essential in stabilizing MutS as a dimer.  These 

data explain why integration of MutSΔ800 onto the E. coli chromosome results in a 

substantial MMR defect, while the overexpression from a plasmid can complement for 

a mutS deletion for MMR function (Calmann et al., 2005a; Calmann et al., 2005b). 

 Tetramer formation has by others has been suggested to support the ATP 

hydrolysis-driven translocation model of MutS movement (Bjornson et al., 2003) as 

well as models where one dimer is bound at the mispair and the other is involved in 

the strand discrimination signal (Sixma, 2001).  Our data from chapter 5 are at odds 
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with these interpretations but are consistent with the data from previous studies 

showing the in vivo and in vitro defects of MutSΔ800 that led to these suggestions 

(Bjornson et al., 2003; Calmann et al., 2005a).  In addition, we are unaware of any 

reports of the eukaryotic MSH complexes tetramerizing, suggesting that 

tetramerization is not conserved and thus is dispensible for MMR. 
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6.6 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

  

 The results described in this dissertation support a model of MMR initiation 

where a nucleotide-free (or ADP bound), dimeric MSH complex recognizes the 

mispair, binds ATP but is prevented from hydrolyzing ATP in its high affinity site, 

which enables the second site to be occupied by another ATP.  The dual ATP-bound 

state drives a conformational change that facilitates sliding along the DNA helix 

where downstream signaling can occur.  These studies lead to numerous questions, 

many of which are currently being addressed. 

 

Nucleotide Occupancy, conformational changes and ternary complex 

 While Msh2-Msh6 must be bound by two ATP molecules (or at least one in 

Msh2, the lower affinity ATP binding site) in order to slide along DNA, it remains to 

be seen what state is competent for Mlh1-Pms1 interaction.  I hypothesize that the 

ternary complex-competent nucleotide occupancy state of Msh2-Msh6 occurs when 

Msh6 (the high affinity ATP binding site), is occupied by ATP.  There are several 

reasons why this might be so.  First, Msh2-Msh6 forms ternary complex with Mlh1-

Pms1 relatively efficiently on homoduplex DNA whereas there is no detectable sliding 

clamp formation.  ATP hydrolysis in Msh6 is inhibited most efficiently in the presence 

of a mispair; without it, the dual ATP occupancy state is less likely to form.  Thus, 

sliding, which requires ATP bound in both sites (or at least the low affinity ATP 

binding site), does not occur on homoduplex DNA.  Second, it appears that the 

dominant mutant Msh6-G1142D complex readily forms ternary complex, yet is 
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refractory to sliding.  One interpretation of this is that this mutation only prevents the 

second ATP-binding induced conformational change from occurring.  It is possible, 

however, that this does not offer evidence for a distinct second ATP conformation and 

that both the ternary complex competent and sliding competent conformation are the 

same, but the mutation simply interferes with the part of the protein responsible for 

sliding.  However, a study using Taq MutS and S. cerevisiae Msh2-Msh6 with the 

ATP analogue ADP-beryllium fluoride (ABF) indicate that the first scenario may be 

correct (Alani et al., 2003).  In the presence of ABF, Msh2-Msh6 binds Mlh1-Pms1, 

but does not dissociate off of DNA.  The simplest explanation is that there are two 

distinct ATP-bound conformations of the MSH complex and that it is trapped in the 

ternary complex competent conformation. 

 In this regard, additional Msh2-Msh6 mutant complexes have been isolated 

with an array of nucleotide binding defects.  Ternary complex formation with Mlh1-

Pms1 is also being examined under various nucleotide concentrations, similar to our 

studies examining sliding.  Further, a collaboration with the laboratory of Dr. Virgil 

Woods is underway to examine the structural changes that nucleotide binding induces 

using Deuterium Exchange Mass Spectrometry (DXMS). 

 

Ternary complex structure, mobility & DNA end-binding 

 While the studies presented in this dissertation suggest that the MSH-MLH 

ternary complex is mobile, its end-binding affinity hampered more detailed analysis 

using our surface biosensor system.  A previously published method used fluorescence 

resonance energy transfer (FRET) to show that σ70 translocates with RNA 
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polymerase along DNA (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2003).  A similar study could be 

designed that monitors the Msh2-Msh6-Mlh1-Pms1 complex dissociating off of the 

mispair and approaching the end of an end-blocked DNA substrate using FRET.  In 

addition, remains to be seen if the high affinity ternary complex formation observed 

on DNA ends has any physiological relevance.  For instance, while it is hard to 

imagine a scenario where Mlh1-Pms1 would encounter a double strand DNA break in 

MMR, the complex does have access to a nick.  Indeed, the presence of a nick is 

required for in vitro MMR reconstitution reactions utilizing eukaryotic proteins 

(Constantin et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2005).   

 An additional collaboration is underway utilizing SAXS to monitor the 

bending of DNA by following Gold-nanoclusters that are present on the ends of DNA 

substrates.  Changes in gold-gold distances are indicative of changes in the bend angle 

of the DNA substrate.  MutS imposes a bend at the mispair when bound to DNA 

containing a mispair (Lamers et al., 2000; Obmolova et al., 2000).  We hypothesize 

that the bend will be lost in the sliding clamp conformation.  It is difficult to imagine 

that a protein freely diffusing along DNA can simultaneously induce a conformational 

constraint on DNA.   It will be interesting to see what affect MutL binding has on the 

bend angle.  In addition, the system is set up to do time resolved studies using a 

photocaged-ATP.  This should allow detailed kinetic analysis of the bend angle 

changes. 

 We also aim to get a better understanding of the MSH-MLH ternary complex 

utilizing a combined approach of SAXS (in order to get low resolution structural 

information) and DXMS (protein-protein interface information).  We hope that a 
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better understanding of the ternary complex will yield mechanistic insight, much as 

the crystal structures of MutS did for mispair binding.    
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